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Preface
Lithuania gained its independence on March 11, 1990. One can say tbat a revolution
has taken place. After five years we can add - a revolution without clear political model
and a revolution without united revolutionaiy theoiy, but based on some historical
traditions. Othenvise, three B ai tie republies became independent beeause the Soviet
imperium collapsed and the old regime lošt the control over the Baltic nations. Having
restored the independent statė we began creating our own law system which is based oo
the principles of demoeracy and market economy. Today society is in transition: in
political situation from the old regime towards declared demoeracy; in economic sphcre
from statė to the market economy. If it would be possible to put Lithuania today among
those two dimensions, demoeracy and market economy, it would be possible to evaluate
our transition.
One way of writing this preface would be to summarize the papers and formulate in
a strietly induetive manner certain generalizations about contemporary sociological
theory and surveys. But it seems more reasonable to treat these papers rathcr as a sample
of various pa'terns of theorizing and surveys in diverse subareas of contemporary
sociology in Lithuania. Such a sample, maybe, cannot be used for warranted
generalizations, but if it is sufficiently diversified it can serve as a basis for a typology of
situations which do oceur in the given area.
We decided to include into this book papers by Lithuanian sociological researchers
on their eurrent research work. Therefore these papers are not intended to provide an
overall deseription of Lithuanian society, nor should they be considered to contain
established statements accepted by all Lithuanian sociologists. The papers rather show
the research ąuestions in which Lithuanian sociologists are interested presently and
point to the approaches and answers of currcnt sociological research. Therefore the
reader might find some eontradietions among the papers. The editor considered that the
presentation of this kind of papers might be of interest for foreign scholars, as in this
way they might have an insight into the workshops of Lithuanian sociology.
Development of sociology, which was assigned to the applied sciences, in the system
of Lithuanian Academy of Sciences was related with the status of this science in the
former Soviet Union (which was especially poor). This can be explained first of all by
the direct eonneetion of sociology, as the branch of sočiai science, with ideology,
polities and economy.
Even at the primary organizational formation stage of apptied sociology (in the
seventh decade), another obstaele appeared - the lack of professionals with basic
education. Till the middle of eight decade, there were no high schools wbich were
preparing sociologists in Lithuania (as well as in former USSR). Theories are created
and surveys eondueted by people. So the stuff, having chosen or felt into this new field
of work, were forming some kind of sociological traditions in Lithuania. The
professional interests of this stuff was corrccted by existence or absence of sočiai
demand.
The first group of sociologists (about 5 people) was formed up in the Economy
Institute of Lithuanian Academy of Sciences in 1966. But beeause of low level of
methodology, methods and analysis, their works were not published.
More signifieant stage of applied sociology development started in the end of 1966,
having established a department of Philosophy, Law and Sociology at the institute of
History. Selfdependant sociological sector, uniting about 10 colleagues, was formed up
in it.
Close scientific cooperation of Lithuanian, Latvian and Estonian sociologists began
in 1975, when the department of Baltic Sociology was found at the former Soviet
Sociological Association. Industrial sociology, urban-rural sočiai surveys, family
sociology were developing at that time. Common surveys of sočiai structure, youth
sociology, educational sociology were started. This organizational structure collapsed at
the end of the eight decade in the process of independent Baltic statės formation. But
still in the autumn of 1991 Lithuanian Sociological Association became a member of
International Sociological Organization (ISA).
The department of Philosophy, Law and Sociology was reorganized into the Institute
of Philosophy, Sociology and Law in 1977. There are 14 departments in it now. Half of
them - sociological. About 100 scientist work in totai. Most of them have scientific
degrees and names.

The main work topics of Institute sociologists are presented below:
1.Sočiai organization and its improvement
Finding out sočiai deformations; sočiai expertise on govemment acts;
recommcndations for thc improvement of govemment
2.Creating a system on indices for sočiai developmcnt of the Republic
Creating a system of sočiai statistics indices, based on nation-wide programs, to
secure regulation of sočiai processes on principles of ąualitative growth and
intemational comparability, to stimulate International cooperation for th^ search of
new political solutions.
3.Lithuania within the European community (comparative analysis of socioeconomic developtnent).
Identifying the developmcnt level of Lithuania under conditions of its statė
recovery.
4.Sočiai stratification
Stiucture and behavior of different sočiai groups under conditions of sočiai and
political instability.
5.National minorities in Litfauania
Integration of national minorities into thc economic, political and sočiai life of
Lithuania.
6.Internal migration processes in Lithuania
A study of migration directions and tendencies in the Republic; territorial dispersal
of the population, possibilities for its regulation.
7.Formation and change of sočiai^ economic and cultural interests of the
population under conditions of Lithuanian statė recovery
-Socio-cultural differentiation and change in the population (analysis and
forecast). Identifying main socio-cultural types and their tendency of growth.
-National self-identify in the youth; study of motivation and factors of infiuence,
the institutional impacL
-Economic and sočiai behavior of the family under changing economic system;
formation of preferences, differentiation of behavior and initiative; seope and ways
of sočiai security.
8.Public opinion changes in different groups of Litfauania
Checking public opinion on sočiai, economic, political issues.
9.Demography
Analysis of demographic development of Lithuania and population forecast;
evaluation of Family, Migration and Female employment policy; interrelation
between professional and demographic behavior, value attitudes of Population.
Participation in international research and study programs recently: "Population
related policies in European Countries", "The dynamies of Population Aging in
European Countries", "Fertility and Family Surveys in European Countries", "Causes
and Consequences of Emigration from Central and Eastern Europe", "Around the Baltic:
Vision and Strategies", "Sočiai Changes in Baltic and Nordic Countries", "The New
Democracy and Local Self-govemments", "Political Culture in Lithuania", "Path of the
Generation (longitudinal study of the youth)" and others.
This publication cannot cover all the aspects of the new trends in the life of
Lithuania. The publication continues the modest tradition of Lithuanian sociologists to
present their theoretical, methodological and methodical researches, the analysis of
empirical researches in English. We hope in the nearest future they will become richer
and richer. One of the first book considered some major sociological studies which have
been carried in the former Baltic Soviet republics was "Sociological Research in the
Baltic Soviet Republics"(Ed.Mikk Titma, Vilnius: Institute of Philosophy, Sociology and
Law, 1982, 350 p.). The second: "Sociological Research in the Baltic Soviet Republics" (
Ed. Mikk Titma, A.Matulionis, Vilnius: Institute of Philosophy, Sociology and Law,
1986, Part I, 230 p. and Part H, 152 p.) The third: "Sociological Researches in the Baltic
States" (Ed. A.Matulionis .... Vilnius: Institute of Philosophy, Sociology and Law, 1990,
335 p.). The book "Lithuanian Society in Sočiai Transition" is one of the first common
work in English after the restoration of the independent statė. We are very grateful to all
authors who are participating in it. We launch this issue with the hope that, if only
modestly, it may contribute to the exchange of scientific information among countries.

TheEditor
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Part I. Towards Democracy
POLITICAL PREFERENCES IN LITHUANIA: WHY THE 1992
ELECT1ON WAS A SURPRISE
Vladas GAIDYS
Dr.The head of the Public Opinion Research center
since 1989.
In 1975 he graduatedfrom Vilnius University. In 1976-79
he was on post-graduate studies in the Department of
Sociological Methods and Methodology of the Sociological
Research Institute of the USSR Academy of Sciences. The
Ph.D. ihesis was: "Tune, Generation and Age Problem in
Sociological Research". Since 1980 he has been worldng at
the Institute ofPhilosophy, Sociology andLaw in thefie ld of
fanūty sociology, methodology of sodai research and public
opinion surveys. He is a member of ESOMAR (European
Society for Opinion and Marketing Research).

Over several ycars, Lithuania was a "litmus paper" for politologists foreseeing the
future of the fonner USSR. The radical right consciousness stereotype proved to be
wrong during the election to Seym in autumn of 1992, when a decisive victory was
achieved by the former-communists' party - the Democratic Labor Party (DLP). The
rcsults most often are being interpreted as a "retum back". The election results
interpretation would be not complete without a review of the public opinion surveys data
(1989-93). This analysis makes it possible for the reinterpretation of the results of the
election of the February, 1990 (and for asserting that the right wing did not win the
election then) as well as for noting that the "spirai of silence" phenomenon (the concept
of Elisabeth Noelle-Neumann) manifested itself in public opinion, which made many
polilologists mistake in their forecasts. In Lithuania, the "spirai of silence" phenomenon
has a whole senes of specific features. It is important for the interpretation of the public
opinion surveys results in Lithuania. Empirical data used in this paper belong to the
Survey Research Center (SRC) of the Institute of Philosophy, Sociology and Law.
1. Lithuania in the forefront of the national liberation movement. The right views
domination stereotype.
The liberation and rebirth movement initiated by Estonia was supported by the
Lithuanian mass movement (Figure 1). Beginning with the end of 1989, historical time
was still more accelerated and Lithuania found itself in the forefront of anti-Soviet
revolution which arose in the Soviet empire. Severai events were imprinted on the world
opinion: the Lithuanian communists' separation from CPSU (December, 1989);
M.Gorbachev's unsucces^ful visit to Lithuania January, 1990); the victory of the antiCommunist right forces m the election to Parliament (February, 1990); declaration of
Lithuania's independence (March 11, 1990); economic blockade of Lithuania (June-July,
1990); "theBloody Sunday" (January, 1991).
For the USSR, Lithuania was Uke a "mote in the eye" during those years. It wcre not
only these events that created an image of strong and anti-Communist Lithuania.
Uncompromising position of Lithuanian leaders (of V.Landsbergis in particular) made a
grcat impression on the world opinion.
The official policy of this period could be characterized as a "right" one.
The peculiarities of the "right-left" axis vary from country to country. In Lithuania,
the key concepts for "right" would be: a strong statė; full property restitution (as of the
1940 situation); the period of 1945-89 conceived as a period of oceupation and "dark";
favoring entrepreneurship; Westem orientation. The key concepts for "left": the years
1945-89 conceived as a "white-black" period; th^ history should be "started" from 198993 (without property restitution); past sins should be forgotten; immigrants (1945-89)
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are vietims of the Soviet system; both Eastem and Westem orientations; sočiai
guarantees; the importance of the state's role in economy planning, etc.; a secular stato.
Tbe "left" orientations had a status of an unpopular opposition ideology.
In tbis way, Lithuania due to outstanding events, official policy and design of
political lifc acquired an image of a country of consistent right orientatioD in 1990-92.
2.Tbe resuhs of eleetion to Scym in October-November, 1992. A political sbock.
In Lithuania tbe eleetion was held according to a mixed electoral system: 70
mandates were allotted for proportional rcpresentation of parties (the critical line being
4%, but it was not applied to national minorities), and 71 mandate was allotted for tbe
single-member distriet representation.
The voting rcsults were uncxpected (Figure 2). Sąjūdis and V.Landsbergis lošt the
eleetion to Seym. It was won by DLP. In the context of prcvious political processes, tbis
fact was accepted as a shock by the world community.
The results wcrc unexpected not only to foreign observers, but also to Lithuanian
politicians, politologists, and common people. The vietory was unexpected to the
winners them^elves (DLP was hoping to get 8 seats as a "deadline" and 25 - as a
"triumph").
Actually, not a single forecast presented before the eleetion was confirmed. Nobody
expected the catastrophe of the centrists parties (the Centrist Movement, the Moderates
Movement, the Union of National Progress), the loss of the right wing (Sąjūdis
coalition), and the vietory of DLP.
3.Why wcrc these resuhs unezpccted to politologists, the media, and the pnblic?
It is to be supposed that there exist several reasons.
The first: "stereotypes". A stereotype was formed among the politologists of
Lithuania as to the particular importance of personalities in political struggle. To put it
roughly, the essence of this stereotype is that the Lithuanians likę "handsome men" in
polities and vote for persons, not for parties. In the lists of the most popular politicians,
DLP was represented solely by A.Brazauskas, and the majority consisted of the centrist
parties politicians.
The latter stereotype proved to be completely wrong in the eleetion. Some candidate
of DLP, known to nobody (and someūmcs even ugty in appearance) used to win against
a well-known (and handsome) polib'cian.
(There was still another stereotype among the politologists: "two Lithuanians-three
parties", which failed, too. Instcad of many minor parties (17 took part in the eleetion),
at present we have something of a kind of a tvvo-party system in our Seym).
The second: "public opinion polis". The results of the public opinion studies used to
appear in the media quite infrequently. Besides, not everybody trusts in tbis technology,
which is a new thing in our country.
Some information on the political situation was sold, and the buyers did not publish
the unbelievable results.
The third: "the media". Forecasts are influenced strongly by "public opinion "created
by its leaders who are elose to media. Many of them were in opposition to Sąjūdis ("the
right wing"); they overrated the power of the right wing and saw an alternative in the
centrist forces. In this way, a specific atmosphere was created, where DLP was forgotten
as having no prospeets.
The fourth: "the silent majority". There were no evident signs of the DLP vietory in
Lithuania- Potential DLP voters did not wear badges, they did not discuss the party
platform with strangers, etc. Wby did the winning side kcep silent and the losing one
speak a lot? This question will be discussed later.
4. Public opinion polis predietion
The SRC eondueted 4 surveys conceming this subject in 1992 (Figure 3).
There was not marked difference between the results of the SRC polis (March and
June, 1992) and the voting results (the parties' list). However, the results seemcd
completely unbelievable. They eontradieted the opinion of politicians and politologists.
There were doubts as regards political neutrality of the researchers. Though absolutely
trusting in the survey research procedure, we found ourselves in an embarrassing
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situation because of the inability to interpret thc rcsults. Relief was brought by the
election results irrespective of the rcsearchers' political views: thc surveys were made
quite well.
Neverthclcss, thc diffcrcncc berween the survey of Septembcr and thc voting of
October with rcspect to DLP amounts to 13%, which is too much. It is possible to
explain tbis by a time gap (the voters changed their prefcrences ovcr a month's time Icft
till the election), but this is only onc of the explanations possible.
It is interesting that analogous error (12%) was also made by a foreign poUing
company. This company took an cxit poli, i.e. voters had to answer a ąuestion as to
whom they had just voted for. Thousands of voters all over Lithuania were polled by
means of sampling. The error cxcited not only tht company's representatives, but thc
Lithuanian public as well. Why was the error made? We don't query the sample
procedure of this survey (we haven't information about it). So there is only one answer people told lies to sociologists. To us, this is not new.
For two years already, 20-30% of respondents were answering the ąuestion
conceming the evaluation of Parliament, the Government, and the htgh-rank men of
authority with the words "I can't say", "It is difficult to say" (which may be interpreted as
"I don't want to say"). This perccntage is at least twice as high as that of Latvia and
Estonia. 10% of the respondents, when answering the ąuestion "What ąuestions people
won't be willing to answer sincerely?", indicated "political ąuestions"; as much as 18% "ąuestions concerning mistakes of the highest - rank representatives of authority". At the
šame time, only 1% indicated a really disconcerting ąuestion about income.
It is interesting to note that a correspondent of a daily newspaper tried to make an
interview with the DLP supporters in Vilnius next moming after the election. He was
Iooking for such persons in the streets, shops, etc. During half-a-day he didn't find one.
What are the reasons for silence and lies?
5. Thc silent majority
Thus, we have empirica] facts relating to "I can't say", insincerity and lying during
the exit poli. It is important that the DLP supporters did not wear campaign buttons or
su' ck-on badges, etc. It is not a statistical fact but a result of observations.
These features of the pre-election period enable us to use a concept of a "silent
majority". The pbenomenon of silence is described by Elisabeth Noelle-Neumann in her
book "The Spirai of Silence" /I/. The main characteristics of this "spirai of silence" are
as follows: people have an ability to realize when public opinion gains strength or
weakness; the reactions to this realization lead either to a more confident speech or to
silence; the fear of isolation that makes most people willing to heed the opinion of others
/l,62-63/. "Those confident of victory speak up, while losers tend toward silence".

/121/
In order to better understand this phenomenon, we prescntcd its main elements in a
graphic form (Fig.4).
The intellectuais, the mass media, public opinion leaders expcricnce a "Zeitgeist".
They influence public opinion. The climate of public opinion means " public opinion
about public opinion". The climate ^^) is sensitive to changes (Ax) in public opinion (x).
The connection is positive: y=f(Ax) , col.The changes in climate are closely related to
the "fear of sočiai isolation", and this fear causes changes in public opinion; a positive
back eonneetion is present in this chain.
The Lithuanian case shows eontradietions within this model: the majority keeps
silence in spite of the victory. Nothing else but an "unpubiic opinion" model can be
suggested as an cxplanation (Figure 5).
There are two realities: official and unofficial; two types of opinion leaders: public
and unpubiic ("public" is what we can say publiely); two types of opinion: public and
unpubiic. The parameters of public opinion are good for forecasting open voting results,
and the parameters of unpubhc opinion are suitable for forecasting secret voting results.
Election presents a secret voting situation, while the existing mass media - an open
voting situation. Opinion poli stands between "open" and "secret" voting (it depends on
a degree of anonymity).
The model is not a new one. "Double thinking", "double truth" are characteristic of
totalitarian societies. The fear of isolation from the statė (and not from the society, as in
a classical "spirai of silence" case) is the reason. Did we have such situation in Lithuania
in 1992? To a certain extent - yes. Part of people was afraid of acąuiring a reputation of
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being an "enemy of thc nation" or a "red-colored" one. This could be one of the reasons
for double thinking, or lying to polis terš. On the otber hand, such explanation would be
an oversimplification and not true enough. There are otfaer important reasons for "double
thinking".
There exists a difference between attitudes and behavior, i.e. a "cognitive
dissonance". We would likę to stress herc the only ooc dimension of this dissonance; the
difference berwecn the ideal world and the everyday world. In the ideal world, some
values are accepted without hesitation in our society: the Lithuaūian statė of 1918-40,
independence, anti-communism, Western orientation, Catholicism, market economy.
Sąjūdis' slogans were very much in line with these values (God, nation, independence).
It was an "officiaT truth, an ideology.
There were compromises in the everyday life in our socie^^. It was considered a
shame to recognize the everyday needs. The real life did not have a language of its own
intended for public expression. DLP was eloser to real problems than Sąjūdis.
The third reason for tbe opinion splitting into two parts (public-unpublic):
psychological difficulties in the expression of the middle of the road position. Prof. Ottar
Hellevik and Prof. TorBjorklund write [2,163]: "The intensity of opinion inereases with
extremity <...>. Wc may assure that this political interest and intensity of felling in turn
leads to greater efforts to persuade others, while a middle of the road position may
reflect a lack of engagement and activity".
The DLP position was more "middle" than the position of Sąjūdis and more difficult
to express, for their supporters.
We have mentioned three reasons for silence: fear, shame and psychological
weakness of the middle position.
In half - year after the eleetion, i.e. in June of 1993, we presented several questions
about the respondents' readiness to take a public stand as a representative of a party one
supports. The questions' wordings corresponded to the wordings of Elisabeth Noelle Neumann's book "The Spirai of Silence". /1.35/. In this survey representing adult
population of Lithuania 1633 respondents were polled. 592 of them pointed out that they
were in sympathy with DLP, while 213 sympathized with SĄJŪDIS and the "Union of
Homeland", a party formed on its basis. Readiness to provide public support of for one's
party was analyzed in these respondents groups.

LDP
supporter^
I'd attend a really for this party
I'd talk with straneers about the partv platform
Td defend this party's point of view in others parties
meetings
I'd help distribute compaign literature

Rightwing
supporters

66%
47%
39%

76%
61%
48%

32%

52%

As we see, the DLP supporters were more positive even after a half - year, when the
party was already in power.
Specific reasons for silence were mentioned here. It is possible to speak also about
more general features of the post - totalitarian mentality, about features of the Catholic
mentality (in this culture, opinion of surrounding people is more important than in
Protestant culture). Unpublic opinion will probably survive for a long time as a factor of
Lithuania's sočiai life (while in the USA, as some investigations show /3,234/, there
exists practically no "spirai of silence").
6. Why did and A.Brazauskas win the eleetion?
The simplest explanation is people's disappointment and weariness. Our life, if
compared with the situation 5 years ago, is extremely difficult economically.
On the other hand, nobody proposes to retum to the past (the USSR doesn't cxist any
more, sociafism has failed everywhere) - and DLP, too.
Many politologists attempted to explain the results of the eleetion of autumn of
1992. In these explanations, tbe results of the eleetion to Parliament, which was won by
Sąjūdis, are taken as a starting point most often. Tbe autumn of 1992, whcn Sąjūdis lošt,
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is a reverse point in the rime axis. Just in this period the reasons for losing are being
looked for.
Tbe results of the public opinion polis make it possible for rcvising some
stereotypes, including the stereotype relating to the Sąjūdis victory in the 1990 election.
Sąjūdis was founded in 1988 as a mass movement The main ideas of Sąjūdis of that
rime are democracy, spiritual fteedom, independence, i.e. the highest human values. The
year 1988 was a year of mass manifcstations. The "Baltic Way" of 1989 commemorating
the Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact was an event of particular impressiveness. People stood all
along the main road from Vilnius to Tallinn. Approximately 1 million people took part
in this demonstration in Lithuania. A real revolution of a peaceful nature was conducted
by Sąjūdis in 1989-89.
And who were the leaders of tbc nation? According to our survcys, A-Brazauskas and
K.Prunskiene were the most popular politicians (Figure 6).
In December, 1989, the Lithuanian Communist Party split into two parts: the
independent CP and CPSU. It was a risky step: M.Gorbachev personally asked not to
take it. The new branch of the communist party was strongly supported by people, and
its popularity rose ineredibly (Figure 7).
We mušt stress here that at the beginning of 1990 there werc no marked differences
between Sąjūdis and LCP. In people's consciousness, it was a mass movement, a
political process, where the key role was played by Sąjūdis, A.Brazauskas and
ICPrunskiene. So we may assume that people voted for A.Brazauskas (and his "step-bystep" policy) and Sąjūdis in 1990. Besides, we believe that Sąjūdis of that time included
both right and left wings.
We interpret the empirical data obtained in our 1990 polis as an evidence that
people voted for A.Brazauskas and the "left" Sąjūdis. So it is to be supposed that it the
"right" Sąjūdis didn't win the election of 1990. However, the "right" Sąjūdis formed the
authority. In time, its popularity started decreasing: in April, 1990, the Sąjūdis rating
was +55, the communists' (A-Brazauskas') rating - +48; in June, 1990: Sąjūdis - +27,
communists - +39.
If the results of the 1990 election are to be interpreted as the "left" Sąjūdis victory,
then a conclusion could be dravra that no particular changes took place in public opinion
in 1990-92.
The results of the election of autumn of 1992 mušt have not been unexpected to a
careful investigator of public opinion. It was the "spirai of silence" with the majority the future winner - keeping silent, that had to be a surprise; it was the appearance of the
public opinion elimate not conforming to the metaphor "public opinion - our sočiai skin"
that had to surprise as well.

Referenccs:
1 .Noelle - Neumann, Elisabeth. 1984. The Spirai of Silence: Public Opinion - Our Sočiai
Skin. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
2.Hellevik, Ottar, and Bjorklund, Tor. 1991. "Opinion Leadership and Political
Extremism". International Journal of Public Opinion Research. Vol.3, No.2.
3.Katz, Cheryl, and Baldassare, Mark. 1992. Using the "L - word" in Public. A tęst of
the spirai of silence in conservative orange county, California. Public Opinion
Quarterly, Vol. 57N^2
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Lithuanian society in sočiai transition
Figūra 1. Chronology of Politka] Events in Lithuania
-Plesident elections

1993—

Elections to Seim
Presidential Referendum
International recognition
Coup in Moscow

1992—

"Bloody Sunday"
1991-

-Blockade
Declaration of Indcpendcnt State
Free eleetions to Parliament
M.Gorbachiov's visit

1990—

-CPSU in Lithuania split
"Baltic Way" - 1 mln. people
First public opinion polis
-1 Congress of Sąjūdis
Independent Lithuania flag was raised
Mass manifestations
Sąjūdis was founded
-"Winds of freedom" in Estonia

1988—

Figure2. Voting results
Proportional System - Octobcr 15.1992
Voting %

70

Sinele - membtr distriets - Nuvcmbcr 15,1992
Voting %

Totai

Mandates

37
13
8
3
2
8
71

52
18
11
4
3
11
99%

1. Democratic Labor party
2. Saiudis coalition
3. Christian Democratic party
4. Sočiai Democratic partv
5. Poles Union
6. Others (12)

Mandates

36
17
10
5
2
0

44
21
13
6
2
14
100%

1. Democratic Labor party
2. Saiudis coalition
3. Christian Democratic party
4. Sočiai Democratic party
5. Poles Union
6. Others (12)
Totai

Figure 3. SRC Public Opinion Polis -1992
Political preferences (% of those who have decided what party they would Tote for)
Democratic Labor party
Sąjūdis

January

March

June

September

30
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Figure 6. The most popular politkians in Lithuanla
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"fission"; conceptualizing democracy and personai freedom,
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Introduction
First remark. Let's start with a question, wfaetber conceptualizing democracy in the
post-communist countries reveal actual statė of society, or it discloses future vision,
idcal model, political and sočiai goal of society in transition?
In those two mentioned cases the basement of sociological analysis of democracy is
different. To my opinion, in the countries of "old" or established demoeracies definition
of the concept can be based eitber on the future vision, ideal model or on the actual statė
of sodely, while definition of the concept in the countries of "new" demoeracies, namely
in Lithuania, having rather weak demoeratie traditions, disclose more political and sočiai
vision of society in transition and is inspired by ideal models. Identification of transition
period with democracy into being can lead to the disillusion and calling back to the
totalitarian society with a guarantee of stability and security.
Second remark. Transition towards democracy, consolidation of demoeratie
institutions in the countries of "new" demoeracies comes together with two simultaneous
transitions, namely 1) transition from centrally planned and managed economy towards a
market economy, 2) in the case of Hastern Europe and the Soviet Union republies, the
transition from Soviet hegemony towards national independence.
Thus, democracy that is built on the ruins of destroyed dictatorship cannot design the
future according to its own vision alone. The problem of compatibillty of the vision of
democracy with all of those simultaneous transitions as weU as with establishment of
"...appropriate strategy to cope with legacy without betraying the basic principles of
democracy..." (Norgaard, 1992) mušt be taken into account
Third remark. Ideological process in society and science as well, in the period of
incorporation Lithuanian statė into the Soviet Union had especiaUy negative influence on
sociology. The thesis about many scientific disciplines turaing to the ideological
deseription of sočiai life is especially aceurate in this case.
Some spheres of sočiai life were beyond scientific analysis or based on very
complicated and intricated statisties. The aspects of political consciousness, namely,
state-person relations, conceptualizing democracy, human rights, personai freedoms
were never on the agenda of sociological survey, because the attitudes, conceming these
spheres of life were a priori defined by official ideology.
Cardinally changed sočiai conditions enabled sociologists to study political
consciousness. However, someone can ask question, whether it is worth studying
political consciousness, political and sočiai life being beyond any discussion for many
ycars? In other words, does the object of analysis exist?
At Ieast two sociological studies: l)comparative analysis of political activism of
Lithuanian and Norwegian population, including above 2.500 respondente in 1991
(Hernes, 1991) and 2)sociological research on "National Consciousness of Lithuanian's",
including above 1.500 respondente in 1993 (Juozeliuniene, 1993) proved the suggestion
that majority of Lithuanian population were highly interested in sočiai and political life
of the štate.
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Conccptualizing democracy by local leadere:
East-Wcst comparative study
Going back to my first remark about the differenccs in conceptualizing democracy in
tbe counlries of "old" and "new" democracies, let's discuss some data of a survey "New
Democracy and Local Governance" funded by the United States Institute of Peace in
which the author took part. It was carricd out in 1991-1992 in local political units
ranging in size from 25.000 to 200.000 residents in "new" democracies in Eastera
Europe and former republics of the Soviet Union - Russia, Byelorussia, Kazakhstan,
Ukraine and Lithuania, Central Europe - Poland, Slovėne, and Sweden as a country of
"old" democracy.
Ine survey suggested that in these mentioned countries serious inroads have becn
made into democratization at the local lcvel. For that end, democratic orieotations of the
new community leaders (mayors, elected officials, department administratore, activists
in political parties and movements) were examined.
The mcaning of democracy was disclosed by the open-ended question. It was coded
after a listing of answers of the local leaders.
At that moment having no pennission to present all obtained data of the survey, I will
try to disclose only some of them, Lithuania and Byelorussia presena'ng democratic
orientation in the countries of Eastern Europe, and Sweden - a country of the "old"
democracy (see table 1).
It mušt be noted that table 1 is based on the data presented in National reports of
Sweden (Stromberg, 1993), Byelorussia (Grishchenko, 1993) and Lithuania
(Juozeliuniene, 1993). Each country was allowed to present its own analysis of openended ąuestion on democracy, basing on the originally chosen criteria.
According to the data, presented in the table 1, the respondente from the countries of
the "new" democracy had much more trouble than respondente from Sweden while
giving definition of democracy: in Lithuania, Byelorussia and Sweden accordingly 15, 28
and 2 percent of respondente did not give any definition of democracy. Thus, we
evidently meet with negative consequences of long-term restrietions, tabu on
unrestrained discussion and analysis of various aspccts of sočiai life in Lithuania and
Byelorussia.
The distribution of perceived meanings of democracy indicates that the most popular
meaning among the local leaders in Sweden is "the equal right to inftuence the
development of society", which is the general meaning of democracy for 27 percent of
the leaders. The second strongest meaning of democracy perceived by 22 percent of the
local leaders is what the authors called "the classical sense of democracy" where the
leaders have given answers such as majority rule, cqual suffrage, freedom of speech,
parliamentarism, multi-party system, etc. Next comes definition of democracy as
follows: equal right (14%), freedom (8%), individual freedom (7%), participation (6%),
law and order (5%), etc.
The distribution of perceived meanings of democracy among the local leaders in
Byelorussia reveals the definition of democracy as "the union of discipline, strong power
and order, being the most popular (12.5^). Definition of democracy as "the union of
freedom and law" comes second (11.6%). Democracy in Byelorussia is also defined as
juridical equality (8.3%), political cquality (2.5%), economical cquality (2.5%) and
simply as "nice system and nice people" (5.3%).
Local leaders in Lithuania presented two distinetive outlooks of democracy. Firstly,
democracy is understood as individual rights and freedoms (58%). Priority in relations
between individu als and the statė is to the individuals; individual is of a highest value.
Secondly, democracy is understood as the character of goveming the statė. In relations
between individual and statė, the latter takes priority (42%).
Within tbe outlook on tbe individual's rights and freedoms, a more detailed analysis
divides opinions into 2 categories, namely a) democracy as the righte and freedoms of
individuals, without any limits (66%), b) democracy as the rights and freedoms of
individuals, having limits (34%). The expression of righte and freedoms does not
impede rights and freedoms of the other citizens or norms of public morals. The leaders
gavę the answers such as "democracy is not merely freedom, but also an understood
necessity", "freedom goes together with rcsponsibility and ability to saerifice in the name
of general interests".
The second outlook regarding priorities of the statė is also differentiated, namely a)
democracy is treated as specific means of goveming political, economical and sočiai
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organizations (86%), b) as means of governing for the sake of the rights and freedoms of
individuals (14%).
Tabk 1. Deflnitian of danocracy by lomi leaders in Sveden, Byelorussia and
Lithuania
Country

Did not divc
any definitioo

Definition of democracy

Sweden

2%

Byctomssia

28%

Litfauania

15%

1. Equal right to influencc the devetopment of
society (27%).
2. Classical sense of democracy (majority rule,
equal
suffrage,
freedom
of
speech,
parliamentarism, multi-party system, etc.).
3. Equal right (14%).
4. Freedom (8%).
5. Individual freedom (7%).
6. Participation (6%).
7.Lawandorder(5%).
8. Other.
1. Union of discipline, stroog power and order
(12.5%).
2. Union of freedom and law (11.6%).
3. Juridical equality (8.3%).
4. Completely romantic definition, namely as "nice
system and nice people" (5.3%).
5. Political equality (2.5%).
6. Economic equality (2.5%).
1. Individual rights and freedoms (58%):
1.1. Without limits (66%); 1.2. Limited by
responsibility and public morals (34%).
2. Character of governing the statė (42%):
2.1. Specific means of governing (86%);
2.2. Otoveming for the sake of safeguarding
freedoms and rights of individuals (14%).
3. Definition of democracy in negative terms (not
anarchv. not socialism, not demagogy) (7%).

Sonrccs:

l.Grishchenko J. (1993). The Belorus nalional report
2Juozeh"uniene I. (1993). The Lithuania national report
3.Stromberg L., S.Szucs (1993). The Swedish national report

It is interesting to notice that the vast majority of rcspondents (93%) deseribe
democracy in positive tenns, such as freedoms, rights, means of goveming the statė, 7%
presenting definition of democracy in negative terms of what democracy is not not
anarchy (65%), not socialism, not dictatorship, not demagogy.
We can see that majority of respondents from the country of the "old" democracy
(Sweden) demand the equal opportunities to influence the development of society, e.g. to
participate in the crcation of well-being of their society, having classical basis for the
sočiai activities such as majority rule, equal suffrage, freedom of speech and so on.
Local leaders from Lithuania, a country in transition to democracy, first of all are
seeking for individual rights and freedoms, even without any restrietions and lknitations,
statė affairs being second to the individual's interests. Going back to the perceived
meanings among local leaders from Sweden, we can statė tbat freedom and individual
freedom as the main key-word of definition of democracy holds position #4 and #5.
Prevailing the definition of democracy as individual rights and freedoms in Lithuania
can be treated as merely reaction to the long lasting period of oppression of individual
rights.
On the other hand, local leaders in Byelorussia, another former republic of the Soviet
Union, deseribe demoeratie society botb in the terms of freedom and power, order,
discipline.
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Conccptualuing dcmocracy and persimai freedom by young people in Lhhuania
The data of thc mentioned above survcy "New Democracy and Local Goveming"
inspircd us to caiTy out anothcr investigatioo in order to disclose the outlook on
democracy in the other groups of population in Lithuania, namely in the group of young
people (18-30 years old). Young people are justly treated as a highly sensiu've sočiai
group, perfectly fjt for diagnosis of sočiai change and sočiai therapy in a definite society.
Sociological rcsearch "National Consciousness of Lithuanian's" was carried out by
the Lithuanian Institute of Philosophy, Sociology and Law in collaboration with
Lithuanian Department of Statistics in 1992-1993. A special ąucstionnaire including 30
questions was worked out. The questionnaires had been distributed via departments.
1.500 back received were suitable for pcrforming, among them 344 by young
respondente (18-30 years old). Definition of dcmocracy as the basis of a new sočiai
organization of society was chosen by the author for sociological anaiysis.
According to the data presented in the table 2, one third of young respondents did
not present the definition of democracy; democracy is perceived in constructive light by
55.7 perccnt of young people, in destructive - by 17.3 percent
Tablc 2. The meanings of democracy
Meanings of
democracy
No answer

Destructive
meaning

Number of
respondents
(in percent)
26.9

17.3

Detailed characteristic of the meaning

1. Lack constructive content of the
concept, defined as anti-socialism, antianarchy.
2. Stating the absence of democracy in
Lithuania (suppression of criticism,
opposite opinion, emergency of ncw
bureaucratic elite).
Positive
1. Democracy is understood as individual
rights and freedom of speech, the press,
conscience. In person-state relations the
priority is to person.

CoDstructive
meaning

55.7

2 Democracy is understood
as the
character of statė organization. In
person-statc relations the priority is to
the statė.
Negative
Deny the necessity of democratic statė
organization in Lithuania. Democracy is
defined as the power of masses, anarchy,
unpunishability,
"incorrect"
differentiation of society into the "rich"
and the "poor".

Number of
respondents
(in percent)

25.0

75.0

65.5

10.3

24.1

Destructive meaning of democracy disclose the attitudes of rwo kinds:
1.Definition of democracy in negative terms, of what democracy is not, namely antisocialism, anti-anarchy, anti-totalitarism, etc.
2.Emotional statements about the absence of democracy in Lithuania, namely
suppression of criticism, opposite opinion, emergency of new bureaucratic elite, etc.
Constructive meaning of democracy is presented by 55,7% of young people,
including positive (75,8^) and negative (24,1 %) content of the concept.
In positive constructive opinions about democracy two distinet outlooks emerged:
Firstly, democracy was understood as individual rights and freedoms. In person-state
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rclations priority is to the person; privatc interests have first-rate rights, individual is the
highest value.
Secondh/, democracy is understood as a character of goveming the statė. Io pcrsonstate relations priority is to the statė.
Negative constructive attitude discloses definition of democracy as anarchy,
unpunishability, irrational, scattered and unpredictable povver of masses, "incorrect"
differentiation of society into the "rich" and the "poor". Finally, this definition is
followed by conclusion tbat democracy is incompatible with development of Lithuanian
society. This suggestion gets 18% of all respondents.
Let's see the reason of such drastic point. A part of population treats transition
pcriod as "democracy" into being, estabtished automatically after the dawn fall of
totalitarian regime. Unfortunately, this identification of transition period with
manifestation of democracy is rather popular and is significant characteristic of
contemporary common sense.
Indeed, worsening economical situation in Lithuania, namely drop of produetion of
industry, building, agriculture, decrease of monthly salary, unemployment, etc.
eontradietions in political life and lack of sočiai security hardly could be treated
positively or inspire optimistic vision of reality. That's why, recollection of stable, secure
soctalist society is treated as one possible way to improve critical contemporary
situation, the demand to establish liberal-totalitarism, constitutional monarchy being
another.
Thus, young people in Lithuania present even more drastic definition of democracy,
compared with the outlook of the local leaders, mentioned above. Sočiai organization of
society is understood mainly in the light of person-state relations, individual's interests
being at the bottom. Development of democracy is treated, firstly, as manifestation of
human rights and personai freedom, controversary to the former soviet proposition about
the necessity to establish perfect statė organization, granting frecdoms and rights to the
individuals.
Values of personai freedom, being one of the most important key-word in
coDceptualizing democracy, called for more detailed analysis. To that end, the answcrs to
the open-ended ąuestion about the personai freedom were examined. Analysis disclosed
the content of the concept and the ftetds of application, namely:
-Freedom is defined as the main point of personai life, characteristic feature of
personali ty;
-Freedom is examined in the light of limits: a) personai freedom cannot be Umited,
it is beyond any restrietions; b) personai freedom mušt be limited by responsibility and
standards of human relations;
-Freedom is understood in the light of person-state (formai organizations) relations.
Who has priority? Who is the main value?
-Freedom is seen in the light of well-being. The possibility of personai freedom in
the developing country, freedom and poverty are the key-problems for discussion.
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1.Wc consider politics as some kind of dialogue betwccn the politicians and their
audience. Tht involvement of a wide audience in politics includes the perception of
programs and slogaus in everyday environment. We deal with political texts
conununicated by politicians on the TV screen and perceived by ordinary spectators at
home. The problem of this forai of political communicatioD is bow the recipients assess
the credibility (confidence) of a speaker.
2.The background of the political dialogue is common direct communication; the
credibility of communicating partners in such a case is a lesult of many factors: the
degree of relation intimacy; the belonging to "our" or "strange" group; the content of
interaction and of messages ; the circumstances of contact, etc. The specific feature of
such coinmunication is the role of the facial expression, gestures, kinesics and
intonationall signs of feedback, i.e. of continuous strained mutual control of sincerity or
falseness of comtnunicating persons.
In spite of tbis redundant control it is not easy to coiTectly estimate the concrete
countenance and other signs - and decide whether to confide in the partner. The history
of mankind is overfilled with deceptions and betrayals.
3.In this context the political communication essentially differs irom the direct
communication:
a)the scale of facial perception is "unnatural": all dimensions of the political hero on
the TV screen are exaggerated; therefore the importance of expressive features
considerably grows. So the human characteristies become "mythologized";
b)all the paralinguistic signs are perceived as the integral context, which
predetermines the trust of a spectator in a communicator and the approval (or
disapproval) of its political message;
c)the feedback mentioned above is absent;
d)the majority of spectators engage emotionally in the political performance rather
than perceive it intellectually; the content of perception is determined by sočiai
stereotypes;
e)the importance of political messages depends on the topicality of the mėme and on
the degree of mass consciousness engagement in politics;
f)the perception of the political performance at Home, in a microenvironment
assumes a special private character.
4.There is essential difference between the Soviet political performance on the TV
and the appearance of new politicians in Lithuania since the restoration of independence.
Two decades ago the Soviet politics had no need for the psychological feedback;
Soviet ideology and propaganda have lošt their real receivers. Both texts and authors
constituted the well-known totalitarian ritual and the old politicians' faces became a part
of the ideological routine - kind of a stable decoration, unable to cause any posin've
emotional identification. The paralinguistic context of these old political messages has
lošt its natūrai funetion and is often disfunctional (e.g. the cconomical perception of
Breznev's appearance on the TV screen).
5.At the first stage of the new political movement (Sąjūdis etc.) new leaders and
spokesmen show up as opponents of the old ideological ritual. In our context it means,
that the voting population could reconstruct their identification with political items slogans, programs and figures of the new politics; in a sense it was the reactualization of
ideology in general (for example, the adberents of such movement as "Jedinstvo" began
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to sincerely identify themselvcs with antiquated communist slogans). The political acts
and words, quitc recently forbidden, now undergo reactualization (just thanks to this
prohibition).
The confidcnce, gained during thc mass actions, forms predisposition to the positive
pcrception of the human features of thc new politicians - to scan their faces on the TV
screen, to intently study their biographies and private life, etc. - all personai signs in the
new mythological and stereotypical dimcnsions. The features of new politicians (their
mildness or cruelty, determination or hesitation, unaffectedness or mistery, etc),
stereotypically scanned from the TV screen in a private situation, became significant to
the political conviction of the ordinary recipients. "Merging" with the screen image
became a guide to occurred crucial possibility of making a political choice.
Now the ordinary receiver of the political message could overcome his long-lasting
e^perience of mistrust and find in facial features of the New Hero the sociopsychological guarantees of his civic and moral sincerity and therefore - the human
ąuality and trustworthiness of his programs and promises. These acts of political
perception are important to mould the public mood, affecting the electoral behavior and
the ratings choices in public opinion surveys. In the new sociopolitical conditions the
members of anonymous audience can apprehend the dependence of their future on their
choice.
6.We don't intend to serutinize socio-psychological peculiarities of such a
complicated perception process. It should be only emphasized, that the socio-cultural
distance between participants of this communication (i.e. politicians and recipients)
make it impossible to control the credibility (sincerity) of a cominunicator - as it
happens on direct contacts. Therefore the trust or mistrust in the given politician and his
program arises as the outeome of a complex psychological procedure, oceurring at tbe
background of anxiety expericnced nowadays by many people involved in political
passions (i.e. in the popular habit to connect their everyday situations with eonerete
political leaders).
Tbe participation of an ordinary citizen in polities includes some steps: an emotional
Identification act with the given "savior of nation" on the TV screen in the evenings at
bome; then - sometimes - going out of doors to vote in accordance with his sympathy;
and finally - retuming home, to everyday life. So Great Polities becomes History. It is
clear, that the so-called ordinary man cannot intellectually foresee the consequences of
his choice; hence ^ the importance of the deseribed emotional procedures.
7.Meanwhile the political plot unravels. The politicians are in power. The
spectators begin gradually reevaluate the slogans comparing them with everyday
situations. Now the šame human features, recently seeming the embodiment of sincerity,
honesty and hope, become gradually suspicious, harmful and even threatening. Thus the
face betrays the confidence.
The perception problem arises once again - people mušt assimilate the new code of
"facial reading", affecting their world outlook - until the recipients of political
performances cease to correlate the countenance of a politician with his program. The
semiotic cycle in polities is completed.
8.The subject discussed in the article is on the border of the "overt" and "hidden"
polities. Schematically speaking, there are two models of the political outlook on people:
1)the first can be deseribed as follows: "the population always fails to come up to
understand its tme needs, therefore the political truth cannot be communicated to mass
receivers by the over text". Some of the professional politicians understand it and mušt
inevitably address popular texts to ordinary people, concealing the hidden sense of the
political struggle (or game), i.e. they mušt manipulate the mass consciousness;
2)the second model: "the population perfeetly understands its real needs, therefore
polities mušt not be strategically or tactically hidden", i.e. the overt and hidden political
messages mušt be the šame.
In this sense the Soviet polities was completely hidden, and new polities at the first
stage of the Rebirth was overt. But gradually the "professionalism" of new politicians
grew, they began to distinguish what has to be done "behind the scene" and what may
be announced to people. Thus the diserepancy between the hidden decisions and public
messages inereased.
9.But behind the scene, in their professional environment politicians in some sense
fall into a trap. The point is that polities has "a secret" in it - a kind of a "threshold of
complexityH: when the political practice, they are engaged in, becomes too complex
(tacties, intrigu^s, interests, etc), they lose the translatibility of their political intentions
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and decisions into the popular language; moreover, tbeir own common sense ceases to
control the meaning of tbeir effoits, the confonnity of political means with goals,
including - coming to powcr and remaining in it. Adapted to a double code of the
political communication, profcssionals lose the nonnal contact not only with their
ordinary audicncc, bHt also with their colleagues. Tbey loosc human dimcnsion of their
politics, and the results of their efforts oftcn appear unexpected for themselves.
In this connection the transiatibility of all political acts into the popular language is
one of the forms of the rationalily control in politics. These popular texts mušt be in
accordance with all paralinguistic featurcs, i.e. the politicians, appearing every night on
the TV screen, mušt express sincerity and credibility - in its common emotional sense.
Unfortunately, the more authentically sincere the given politician is, the less of a
chance he has to hold out in politics.
10. In any case, politics has its human dimcnsion the Private World. And herc the
political communication reveals a striking cxamplc of the degeneracy of certain kind of
sočiai perception: in some alienation conditions the humane appearance becomes
disfunctional. You see the person, his face, his smile, his emotions, but all these featurcs
are not "human signs" - in common, natūrai sense; and an experienced spectator d
political perfo-inance knows: he shouldn't trust in sucb a sunilarity. It is a typical sociopsychological illusion; and to adequatery comprehend the performance he mušt apply
mother, specific code of perception. Such knowledge is a signifieant part of
contemporary Political Anthropology at Home.

Part II. Towards Market Economy
SHIFT IN THE PROPORTION OF THE TWO SECTORS: THE
PROCESS OF PRIVATIZATION
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problem of sočiai structure and stratification, impact of
privatization, transition from school to work in the labor market, based on comparative
project of longitudinal strategy in Youth 's studies, famity sociology.
Development of privatizatioa prognuns
The creation of an effecuVe private sector has been the most important goal of
Lithuania's economic reform program. Comparcd to its B ai tie neighbors, Lithuania
seems to have a leading position in the sphere of privatization. Raimo Blom
(1991, p.246) mentioned two theoretical problems connected with a comparative study:
we have to have a conception of the sočiai situation in the countries we want to compare
with another as well as the mechanisms of development connected to them. Likewise, it
is extremely important to note that, for example, class eriteria may vary aeross differcnt
countries {M.Kivinen, 1989, p. 324). I have now characterized different (ypes of
privatization and creation different types of ownership in Lithuania.
The Lithuanian govemment was confident to sell nearly two-thirds of its assets by
tbe end of 1992. By mid-1992, 70 per cent of house/apartments and more than 20 per
cent of all small- and medium-sized enterprises had already been privatized [l,p.25].
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The transfer of State-owncd asscts to private owncrship is cxpccted to improve
ecooomic cfficicncy. In situation of economic crisis thc crcation of private sector is
cxpected to be a healthy part of the economy. The proportion between statė and private
sector is an infonnative index of economic changes as well as of sočiai changes during
recstablish of independent statė.
It is expedient to begin the analysis of private sector by making explicit the
componcnts of it. They are as follows Į by Janos Komai, 1990, p.35J.
(a)The household as an economic unit; produetion and services canied out within
the household to cover its own nceds.
(b)Formai private enterprises, that is, enterprises operating in confonnity with legal
statutes. Their size varies, ranging from one-man enterprises to large-scale firms.
(c)Informal private enterprises, i.c, produetive or service activities and all
exchanges between private iodividuals that take place without special license from the
authorities, or that are performed without iicense by private individu als for formai
private or state-owned enterprises.
(d)Any kind of utilization of private wealth or private savings, ranging from the
hiring out of privately owned apartments to money-lending between individuals.
Legislation pertaining to privatization is already in place. The Lithuanian
privatization modalities draw largely on thc models of the former Czechoslovakia and
Poland. As the former Czechosiovakia, Uthuania opted for "mass privatization" by
distributing vouchers-free of charge- to Lithuanian citizens. The privatization system of
Lithuania also has an "age element", based on the assumption that elder people worked
for a longer time as employees of the State for those assets and should thus be given a
larger share than younger people. As in the former Czechoslovakia, privatization started
with the selhng off of small-scale enterprises in auctions before starting to sell off largescale enterprises using a voucher system. As in Poland, State enterprises were first
transformed into State-owned joint-stock companies before being privatized. Up to 30
per cent of the shares of those joint-stock companies could then be bought by the
workforce at very favorable terms.
Over 100 small enterprises were immediately sold in September 1991 through public
auction to domestic investors. As of the end of January 1992, most of the small
enterprises already offered for sale had been purchased, along with a number of large
enterprises. From September 1991 to March 1992, 1,650 small enterprises were sold
through such public auctions for more than 400 million roubles (with the totai of the
initial starting price of those enterprises at the auctions amounting to about Rb 100
million, i.e. on average, small companies were sold at auctions at about four times the
initial starting price). A further 300 medium- and Iarge-size enterprises were sold
through subseription of shares whose State capital totaled approximately 1.05 billion
roubles.
Prior to the preparation of the first privatization program, the list of enterprises
including their structural subdivisions has been compiled in accordancc with the Law on
the Initial Privatization of State Property. This list includes 3,500 enterprises or their
afflliates. Pursuant to the Law, the privatization process was carried out in parallel with
the de-monopolization process, with a view to disintegrating monopolized structures into
smaller self dependeot economic units. As a result of this, the list incorporates more
than 7,600 enterprises; of these, 4,580 enterprises or their structural units are included
in the privatization programs. Around 3,215 small enterprises, the authorized capital of
which does not exceed 1 million talons, are to be sold by auctions. Fifty seven per cent
of the totai number of enterprises slated for privatization in Lithuania have been
privatized within one and half years.
Privatization of large-scale enterprises has not been as successful as privatization of
small units. Since September 1991, 2,076 enterprises were included in the privatization
program, 1,380 of them, representing 67 per cent, were privatized. The capital of the
privatized entities amounts to 47 per cent of the State capital of enterprises included in
the privatization program. Such signifieant difference between the number of privatized
enterprises and privatized capital can be explained by the fact that most of the biggest
enterprises were the so-called "all union enterprises" which, to a very large extent, are
dependent on raw material supplies from the Commonwealth of Independent States.
Since economic relations with the major suppliers are disrupted end restructuring
towards the western markets requires huge investments most people prefer to participate
in the privatization process of small- and medium-sized enterprises which are more
flexible and could generate quick profits. Markku ICivinen (1989) discussed the
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autonomy of small enterprises. If wc foUow ^right and assume that small self-employed
producers rcprcscnt simple commodity production and that small employers occupy a
contradictory location between small producers and capitalists, then sūrely we should
also consider the characteristics of the class position of workers bired by small
employers. In his opinion, altbough it is impossibie to solvc the class position of smalicompany workers merely on the basis of an analysis of modes of production, it is useful
to distinguish the autonomy of small companies as a type of its own (Marku Kivincn,
1989, p.323). The number of employees in entities privatized by the technique of public
subseription of sbares exceed 280,000. Severai amendments to the Law on Initial
Privatization of State Property were adopted by the Parliament in Scptember 1992 and
February 1993, expanding the seope and modalities of privatization.
Privatization of economy practically being implemented since 1991 made certain
corrections in the structure of the population's employment There is a noticeable
decrease (almost 70 thousand) of workers in industry; highly qualified specialists leave
offices of science, education and culture for private stmcturcs. As non-produetion
branches are mostly maintained by the statė budget, and economic situation is becoming
worse these processes are going to be more intensive in the future. At present, a big part
of workers ot the private sector (about 85 per cent) is concentrated in agriculture,
industry and enterprises of trade and public catering.
Under new conditions of management, privatization and general economical erisis
rapid transformations are taking place among working population; the number of those
wbo are changing thcirjobs and the amount of unemployment is iitcreastng.
The most important tendency - rapid decrease of the number of workers in the statė
sector (more than 335 thousand in 1989-1992); as more and more people become
occupied in the private sector; that number has grown more than 10 times and now it has
rcached 450 thousand. The employment structure of economically active people has
changed at the bottom: the proportion of workirig people in the statė sector has decreased
from 80.0 to 63.0 per cent, in the sector of collecn've property - from 17.7 to 13.2 per
cent, at the šame time, the proportion in the private sector has grown from 2.3 to 23.8
percent
The number of private finns and farms and their share of employed labor
force.
From the beginning of privatization - September, 1991 till October, 1994 there were
4 885 enterprises privatized in Lithuania it is 76% of expected to privatize enterprises.
From this number 2344 enterprises were privatized through the way of public share
signing, 2502 objects were sold in an aucu'ons, 7 enterprises were sold while declaring a
competition for the preparation of the best business plan and 39 objects sold for hard
eurrency. The capital of all those enterprises by their indexed price forms 3,5 mlrd litas.
Tablc 1. Privatization of the statė property (privatized till October IS, 1994).
Number of objects
Totai
from them:
Industry
Transport
Construction
Trade
Dwelline
Everyday services
Other branches
Data from Ministry of Economy

Capital in mln.Lt

4885

3510

646
131
540
1583
248
949
788

2234
119
428
267
48
58
356

Conditions in privatized enterprises are various. The most vivid positive results of
privatization are seen in trad^, public feeding ad services spheres. Industrial enterprises,
which were produeing production earlier that was being exporting and useless for
Lithuania, found themsclves in a very complicated situation, because for their successful
work investitions, favorable tax system and experienced leaders are necessary.
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The upsidc of the years of strict controls is also being demonstrated in the rcnewed
vigor across all sectors of Lithuania's business and industry. Agriculturc and food
proccssing, industries that account for two fifths of Gross Domestic Product, are no
excepn'on. Some 17 per cent of Lithuanians still work on the land, whilc many others are
employed in related industries (Newsweek/July 4,1994). After years of collective
farming, most stateheld land has been retumed to its prcwar owners and their heirs,
some of whom are now pooling their resources in farm cooperatives. Cooperatives uow
account for more than two thirds of acreage, and a land-rental market is developing.
The average cooperative has 1,250 acres, while private farms average 22 acres
(Newsweek/ July 4,1994).
Tabk 2. Privatization of agricultural cnterprises in 1993

Number of privatized agricultural enterprises
part from tbe number of objects expected to privatize
Value of privatized wealth
from it:
earned by farmers
eamed bv agricultural companies and other

Measure
item
number.

%

1993
1160
100

mln.Lt

182.1

mln.Lt
mln.Lt

7.4
174.7

Data from Ministry of Economy
Former owners take back their lands and start managing a farm. At the end of 1989
there were only 1.2 thousand, in the end of 1993 - 111 thousands of farmers, and about
210 thousands people working in their farms. That's why in agriculture , including
agricultural companies, the largest comparable weight of workers is in private sector
(96% of all workers in agriculture).
Table 3. Distribution of the Farming Land According to the Users (per cent)
State farms' farming land
By population
Farmers' farming land
Other

1991

1992

1993

72.7
25.2
2.1
-

51.9
25.9
17.9
4.3

41.2
26.5
25.9
6.4

1991

1992

1993

5.9
94.0
2.0

73.0
683.3
18.3

111.4
986.8
27.0

1991

1992

1993

5.9
94.0

73.0
683.3
9.4

111.4
986.8
8.9

Lithuania in figures 1993, p.60.
Tble 4. Farmers
Totai farmers by the end of the year, thous.
Land possessed by farmers, thous. hectares
Percent of totai land area
Lithuania in figurcs 1993, p. 64.
Table 5. Private Farms įof January įsi)
Number of private farms, thous.
Totai area of land allotted to them, thous. ha
Average land area, hectares
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Lithuania in figures 1993, p.66.
The main problem and difficultics of the process of privatization in urban areas
concerns with the change of property kinds and forms in Lithuania, when the right
guarantees of the owner and their protection mušt be unified with respect to all the
owners. Different laws on property, connected with its sočiai function, receive the
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cxtremc estimation among thc pcople. On tbc othcr band, wc find a lot of differcnccs in
ofTicial statistical data, whcn thc information are given without connectioo with
differences in property rights.
The number of stato owned firtns and their share of employed labor force

Table 6. Number of employed population in statė and private enterprises and
oręapizations in 1993. (Averagc annual pumber)
Activity branches

Totai
thousands
1778.2
399.3
1.5
4.0
419.6
33.4
126.8
171.8
19.1
81.2
18.7
21.2
39.6

%

Stite
enter prisės
thou%
sands
814.8 100.0
13.8
1.7
0.4
0.1
1.6
0.2
230.8
28.3
33.2
4.1
39.1
4.8
36.4
4.5
10.6
1.3
53.7
6.6
18.6
2.3
4.6
0.6
32.2
3.9

Totai
100.0
Agriculture, hunting and forestiy
22.4
Fishery
0.1
Mining and cx(ractioo
0.2
Processing industry
23.6
Electricity, gas and water supplies
1.9
Conslruction
7.1
Wholesale and rctail trade
9.7
Hotels and restaurants
1.1
Transporting^nd ^uaiding
4.6
Communication
1.0
Financial ne^otiating
1.2
Rcal estate renting and commercial
2.2
activities
State administration and proteetion,
56.6
3.2
56.6
necessary sočiai insurance
Education
7.7 136.1
136.4
Health and sočiai supplying
5.4
95.8
93.3
Other public, sočiai and private
153.2
8.6
53.8
activitv servicing activities
Lietuvos ekonomine ir socialine raida 1989-1993... p.7.

Pri vate
enter prisės
thou%
sands
963.4 100.0
385.5
40.0
1.1
0.1
2.4
0.3
188.8
19.6
0.2
0.0
87.7
9.1
135.4
14.1
8.5
0.9
27.5
2.8
0.1
0.0
16.6
1.7
7.4
0.8

6.9

0.0

0.0

16.7
11.4
6.6

0.3
2.5
99.4

03

0.0
10.3

In 1993 78% wcrc working in commercial banks, in 71% in private companies, in
construction enterprises - 65% of corresponding activities workers. In other activities
statė property dominates and the part of population employed here is assigned to the
statė enterprises and organizations workers. Thcy formed 80% of all employed in 1989,
46% in 1993.
We should mention a lot of changes in the Laws of Lithuanian Republic which have
changed the status, eriteria and understanding of the type of various enterprises. Fbr
example, according to the Lithuanian Republic Law of private companies from the June
5,1994, the statutory capital of a private company cannot be Icss than 10 000, 00 litas.
There cannot be more than 50 shareholders in it. Joint-stock companies and private
companies have to edit their statutes according to this law, and register them within 9
months from the date this law came to force. Companies which will not reregister their
statutes will be terminated according to the order fixed by the Government of Lithuania.
The first meeting of the responsible services, hold in the summer of 1994 in Vilnius,
was devoted to the problem of the not official labor market. During the meeting it was
accented, that while working not officially first of all suffer workers themselves. Without
official registration of work agreement, workers loose sočiai guarantees - pension,
benefits for temporary incapacity for work, compensation for thc mutilation at work,
paid holidays, etc. Number of people who works in the private sector without official
registration of work agreement, and employers don't pay sočiai taxes, is inereasing. From
the second part of 1993 till the beginning of 1994 number of economically inactive
people inercased for 71.4 thousands (from 1 719 100 to 1 790 5000). Specialists most
often cxplain such inerease as the result of economically active population's transference
into not official labor market- It is thought, that by the end of 1993 in Lithuania there
were 253 000 illcgally working people.
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The number of foreign owned (partly or totally) finas and their sharc of
employed labor force
The privatization process for hard currency is also regulated by the Law on Initial
Privatization of State Propcrty adopted by the Parliament in Februaiy 1991. Initially the
law stated that the list of enterprises to be privatized for hard currency mušt be adopted
by the Parliament. This list of 114 enterprises was prepared by the goverament in
September 1991, but the implementation process for hard currency was launched only in
September 1992. In June 1992, the possibility to privatize entities through tender
procedure was introduced. Late in September 1992 other rwo methods of privatization
for hard currency were adopted by the Parliament: auctions of shareholdings of
enterprises to be privatized and direct sale of the entity to investor in case only one has
submitted his offering to the tender. The right to initiate privatization for hard currency
is given to the enterprises themselves, founders of entities and to potential investors.
Through joint ventures, the establishment of new companies, or shareholding in
existing firms, Lithuania is primed for foreign investment with a wide range of
incentives. Lithuania also offers foreign investors significant savings. Foreign businesses
arriving in Lithuania qualify for a 50 per cent reduction in taxes on profits for six years
from the date when first incomes are received. Dividends to foreign investors and profits
taken out of the country are not taxed. Local profits can be repatriatcd in hard currency,
without restrictions or taxes. And foreign nationals can repatriate their salaries in hard
currency.
Table 7. Number of enterprises by country and area (1987.01.01 -1994.09.30)*
Joint ventures

Totai with foreign countries
including:
Canada
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Netherlands
Nonvay
Poland
Sweden
United Kinedom
United States of America
Russia
Ukraine
Byelorussian
Latvia
Estonia
* Data from Ministry of the Economy

Foreign capitai
companies

JV & Foreign
capital
companies

3138

988

4126

35
54
50
42
552
45
28
471
66
58
182
822
183
143
44
36

11
27
21
12
151
20
21
151
38
39
78
175
34
26
27
34

46
81
71
54
703
65
49
622
104
97
260
997
217
169
71
70

Opinions about omnership
One of the most important things to do while restoring independent Lithuanian legal
statė was to start the rcorganization of the property relationsbip. In every legal statė the
property right should be cnsured and its security quaranteed. Among the first were
adopted laws that restitute the property right to the rcal estate arising as the rcsult of the
privatization of statė property. the laws introduced necessary conditions for the new
kinds and forms of property right to appear in Lithuania. With the change of the property
types and forms in lithuania, the legal quarantees of ownership and owners' proteetion
mušt be unified with respect to all owners. Ali these different laws on property,
connected with its sočiai funetion, divide opinions sharply.
Most peoplc in Lithuania in our survey "Sočiai Changes in B ai tie and Nordic
Countries" (Table 8) believe that police, defense, securiry, railroads, postai services
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clectricity, education, buss traffic mušt be organizcd by statė. Only a half of the
respondente are tbinking the šame about bospitals, kindergarten or infrastrocture
services. More easy people imagine private banks, mass Communications, industry,
agricuttural production and department stores. This is the influence of the changed
realily.
Tabk 8. Attitudes towards the ownership (%)
Should be mn by
Kinds of activities
both
private
statė

Police, defense, security
Railroads
Postai services
Electricity, energy for home
Education
Buss traffic
Hospitals
Kindergarten
Infrastracture services
Banks
Mass Communications
Industry
Agricultural production
Department stores

companies
88.7
81.0
76.1
73.1
67.9
57.4
52.5
46.5
44.5
38.9
38.8
26.0
21.8
15.4

companies
1.5
3.8
6.6
4.7
4.3
12.0
7.1
14.5
17.9
14.1
12.5
17.8
26.6
38.2

N

Totai

9.8
15.2
17.3
22.3
27.8
30.7
40.3
39.0
37.6
47.0
48.7
56.1
51.6
46.4

1480
1482
1483
1481

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

1481

1481
1483
1474
1477
1481
1476
1479
1479
1479

The differenccs of these attitudes by gender were not signifieant: they are very high
stereotype among men and women. The kind of ownership of these kind of human
activities doesn't have any relations with gender differences.
There are signifieant differences in attitudes towards the ownership of some kind of
human activities between Lithuanians and non-Lithuanians (Table 9) and by oceupation
of the respondents in our survey (Table 10).
Table 9. Lithuanian's and non-Lithuanian's attitudes towards the ownershlp
(Only the attitudes which have signifieant differences are included, %)
Kinds of activities
Banks
Department
stores
Kindergarden
Education
Agricultural
production
Industry
Hospitals
Railroads

Lithuanians
Non-lithuanians
Lithuanians
Lithuanians
Non-lithuanians
Lithuanians
Non-lithuanians
Lithuanians
Non-lithuanians
Lithuanians
Non-lithuanians
Lithuanians
Non-lithuanians
Lithuanians
Non-lithuanians

Should be run by
private
both
statė
companies companies
42.4
42.5
15.0
64.7
24.8
10.6
39.9
43.0
17.1
59.4
8.9
31.7
14.7
36.3
49.0
49.5
13.9
36.6
25.9
70.2
3.9
35.2
58.9
5.9
50.3
23.7
26.0
56.6
28.6
14.8
53.9
19.1
27.0
64.8
22.4
12.8
54.3
7.0
38.6
7.5
46.9
45.6
3.9
13.8
82.2
3.3
20.3
76.4

Pearson's

Totai

R
.17
.13
.11
.09
.08
.07
.07
.07

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Lithuanians estimate the share of statė in several spheres (banks, department stores,
kindergarten, education, agricultural production, industry, hospitals and railroads) more
highly than non-Lithuanians. For all those spheres of human activity non-Lithuanians
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thinking that thcy sbould be nm by both, statė and private companies, outnumber the
lithuanians. In the sensc of private property of banks, department stores and industry
lithuanians outnumber non-Utbuanians.
Greatest fluctuations among attitudes to statė or private sector revealed among
different occupational groups (Table 10). The greatest preferences to different private
spheres wcre given by different occupational group: scmiprofessionals/technicians,
clerks and students outnumber others toward the private ownership of kindergarten;
clerks, houscwives, students and erafts - towards hospitals;
semiprofessionals/technicians, clerks and students - towards banks; managers, farmers
and atudcnts - tovvards mass Communications; semiprofessionals/technicians, erafts and
entrepreneurs - towards education; housewives, professionals, managers, students,
entrepreneurs - towards buss traffic. Maybe, students are in the front of private changes.
Table 10. Differences in attitudes toward the ownershlp of economic sectors by
oceupatjon (%)
State [Private Į Both State IPrivate IBoth State IPrivatiBoth
Occupation
Kindergarten
Hospitals
Banks
(Pearson's R=.12)
(R=.ll)
(R=.10
Mana^ers
20.0 H7.1 62.9
20.0
17.1
62.9 31.4
8.6
60.0
Professionals
48.5 46.1
38.1
13.4
5.9
48.0
33.2 15.1 51.7
Techn/Ass.prof.
35.2
38.3 39.1
26.6
51.6
9.4
24.2 25.8 50.0
Clerks
40.5 46.8 16.5
39.2
20.3
36.7
35.9 19.2 44.9
Serv/Sales w.
51.0
14.3
34.7 51.0
6.1
42.9
28.6 10.2 61.2
A^ricultural w.
68.4
5.3
26.3 73.7
26.3
63.2
36.8
Operatore
56.4
34.5 61.3
9.1
31.5
40.9 11.8 47.3
,^
Elem. oceupat
50.9
12.3
36.8 63.8
5.2
31.0
51.7 10.3 37.9
Farmers
54.1
10.8
35.1
56.8
5.4
37.8
51.4
5.4 43.2
Entrepreneurs
32.6
18.6
48.8 30.2
9.3
60.5
16.3 14.0 69.8
Pensioners
59.9
9.1
30.9 67.4
55.0 10.4 34.6
2.8
29.8
Students
38.3
42.6 41.1
19.1
11.6
47.4
30.5 22.1 47.4
Unemployed
54.9
11.3
33.8 58.3
4.2
37.5
38.9
6.9 54.2
Housewife
52.9
29.4 52.9 11.8
17.6
35.3
41.2
5.9 52.9
Mass
Education
Buss traftlc
commuDicatioii
(R=.0)
(R=.O9)
(R=.10)
Managers
11.4
31.4
57.1 45.7
5.7
48.6
40.0 14.3 45.7
Professionals
29.8
11.2
59.0 65.2
2.5
32.4
48.3 16.6 35.1
Tech/Ass.prof.
32.5
15.1
52.4 56.3
8.6
35.2
50.0 16.4 33.6
Clerks
39.2
13.9
46.8 68.4
3.8
27.8
54.4 11.4 34.2
Serv/Sales w.
44.9
12.2
42.9 65.3
6.1
28.6
57.1
6.1 36.7
Agricultural w.
21.1
5.3
73.7 84.2
15.8
68.4 10.5 21.1
Crafts
32.4
15.0
52.6 60.1
7.5
32.4
57.8 13.9 28.3
Operators
52.3
38.5 78.4
4.5
17.1
65.5
8.2 26.4
92
Elem. occupaL
55.2
10.3
34.5 77.6
6.9
15.5
67.2 13.8 19.0
Farmers
21.6
18.9
59.5 62.2
2.7
35.1
43.2 10.8 45.9
Entrepreneurs
25.6
4.7
69.8 51.2
7.0
41.9
55.8 11.6 32.6
Pensioners
53.3
8.8
37.9 78.6
1.9
19.5
66.7
8.2 25.2
Students
23.7
19.4
57.0 54.7
4.2
41.1
50.0 13.8 36.2
Unemployed
48.6
12.5
38.9 75.0
2.8
22.2
61.1
9.7 29.2
Housewife
35.3
11.8
52.9 81.8
30 15.2 61.8 17.6 20.6
Opinions about the role of different agents of sočiai policy
It is clear that the development of sočiai structures from one stage to another is
characterized by signifieant continuity. This does not, however, exclude sudden leaps in
development; nevertheless, new structures, taking shape as the result of qualitative
"breakups" of the old ways, always grow out of these and are significantty affected by
preceding structures. In our survey the statė is considered to dominate in the most vital
spheres: medical care and taking care of elderly, as well as housing (Table 11). To put it
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othenvisc, privatc fums are considcred to dominate in recreational services and child
care.
Table 11. Oduuoiis about the mai n responsi >ilitv of sc rvices (%)
State
MuniPrivate
cipalitv
firms
Services:
Medical care
Taking care of elderlv
Cbild care
Housing
Recreational services

73.9
57.8
32.8
28.1
27.9

6.9
27.5
47.3
49.9
19.1

5.2
3.7
11.7
3.1
36.7

People

Totai

14.0
10.9
8.2
18.9
16.4

100
100
100
100
100

We made an analysis of these opinions by gender, nationality, occupation. We found
only one significant difference between Litbuanians and non-Lithuanians towards
housing (Table 12). Non-Lithuanians are more "conservative" in changing
rcsponsibility of housing.
Table 12. Opinion about housing by nationality (%)
State
Totai
Lithuanians
non-Lithuanians
Pearson'sR-17

28.1
24.1
44.1

Municipality
49.9
51.5
43.8

Private
firms
3.1
3.4
1.7

People

Totai

18.9
21.0
10.4

100
100
100

Attitudes towards important societal goals
The statė mechanism and the sočiai policy of the statė are interrelated. Any statė
mechanism as a rule puts definite groups into a less favorable position compared witb
others, and this cannot be avoided. The system of sočiai preferences is modified as a
result of objective dtsplacements, in particular, in changes of desirability and norms of
activity following them. So, a common situation is one in which more desirable but less
probable sočiai decisions and solutions are preferred to those wbich are less desirable
and more probable, or vice versa, within the determined limits of alternative risk. The
determination of sočiai priority ranks - with regard to probable risk rates, resources and
other restrictions - helps simplify the complicated decisions, tafcing into consideration
the conditions of their vectorial optimization. The sočiai preferences - revealing ranks in
the satisfaction levels of interests, or priorities between the differcnt ways and means of
their satisfaction - are substantially influenced by the degree of risk, the relations
between cost and effect, the connecu'on between various activities, the distribution of
availabie resources, and so on.
There is a living discussion going in our country concerning the most urgent goals of
sočiai development. How important is the fulfillment of the following goals in
respondents' opinion (Table 13). Fighting against criminality is considered to be the
most important sočiai task. Then - to meet the most elementary needs of people,
maintaining sočiai order and human rights. Even full employment and to meet the
reąuirements of market economy seems to be next No significant differences by gender
or occupation revealed.
Most typical is the idea, that president, then govemment and parliament have the
best opportunities to solve essential problems in society. An experts are also seen quite
influential. Foreign investors or advisors, citizen movements, entrepreneurs considered,
according to the opinions of the respondents, have far less possibilities to promote
solving of the societal problems. Gender, nationality or occupational differences do not
have significant influence to these attitudes (Table 14).
The opinions concerning the current situation and factors influencing one's success
in society (Table 15) differ significantby ftom those belonging to the year 1988. Hard
working, diligence and coming from a wealthy family seems today to be the most
important factors which guarantee success. The role of willingness to take risk, to be of
native ethnic origin and having ambition also increased. Five years ago knowing the
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rigbt (influential) people, having a good education and having political connections, i.e.
sočiai relations, seemed to be the most important
Table 13. Opinions about societal goals (%)
Goals

Very
important
86.9
62.5
61.6
57.3
44.3
30.2
26.3
19.7
19.2
16.4

Fighting against criminality
To tneet the most elementary needs of people
Maintaining sočiai order

Fairly
important
8.8
30.5
28.5
29.0
34.7
36.4
35.4
31.7
41.5
30.9

Full employment
To meet the requirements of market economy
Settling of national relations
To solve the problem of citizenship
Privatization
Integration to European economical and political
system
Enhancing of political democracy and citizen
13.6
32.8
participation
N=1485
* Other answered: "Not very important" and "Not at all important"

Don't
know *
3.8
5.9
8.7
10.6
14.4
29.6
22.4
23.6
26.8
43.4
40.3

Table 14. Opinions about the possibilities of various institutions to influence the
Institution

Ouite a lot
36.5

Some*
17.3

1478

34.8
41.2
15.0
Fjcperts
Entrepreneurs
5.8
27.1
Citizen movements
Forei^n investors or advisors
4.4
22.4
48.7
* Other answered: "Not very important" and "Not at all important"

1479
1475
1476
1471

Table 15. Factors influencing one's success in society (%)

1988
Factor

Knowing the right (influential)
people
Having a good education
Hard \vorking, diligence
Having political connections
Corning from a wealthy family
Having ambition
To be of native ethnic origin
Willingness to take risk

1993

Very
impor
tant
48.3

Fairly
impor
tant
36.0

Don't
know

36.9
23.4
22.6
20.2
12.6
12.3
7.9

45.4
40.5
25.2
27.4
26.2
13.2
11.4
N=318

Fairly
impor
-tant
35.0

Don't
know

10.1

Very
impor
-tant
42.3

5.7
7.3
34.0
17.4
42.0
7.3
50.0

28.1
42.1
17.4
30.2
14.3
15.2
18.8

38.5
36.4
23.4
33.6
28.6
13.5
31.2
N=1479

9.8
8.2
36.2
13.1
32.0
24.1
34.5

14.1

Privatization: possibilities and attitudes
43.4% of questioncd people in Lithuania bad some kind of property witch was
nationalized during the Soviet times. 49% -among the Lithuanians and only 23% among non-Lithuanians (Table 16). T^e signifieant differences by nationality concems
two types of nationalized property: farms and something else (excluding factories or
workshop, apartment or bouse, business or store). If Lithuanians more often lošt their
farms, noo-Lithuanians - something else.
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Table 16. Connections with privatization by ethnicitr (%)

Fami]y has nationalized propcrty:
Yes
No
N=1447
VVasit:
A farm
Ycs
No
N=620
Something else
Yes
No
N=562

Totai

Lithuanians

Nod
Lithuanians

R

43.4
56.6

48.6
51.4

23.2
76.8

.21

39.8
60.2

42.2
57.8

21.4
78.6

.13

15.3
84.7

13.1
86.9

31.8
68.2

.17

There are significant differcnces of nationalized property by age and place of
rcsidence of respondents {Table 17). The older generation - the larger part of Ihem
have nationalized property ( even 64% over 65 years old). The smaller towns - the
larger proportion of those who have nationalized property (every second
in villages).
Table 17. Nationalized property bi aee and residence (%)
Family has oation ilized property
Yes
No
Age:
16-24
22.2
77.8
25-39
38.7
61.3
40-54
50.3
49.7
55-65
50.2
49.8
>65
63.5
36.5
District of rcsidence:
Capital city
33.1
66.9
Towns >100 th.
39.1
60.9
Towns 10-100th.
20.7
79.3
Towns <10 th.
46.8
53.2
Villaees
52.8
47.2

R

N

.24

1470

.15

1474

No significant differences by gender or oceupation revealed.
There are significant differences in types of nationalized property by place of
residence of the respondents (Table 18). A lot of them are from villages or small towns,
while only those who lošt their apartment or house morc often are from the
big cities.
Table 18. Type of nationalized property hy residence (%)
Capital
city
Piece of land
Farm
Factory or workshop
Apartment or house
Something else

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Ycs

12.6
14.6
12.8
16.7
10.5

>100U,
21.4
31.2
21.1
39.9
11.6

Towns
10-100
th
2.0
4.9
1.9
7.2
1.2

Villa
<10lh

ges

R

N

24.0
23.5
24.2
18.8
14.0

40.0
25.9
40.0
17.4
62.8

.15
.20
.12
.26
.14

612
247
592
138
86

Lithuania opted for "mass privatization" by distributing vouchers - free of charge- to
Lithuanian citizens. In order to invest, every Lithuanian citizen was given a minimnm of
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5,000 roubles which could be increased by savings. Recently restrictions to scll
vouchcrs were lifted. Ali citizens have the right to sell tbeir vouchers at auctions, or to
transfer them to other citizens of the Republic of Lithuania. Our survey shows signifieant
differences of participation in the process of restitution of the property by age
(Table 19). Working age population (25-55 or 65 years old) near in the šame proportions
(22^29%) are cntitled in this process. Near similar distribution of the respondents we
see'among those who will claim the restitution of their property. Respondents of 25-39
years (29^) and 40-54 years (24.6%) outnumber olher age group who have got
vouchers.
Tablc 19. Participation in the pr ocess of restitution of the propertv bv age (%)

Respondents are
entitled
Respondents will claim
Respondents have got
vouchers

Yes

16-24
6.2

A
t e
25-39 40-54 55-65
21.5
29.1
24.4

>65
18.8

.28

N
516

Yes
Yes

7.3
15.9

21.9
29.4

18.8
11.9

.16
.15

479
1403

27.3
24.6

24.6
18.2

R

In addition to vouchers, cach citizen can use ao established cash quota for
acquisition of entities under privatization. This quota is equivalent to the sum of
vouchers granted by the State. No other cash may be used for privatization excepting for
the following: houses can be purchased entirely for cash without any quota; limitations
have been lifted for enterprise not sold in a first round of privatization; and cash quota is
not to be used when enterprises are sold for hard eurrency.
At present, due to an especially unstable situation it is very difficult to make and
emphasy stratification projections. Changing political, economic and sočiai conditions,
transition to the relations of market economy accompanied by the deep economic erisis
have determined the suspension of the long-term stratification trends , demographic as
well, and the formation of the new ones as well as the loss of sočiai equilibrium. How
the statė will overcome an evident impact of erisis which is being observed at present
time upon the evolution of sočiai processes (decreasing livelihood level, inereasing
unemployment and inflation, a lower number of middle class and their poverty,
emigration growth, etc.) and how long this sočiai deterioration will lašt, - without doubt,
it depends upon the general economic situation of the country, upon the methods to
overcome the erisis and time factor.
Altered conditions are fonning new attitudes and subsequent shifts in people
behavior. This might have an impact on evolution of future sočiai
processes. Howcver, the change in labor force, employment size and structure at
the end of sočiai transition or when it is over is changing inconsiderably and
stabilizing.
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Currently Lithuanian cities, particularty the largest ones, facc acute and
extraordinary problems conceming housing, territorial growtfa and changing planing
structure. Lithuania's entire building industry is in the process of breaking away
from post-war decades of eonstmeting exclusively high density multistoried
vast residenttal areas and approaching mainly to the dispersed low-rise single family
houses. Suddenly, municipalities mušt find new spacious territories for these
homes, planners mušt radically rethink master plans of cities, often essentially
replanning them. Both municipal authorities and urbanists have to take immediate
steps to tackle these problems in the context of a ncw, emerging market
economy. Town development's and housing policy's adjustment to this
new economic system requires radical reorganizations both on the statė and
local level. First, political legitimacy, economic reforms and municipal rights in
territorial planning and maintenance mušt be dealt with. These changes cannot be made
overnight. Working with the eurrent legislative system is particularly difficult as it
consists of mixture of old and new laws, also, ncw laws are being elaborated daily.
Trying to create a model of transition from one sočiai-economic system into the another
it is necessary firstly to conceive where was it, we came from and where is it, we want
to be tomorrow.
Within the past several years the housing construction situation in Lithuania had
deteriorated continuously. The yearly capacity of housing construction has diminished
by nearly 60% from the average amount constructed from 1985. Housing deficit in towns
has reached a figure of 150 thousand flats. If in the year 1987 in Lithuania there were
built 89 flats per ten thousand inhabitants the corresponding figure of the year
1992 was only 31. Twenty two thousand families had improved their h'ving conditions in
the year 1983, while ten years later - only 15,3 thousand. Unfortunately, the outlook for
the next few years is the šame. Economic instability makes it difficult to control and to
prediet this situation. Also, this instability has had an inhibiting effect on investment
Increasing lack of money caused by free prices and rising costs of construction materials
in the context of an inflationary economy will aggravate the situation. Transition to new
economic poh'cy and the state's budget deficit has prevented the assignment of budgetary
funds to housing construction in recent years. This is why construction of housing units
and capital investments for that purpose have depended on the role of local
administration, enterprises and the people themselves. Decline in housing development
is expressed firstly by the threateningly sharp decrease of share of the most economic
and cheap-multistoried houses' construction. This process is accompanied, rather
propelled, by a radical change in wide public's opinion towards the stereotype of
preferred house. Dream of the absolute part of potential new settlers is to dwell in the
single family cottage with garage, surrounded by lawn, garden and flowers' parterre. In
the populist-type written works and speeches multistoried dwelling houses are named as
attributes of soviet-style-life. And what is more the following generalization is made: if
high density multistoried blocks are rather fietion of planned economy, our path towards
market one mušt be paved only by low-rise single family houses. Therefore there is a
desire to make 180 degree turn in housing poh'cy likę that which has occurred in various
other spheres of public life. The fact is that as wcll as in other fonncr Soviet statės,
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housing form in Lithuanian cities consisted of multistoried apartment blocks located in
compact rcsidential arcas built in free territories in city outskirts. Principles of planning
and composition of residential units as well as housing types, constructions and
materials was so uniform that if one looked at any given neighborhood, one had no idea
where it was - the Baltic States, Central Russia, Siberia or the Far East? As residential
districts occupy almost 3/4 of urban territory, it is easy to see how all of thcm started to
look atike!
In spite of the evident drawbacks this method of housing development was
considered as the most effective method. Low-rise and single family housing was not
widely spread in the former Soviet Union big cities. This was due not only to poor
economic conditions but also undeniably to the reluctance of people (other than those in
Western Baltic statės) to spend their money, energy and time for this purpose. In
addition, centrai Soviet govemment had its own ideological, political and propaganda
motives. Postwar Soviet leaders fiercely proclaimed that they would rapidly provide all
Soviet families with separate apartments or houses. They promoted cheap, primitive
mass-constructed and uniform flats as the most speedy and economical means to achieve
mis goal.
Superficial benefits of such housing development were obvious. One square meter of
usable area in a multi-storied, prefabricated house is 1.5-2.0 times cheaper than
the šame space in a single family house. Its construction requires 1.4 times less brick,
1.3 times less cement, 2.2 times less steel and 4 times less timber. Density
parameters of multistoried prefabricated housing are very impressive as well. Let us take
Pilaite, the lašt residential area of this type built on the outskirts of our capital
Vilnius as an example. The average height of houses is 7.2 stores. There are 7250
square meters of usable area per heetare, 25 square meters of territory per inhabitant
(including tenitoiy occupied by houses and streets, parking lots etc). Almost 400
people are accommodated per heetare. The concept of such a "human ant-hill" was
widespread for other reasons in addition to economic ones. The political leaders of the
former USSR cherished the illusory sočiai idea of creating a semi-eotiective tife style.
They believed that sočiai ties and contacts between individuals, neighborly feelings and
community activity would come into being by itself in very dense compact residence
conditions.
Unfortunately, real life didn't correspond to such wishful thinking. Urbh and
economical advantages were poorer than forecast. In fact most larger Lithuanian cities
(as well as those in other Baltic States) became girded by wide belts of so-called
"collective gardens" which occupied vast territories. In these gardens not only numerous
bungalows but as well as cottages suitable for year-round oceupation have been built.
Construction of these cottages swallowed a large amounts of construction materials,
piping, facility installations and tens of kilometers of new streets. Nonetheless, all of
these expenditures didn't improve general standards of housing which remains very
poor. Also residential areas conceded much space to vast expanses of temporary metai
box-tike garages. Therefore the inhabitants of these so-called compact communities were
actually forced to spend much of their time retuming an endless triangle: apartmentgarage-garden.
Of course, low-rise housing is the most radonai way to overcome this urbanistic
illogality. There is no need to ąuestion sočiai advantages of low-rise housing. There are
important privileges even in urban development aspect either. Mobile and "penetrating"
single family housing can be very useful for "patehing" vacant urban territories, to
thieken existing sparse urban territories, to built in the complicated terrain, in the
euttings and gaps of green areas. Nevertheless, the problem of such acute housing deficit
rises actually some very essential questions. Is it logical to reject multi-storied houses
altogether? Are we ready for it? Most importantly: can we afford it? The fact is that
well planned and arranged comfortable multi-storied residential areas successfully
exist in countries whose settlement standards are much higher than our own.
Unfortunately, Lithuania is behind even our Baltic neighbors in the supply of living
space to families. According to official data, the capital of Lithuania Vilnius city has
nearly 18 sq. meters of living space per person, while Latvian cities have 20 sq. meters
per person and Estonia's have 21.2 sq.m/pp. In order to catch up to these countries, not
to mention Western ones, we mušt formulate a rational, effective and economic housing
That is why either goaded by populist-minded leaders or unintentionally suggested
doetrine of exclusively low-rise housing to the Lithuanian cities is rather artificial,
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poorly motivated by sočiai viewpoint. Comprchensive study of European (and firstly
Westem) cities, housing stock structurc reveals existence of strict relationsbip: the better
supply of inbabitants by living spare, the bigger share of low-rise housing.
Tbis relationship can be proved also by urban-sociological analyses took place in the
Uthuanians cities. According to their results there exists consequent correlation
between indicators of living space per person and the mostly preferred by family type of
house: consequence is similar - the better supply, the Iower house. For example,
in Sweden, where settling Standard is very high (45 sq.m. of living space per one person)
multistoried houses comprise even 53% of all the housing stock while lowrise
houses figure (including rural areas) in 47%. Corresponding figures of Lithuania are
accordingly 9 % and 91 %, unfortunately living space standard is only 16 sq.m./pp.,
and it's an argumcnt in favor of high-rise housing.
Regardless to it, according to the latest master plan of Vilnius city there is suggested
that in the year 2015 half of citizens could hve in single family houses (while their
number will risc from 600 thousand up to 726 thousand). If so, wc'U face an
unbelievably gigantic construction program which will require large terrilories, new loog
streets and new piping far water supply and sewage.
Vilnius municipality mušt deal with acute problem on a daily basis. Lašt year alone,
three thousand plots for the construction of single family homes were distributed.
Most of the plots remaining to be distributed will be leased or sold in the near future.
Unfortunately city's government can't afford to equip these large areas which are
scattered throughout the metropolitan area, with all the necessary facilities.
However placing the burden of these vast expenditures on the shoulders of private
builders is also impossible. The situation is complicated severely by the fact
that these plots are planned to achieve immediately high sanitary standards
by joining their facilities in to centralized urban water, sewage and gas systems. If it will
not be done, field type lavatories, cesspits and sohd fuel stovės will become
abundant in these areas. In such dense concentrations they will cause dangerous air, soil
and underground water pollution. And nobody knows how long tbis situation will
remain.
In the sociological point of view it is interesting to emphasize that detached single
family houses with small plots of land highly influence the life style of their inhabitants.
Domestic, elosed life style is characteristic of them. Their contacts with job, profession
colleagues and friends are rather extensive, though quite elose and intensive contacts
with the neighbors are observed (what is uncommon to the residents of other types of
dwellings). Much less time is spent by single family house dwellers on cognitive and
pleasure trips, excursions.
This is quite important fact as according to the level of automobilization these
dwellers are in the favorable position among the other. Dwellers of single family houses
are less active in amateur and creative activities, hobbies, have fewer art pieces and
books at home. Usually they posses a garden on the plot, so there is very few desire to
have a garden in the outskirts and a secondary bouse in it. Huge troubles, waist of
human energy and time in building such a house (what is difficult to realize in the
Western countries), substitute spiritual elements of their life style and become a habit of
life for some of them. Domestic life style is influenced by this type of dwelling
as such: looking after a garden, a house etc. A spacious house, a good garden (especially
with a greenhouse) starts giving profit to the owners, and this affects their scale of
values too.
Of course, there are specific features in life style of multistoried dwellers too.
Inhabitants of residential areas built at distant peripheries of cities, far from job
concentration places (so-called "city bedrooms") usually spend more than 40 minutes to
get to their jobs while the average for the city is only 23 minutes (usually men's
commutations are longer than women's). Faraway and rather " psychologically long"
distances between residential areas and the center of the city (where the most
entertainment, culture, shopping, etc. places are concentrated) determine
leisure spending stereotype to the residents of the new distriets, mainly to the working
adults.
During the working days of a week they spend their leisure time in a very sedentary,
immobile ("slipper style") way. Evidently, it is due to the nice environment,
quietude and good conditions for ręst. Tbus, the greater part of adults very seldom
leave their houses for city center after having returned from work (except,
of course, youngsters or teenagers). In this respect the inhabitants of the city center
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are morc mobile: they are more active frequenters of theaters, concert and exhibition
halls.
Relations between neighbors of multistoried houses are weak. Strict an<f swifT
rhythm of urban life, constant psychic tension, a broad and penetrating stream of
information makes citizens1 families to elose Ihemselves in solitude and lead an isolated
domestic life (while in low-rise houses distriets, as it was told, neighborhood ties are
vivid and strong). The preference of family friends (no matter how far they reside)
depends on the level of a family's education level and on a flat's size. The higher the
level of education the more friends come from former school-mates, fellow students,
co-workers, colleagues by profession and hobby partners.
The most evident differences are noticed in the life style of top-floor-dwellers
(residing on the ninth and higher floors). Their way of life usually is more
sedentary.
Teenagers are also limited in mobility: they spend more time at home than their
coevals from tbe lower floors. Such immobile, domestic life style has been built since
their early childhood. Children's health and body development depend on tbe floor of
their residence. As observed by pediatrists first from pupils living on the Ist-IVth floors
surpass their coevals from the "top" in body development by half a year and more, as
they spend more time playing outside and in sports.
The most important fact is that the large part of dwellers are gradually aceustomed to
reside in the storey they actually oceupy. The average of preferred height to reside rises
consequently, corresponding to the occupied one. The exclusions of this rule are also
signifieant: young bachelors and childless couples would likę to settle at the top
floors of high-rise houses located in the center or otber bųsy city's areas wfaile middle
aged or older as well as multi-children families prefer to reside in low-rise, semi (or
detached) houses with small plot of land usually in the outskirts, in quietness, near green
areas.
Thereforc, what sociological model of housing in the most favorable to
the Lithuanian cities for the nearest future? In general, it would be rather a
mistake to give preference to the narrow choice. This model mušt comprise wide scale of
dwellings according the height of houses, their location and density variety, size and
structure of flats. The largest share of them mušt be represented by 3^4 storey apartment
houses. In the ground floor spacious "duplex floor" flats with porches
or/and plots of lands could be arranged. It would be radonai to
orient potential builders of detached single family houses to the more economic ones:
row houses, semi-detached or "carpet likę" houses, particularhy popular in the
Scandinavian countries.
Strategy of housing policy in every city mušt respect demographic, sočiai
structure of local inhabitants, their wealthiness, city's economical and land resources,
its building capacity and perspectives. Serious problems are rising by
further exploitation of Soviet-type mass consumption residential areas. Both
physically and morally they are out of date. Engineers, town planning
specialists, architeets, sociologists and municipal authorities now face complicated task
in the improving technically and in the humanizing of tbese eonerete jungles. How does
one go about making these residential areas attracu'vc and comfortable for human
beings?
As Lithuania enters to the market economy, town planners and architeets have
access to new, creative opportunities and solutions. So we can avoid the monotony
of prcviously built housing complexes by expanding the past's narrow catalogue of
typical dwelling projeets. As the monopoly on construction and building materials is
broken, we will see a much wider variety of architectural solutions and a rising of
quality standards. As private ownership inereases, people will be encouraged to use
economically every piece of land. AT least the city will be in the hands of careful owners
and users. Land prices will create more prestigious residential areas eloser to the city
center.
Simultaneously one's attention mušt be turned to a shadow side of new situation.
In the absence of a centralized mechanism to regulate development of cities, of deduetive
methods of strategic urban planning of means to regulate and coordinate urban
composition, emerging market economy frighten our town planners. Therefore advice,
consulation, professional aid as well as long and valuable expcrience of the foreign
specialists is very necessary and useful.
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1.Contemporary statistics which rcflccts the developmcnt of sočiai processes, sočiai
changes and differences based on sočiai, demograpbic, tcrritorial, etc. features, is not
frce from the foilowing shortcomings: first, it passivehy dcscribes the extensive character
of sočiai process, the so-called "basic" growth, i.e. it does not contain a Standard goal,
expressed in quantitative indicators; second, indicators, reflecting the sočiai sphere are
neither based conceptually nor unified for performing the goal function, thus, they
present an accumulation of random and chaotic indicators, precluding from making a
strategic decision and thus enabUng only to "put out the fire", i.e. fight the aftereffects;
thtrd, available indicators of sočiai statistics do not aHow to make inter-state
comparisons on the intemational level (1,2,3,5,7,9), the latter hindering efficient
economic cooperation and choice of sočiai strategy.
2.The proposed indicators system of sočiai statistics permits the elimination of the
mcntioned shortcomings. The Program of the Organization of Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) (1) adapted by us is going to serve as the basis for the
development system of sočiai statistics.
Being concentrated on the main principle: "growth is not an ultimate goal per se,
rather it serves as an instrument for creating more favorable living conditions" the
conception of sočiai statistics in this program is mature.
The concept of growth unifies all possible types of growth, including the growth rate
of STP of STR, volume of produetion, use of resources, labor produetivity, profits, etc.
(1,15,4,5).
Countries of high industrial and economic development have realized that growth
including the profit growth is not good in itself, for due to the absence of coordination by
the society it predetermines the inereasing destruction for the environment and humans
caused antagonisms among statės. In our society two deepty rooted mystical dangerous
attitudes still prevail: first, a bolshevik one, asserting that the nationalization of means
of produetion (all, poultry including) automatically harmonizes human interests,
consequently, any growth serves progress; second, an allegedh/ liberal one, maintaining
that universal and totai privatization of means of produetion (post offices including)
automatically implies personai freedom and, consequently, progress. The extremes
coincidence. Life has proved futility of both mystifications in present realities.
The formulated principle of the conception of "ąualitative growth" provides that to
any growth, the project growth of any produetion unit, including, a human scale, i.e. a
scale of better living conditions should be applied. If growth, including profit does not
guarantee better living conditions for all sočiai groups but even degrades them, such a
growth proves senseless for economic, political, cultural decline of the štate U eventually
ineurred by meagre consumption of the population, endangering the national identity and
independence.
The proposed system of sočiai statistics is marked by, first, splitting of the
conception "better living conditions" into nine major blocks, second, indicators of the
living conditions often bear Standard or normative nature, i.e. they imply such a level of
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living conditions, wfaich guarantee rational satisfactioo of one's needs and full selfexpression, the latter in thcir turn conditioning the thriving of society, third, tbc
developed nonnative indicators should provide a possibility to estimate an article of
consumption or service according to its consumptive value-quality, variety, required
quantity whicb permits comparison of these indicators to the minimai (or optimal)
living-wage of sočiai or dcmographic groups in their monetary expression and also on
the interstate level (9). Such statisties indicating the goal funetion, allows an opportunity
for optimization and harmonization of sočiai life. It can be easily noted that the concept
"better living conditions" or its synonym "good life ąuality" are expressed through the
system of rational or Standard needs. Better living conditions are perceived as the sum
of those satisfying rational needs. The content of the "ąualitative growth" principle could
be conditionally expressed by the following chart:1
Conceptual chart of sočiai strategy

Goal of qualitative growtb: normatively better living conditions

IV
Objective nonnative
conditions (conditions
of goal)
1. Technicaltechnological (full
implementation of
microelectronics in
working places)
2. Sočiai (full
demoeracy, political,
sočiai, economic
participation in
disposing
productional
conditions)

Goal implementation
process
Establishing and use
of objective nonnative
living conditions

Subjective nonnative
conditions (a result of
goal)
Rational needs:
1. aneed, for the
communities benefit,
to establish and
improve technicaltechnological and
sočiai conditions
2. a need to use better
living conditions

*
A goal is the principle concept in the conception of "ąualitative growth", while
objective (II) and subjective (TV) goal conditions as well as the implementation (III) of
the goal consb'tute the essential elements of the goal. The implementation of the goal
means creation of better living conditions in the process of which objective and
subjective conditions of goal implementation are welded into one and are constantly
perfected (4, 6). Ali these elements and their interaction comprise a definite structure
which is segmented into nine blocks of indicators already mentioned. In order to be able
to use them conceptually we mušt have a possibility more extensive information on them
and their interrelations, i.e. be acquainted with the algorithm of the segmentation of the
goal components. The fact is that the knowledge of objective normative living conditions
With Ihe aim of forestalling the possible falsification or disereditatioū af this concept, which might be
inteipreted as a loog for populistic levelling, it should be noted ag ai n, that nonnative standard conditions
of better iivingas a measurement of values expressed in theform of consumer vaJue, i.e. ąuality, variety
and quantity of goods sufficient for tneeting essential oeeds (3,196), represent a historically shaped
standard (of UNO norms for rational consumption set by every country for its inlernal use) which
guarantees full expression of every person's uoiversal nature, development and application of bis
creative potential, however this standard should not be tieated as a fixed, finalised stale (7).
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enables us to reconstruct the content of both the goal implementation process and
radonai needs, thus their disclosure and reconstruction into normative indicators as an
instrument of strategic management becoming a task of the utmost importance.
H. Objective normative technical-technological conditions for better life imply such
a minimai however sufficient development lcvel of means of production, under which a
worker is not a direct production agent placed between the means of production and its
object, who uses his pbysical strength or routine mental functions; rather, he stands
beside the process of production supervising and conducn'n g it. Today in all the spheres
of production and services this level of production is being implemented by use of
microelectronics technology, especially by adopting the fifth generation computers and
biotechnologies. Under these conditions even in Lithuanian plants some productioo
processes are being automated by 14-97^, the volume of woik diminishes 10-12 times,
working rime is expressed by insignificant figures and production time becomes infinite
(perpetual in the production processes). Here new infonnation and new knowledge as
means of production surpass the technology in their significance. Qualification, skills,
creativity, their development and application are the decisive factors of progress. It
should be noted, that full automation by itself partly determines the improvements of
(economic and physic) working conditions. Howevcr, by what is a human striving for
creation and innovations determined?
II. Objective normative sočiai conditions of better living imply political, sočiai and
economic disposition of sočiai conditions (socialization excluding nationalization - cf.
Swedish model /5. 567), which, as the experience shows is capable of successful
functioning on the basis of exchange cost, i.e. on market relations IS, 7, 18/19/. Here
regulated market i.e. such in which productional results are intentionally redistributed
by the statė (e.g. technological implementation of the principle of qualitative growth) is
meant: the implementation of the principle of distribution means "equal chances" for
everybody. This guarantees "an equal starting position" for everyone, in which all
essential needs are satisfied on the normative level. Disposition in the conditions of
production determines unique, variable, individual, however, non-antagonistic needs of
sočiai classes and their individual members, sočiai groups and societies, which in its
own turn serves as a basis for society barmonizing and fast, stable technical and sočiai
progress. Satisfaction in the activity of different, individual, however, non-antagonistic
needs predetennines the attainment of essential goals for acting persons, i.e. satisfaction
of radonai needs througb effective reconstruction and further provision of better living
conditions for everybody.
It is worth nothing, that "equal chances" for all the members of the society as
minimai or optimal living standards are applicable only in the field of living conditions
and not in the field of goal attainment. Whereas under "equal chances" in a society
(family, working collective, etc.) each person has a different place and his own role, his
activity is e^traordinary unique and impossible to repeat, thus it will give rise to
different needs, unique physical and mental personai abilities, but these differences will
not imply any inequality from the standpoint of disposition or consumption. The
interaction between the moments of normative better life is as follows. Objective
conditions detennine a particular process of goal attainment - management, and the
latter serves as a primary cause, exerting a return influence on the further purposeful
perfection of objective conditions /8. 74-75, 4, 14/. Whereas the active subjects of a
society are familiar with the normative conditions of good living (H.I.; U.2) and in tbeir
activi^^ constantly develop and improve them (UI), such activity could be called a
specific form of self-rule, for here normative conditions for better living are managed by
the subjects themselves and serve as prerequisites for every person's getting talented
(IV). Besides, the interaction between normative technical-technological and sočiai
conditions can be presented in the following way. Full automation of production,
introduction of microelectronics serves as a prerequisite for a rhythmic manufacturing of
products in sufficient quantities, which in its own turn (IH.1; IV .2) stimulates personai
self-expression and broad democracy, i.e. a possibility for everyone to participate,
starting within a small group, in adopting and carrying out decisions, managing the
coilective production /3, 197-200/.
Thus the unity of full introduction of microelectronics in production (including the
computers of the fifth generation) and full participation in the disposition of productional
conditions (full participation in the management of production - socialization excluding
nationalization) comprise essential and sufficient normative conditions for better living.
Thus the empirical measurement of these conditions is a necessary condition for
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stratcgic sočiai projecting and managing. The two normative indicators contain a
trcmendous mass of sočiai infonnation, which in casc of necessity could be segmented
on the basis of their algorithm. Howevcr on segmcntation the contcnt of the segmented
infonnation as well as the possibility of a new synthesis will remain evident
The above considerations lead to a conclusion tbat in sočiai statistics besides otber
important indicators two blocks are indispensable: the indicator of technicaltechnological production Uvel evaluated from the standpoint of nonns - indicators and
the indicator of participation in the dispositton of productional conditions (participation
in management). Their comparison to nonnatives as well as their mutual comparison
implies by itself an active strategic prognostication, which is a condition for adopting a
strategic decision. However this would mean an inclusion of a generalizing normative
indicator of the technkal-technoloįical development level into the reconstructing system
of sočiai statistics. And also the generalizing indicator of participation in management
/6, 8, 142-166/.
Features of the method system in strategic prognostication.
The present functional conception of sočiai statistics, i.e. the conception of
"qualitative growth" implies that all sočiai infonnation should be conceptually
developed on the basis of the following method system of strategic prognostication:
First, development of passive ,or energetic prognostications (trends, extrapolations,
etc.) on three levels: 1) for the immediate future - until the year 2000; 2) for the
foreseeable future (the century after the year 2000) and 3) for the distant futureįbeyond
these limits, i.e. the period starting in 200 years and more);
Second, development of active, in this case - strategic, prognostications, i.e.
indication of a gap between the normative living conditions or the Standard of living
conditions (SLC - nonns) and real living conditions for certain sočiai, demographic
groups, associations (RLC - reality) would lead to:
SLC - norm - RLC - reality = gap
The numeric meaning of the gap witnesses of the particular size of the gap, i.e. it
includes two moments: 1) to what degree the norm has been implemented, 2) to what
degree it is absent.
Third, working out of a joint prognostication with the correlatton at certain time
intervals of the data of passive and active prognostications and the foundation of the
program for the gap elosing from the technical, economic, sočiai, ethic, geopolitical, etc.
standpoints in their organic interrelation. Such a prognostication equals to tbe strategic
project of sočiai development. It serves as a conceptual basis for the development of
strategic national laws in shaping domestic and foreign economic policy, education,
science, health care, quality of working tife, culture. Statistics, funetioning on the basis
of this conception, the system of banks and reasonable laws could become an effective
infonnation source of funetioning and a regulating gear in a dcmocran'c state /8, 142170/.
Collection of the infonnation, varying in the amount of indicators, could be cairied
out on the national, regionai (agglomerative), city (and municipality), town, country,
productional branch, enterprise (organization) sections. Purposefuhiess of its collection
on the indicated aspects, its sources, resources, methods are in the process of formation.
Possible directions are proposcd for eonsideration /6, 7, 64/.
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Economy. The Ec.Dr. thesis was: "Economy of the Time".
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the Sočiai Planning". His research work deals mainly with
these topies:
-the changes oftone use;
-a cross-national comparison oftime use changes;
-activity patterns oftime use;
-economic and sočiai accounting with ūme use data.

The present-day Lithuania is a post-communist country in which sočiai economic
relations of a new type, conditioned by the strengthening maricet economy, are under
way. The situation with the essential shifts in all the spbercs of the society life
has been dominated by the sočiai economic changes of the living
conditions, the fonnation of a ncw sočiai structure, specific situation of culture, ctc.
Ali this is refleeted in human activity and behavior and also in time use, which
in its ąuantitative expression reveals to the fullest the development of
human activity. Consequently in the analysis of sočiai economic changes
a clear understanding of the cuirent situation in time use and its changes is
of vital importance. It is typical for the fact alone, that activity, expresscd by time
measurcments enables not only to eonduet motivated comparisons of the activity of
different groups of people (and nations) but also to employ for tbe analysis of the
situation and development in sočiai, economic and other fields sufficiently adequate
typological eonstruets of time use revealing, e.g. the differences in the mode of life,
quality of life and the likę.
Tbe artiele presents a general outline of trends in time use of the
Lithuanian population and discussed the possible scenarios of their cbanges
in the conditions of the rising market economy. However at the beginning the
main accents on the manifestations and analysis of time use should be briefly toucbed
upon.
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Principle relations of activity the manifrstation of activity,
expressed by time measurcments
Whichever side of human activity we take, in thc most general sense it can be
divided into two types: the unavoidable or obligatory one and the other where
an option is possible. While siding with one or other kind of activity
people display preferences (priorities) for it in respect to others. Realizing that
time is a measurement for comparing different types of human activity,
priorities for certain types of activity can be explained as the priorities for tune
use.
Related to the time use activity of employed people is subject to grouping
into 4 blocks of activity types: paid work, domestic work, satisfaction of
physiological needs and free time. Evidently, this is the most general ciassification
(depending on the aims of investigation other types of ciassification are possible).
However even this basic grouping and the corresponding analysis of interrelations
bcftveen the blocs of activity types present ample infonnation on the time use and its
priorities.
Economical and sociological literature mostly deals with the formatioo of priorities
for paid work and free time. Putting in simply, it can be understood as the attachment of
priorities to the paid work, which enlarges one's incomes or to the free
time which increases at the expense of the paid job and reduces one's income. In life
such a choice is quite possible. However if we look deeper we can present a more
complicated priorities model of time use. First, it is the fonnaa'on of priorities taking
into consideration at least the above mcntioned four spheres of time use (and the type of
activity implied them): paid work, domestic work, satisfaction of physiological needs
and free time. From the point of time use this would cover the whole of time budget, and
from the activity point it would, in aggregated form "represent" all types of activities.
The most general priorities relation with respect to the mentioned spheres is presented
in chart 1.
The relations of thc amount of paid work, domestic work, physiological needs and
free time are conditioned by many factors and circumstances which, in increasing or
reducing one's income, the scope of domestic work and free tune, stimulate the
formation of certain types of priorities for income domestic work and free time. Time
devoted to the satisfaction of physiological needs is less flexible and the attachment of
priorities to it is more limited. However even in this case the time for the satisfaction of
physiological needs may be "sacrificed" to gain extra time for work time (often at the
expenseof sleep).
The following factors influencing the formation of priorities in the spheres of time
use under discussion could be singled out demographic (sex, age, marital status,
presence of children), living conditions, income, cultural orientation, etc. The
amount of income (per person) and the range of free time are factors of particular
importance. However, which the income and free time of equal range, priorities
attached to free time and extra income may differ due to the influence of subjective
evaluations.
Another important way of determinations activity relations, expressed by time
measurements, is the typologization of time use'. Even on the basis of the infonnation on
the mentioned four spheres of activities, distinetion of the most general types ai
time use reflecting the expression of activity by time, which comprises in a
complex way the specified groups of activity kinds is possible. Depending on
the types of specific time use (e.g. domestic work, free time, etc.) is
possible.
Application of the information which the types of time use provide in analyzing
different sočiai, economic, cultural and other problems is effective indeed. Depending on
the types of time use a more definite pieture on the information of the activities priorities
is possible to construct, because as the analysis on the types of empirical data suggests a

Usually the types of time use reflecting the mode of time spending conditiooed by tbe compJe^ relatioos
of different types of activities, are detennioaled od tbe basis of the time budget iofonnaiion rf the
population (certain Irinds erf activities or their groups serve as a basis for typologization) and for thc
detennination of types (their reptesentatives) data on tbe objective and subjective chaiacteristics are
used.
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specific formation mechanism of such priorities is characteristic for each type of time
use. However more general depeodencies for priority attachment in
activity are obscrved. For example, no intention is expressed to sacrifice part of
one's leisure in ordcr to eani some extra money when: 1) oūc has a relatively
high income; 2) it is estimated as ample; 3) a sbortage in free time is experienced;
4) it is estimated as insufficient; 5) the actual satisfactory and no cbanges are
desirable.
Tendencies of time use changes among the employed peoplc
of Lithuania in the 80-s
Before launching an analysis on the impact of the shaping markct ccooomy on time
use peculiarities, we first should form an idea about earlier situation in time use
tendencies and its changes. This would enable to have a better orientating in the present
situation of time use and notice the shaping of new tendencies. However the
present situation (whicb is already influenced by the development maricet economy)
is comparatively unstable and of short duration (appr. 3-4 years). Thus the
process of su ^stantiating the stability of new change tendencies is marked by certain
difficulties.
The tendencies of time use situation and its changes in the years preceding the
period of market economy formation (until the beginning of the 90s) are comparatively
obvious due to the numerous investigations of time budgets etc., canied out among
different sočiai groups.
The most important time use shifts in the firs period are characterized the decreasing
amount of work (both paid and domestic) and inereasing leisure for employed women.
These changes mostly were brought about by the shortening of time spent for domestic
work. At that time the amount of analogous work for men had a tendency to grow and
their leisure did not experience major changes. These shifts were mostly cooditioned by
the redistribution of domestic work among the members of the family in the direction of
decreasing the women's share of work and inereasing their leisure. However the totai
amount of domestic work (amount of time per one member of the family) changed
insigniflcantly.
Redistribution of domestic work among the members of the family was conditioned
by numerous factors. First, it should be noted that more women were engaged
in paid work (consequently husbands were obliged to help them more about the house),
second, the educational and cultural level of the population rose and in its
tum started altering the traditional attitude to domestic work as pūrely women's
oceupation, etc.
In mose years the mode of leisure use experienced changes, as well. Watching TV
became its most pronounced feature (a reminder could be mode that at the beginning of
the period there were fever possibilities for watching TV). At the end of the 80s
employed men spent approximately 40^ and women of the analogous group - over one
third of their leisure for TV (this goes for practically all the urban and rural groups of
population).
Among other changes of leisure spending inereased outdoor recreational activities
and less time spent for reading and goi^g to the cinema could be mentioned. More and
more of free time was spent at home.
At the end of the 80s the pattem of time use in Lithuania resembled those
of our elosest neighbors (Soviet Union republies of the time) and considerably
differed from the pattern of the countries living under different sočiai and
economic Conditions (e.g. Finland wbich can provide a most favorable
comparison of time use). The most general pieture of such comparisons can been seen
from table 1.
Thus amory the countries under consideration the best structure of time use
(analogous situation is stated in the other groups of population time use of which is not
ūicluded in table 1) was achieved in Finland. This is confirmed by a considerably lower
amount of paid work and higher one of free time among the women (likewise among
men) of that country.
Such changes of time use in Lithuania were in a way reflected in priority shopping. It
was displayed most emphatically in priority attachment extra income and free time. In
the first investigations on time use eondueted in the 70s it was discovered that 38% of
men and 28% women in smaller towns and 27% and 22% rcspectively in
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rural areas wcre ready to sacrifice part of their free time in ordcr to earn
somc extra money, while in 1990 such a wish was expressed by 68% of men and 57% of
women (data of the survcy representing all the population conducted in
March - April 1990). Thus a trend for sacrificing one's free time in favor of extra income
is clearly disceraable. This trend was shaped in the first placc by
poor Iiving conditions and thcir furtber deterioration, especially of late, also by more and
better opportunities to earn extra money and, secondly, by a desire to get extra income
for the satisfaction of somc concrctc ambitions (acquisition of housing, furniture,
a car, ctc.).
Table 1. Time budget of nrban employed population (hours per vreck)

Activitics

Finland
(all towns)

Men
Latvia
Lithuania
(Vabniera) (Shiauliai)

Russia
(Pskovs)

1988

1987

1988

l.Paidwork
2. Domestic work, housekccping
3. Satisfaction of physiological
needs
4. Free time

44.1
13.7
69.7

48.9
16.0
70.6

50.4
16.2
67.0

50.6
15.1
68.3

39.7

32.5

33.7

34.0

Activities

Finlaod
(all towns)

l.Paidwork
2. Domestic work, bousekeeping
3. Satisfaction of physiological
needs
4. Free time

Women
Latvia
Litbuania
(Valmiera) (Shiauliai)

1986

Russia
(Pskovs)

1988

1987

1988

33.7
25.0
71.3

43.1
28.0
70.1

46.1
25.1
68.0

45.5
27.7
69.1

37.8

26.8

27.5

25.7

1986

The table is compiled on the data diown from the edition: Niemi J., Eglite P.,
Mitrikas A., Patrusbev V.P., Paakkonen H., Time use in Finland, Latvia, Lithuania
and Russia. ^ Helsinki, 1991.-P.9.
The general situation of time usc which prevailed in Lithuania at the end of the 80s
conditioned the formation of the corresponding types of time use. The available
information on time use in the main spheres of activities mentioncd above enabled to
determine 4 types both for men and women groups. The 2 types of each group
representing 37% of all men and 51% of all womcn (here and in the following examples
data on the employed population of large cities are given) were marked by the shortage
of free tinę (for the other 2 types of men and women relatively more leisure time was
stated). Representatives of thosc types had the least of free time due to the large amount
of paid or domestic work- 35% in the men group and 26% in that of the women had little
free time because of a large amount of paid work and 65% and 74%
respectively - in eonneetion with a large amount of domestic work. Representatives of
the types with less free time due to the large volume of paid work were senior
individuals with better education and employed mostly in non-industrial fields. Among
the representatives of types with little frėe time due to domestic work married people
with children prevailed.
Depending on the conditions determining the volume of free time- a large amount of
paid or domestic work - the mode of free time use may also vary. The first, though
they have less free time usually engage in more active ways of spending it (e.g. a smaller
share of it spent for TV). This is also determined by the higher educational level of
that group (type) and their cultural needs, especially among women. The
representatives of the second group (and its types) who have little free time due to the
large amount of domestic work, spend most of their leisure time at home, watching TV
as a rule.
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Time nse and its possibk changes in the carrent situation
The tendencies of time use of 80s discussed carlier have undergonc eonsiderable
cbaoges lately. At present time use is determined by thc formation of new sočiai
economic relations, which in their own way are conditioned by the strengthening market
economy and are accompanied as rule by different economic and sočiai disorders.
A eonerete expression of this can be seen in a eonsiderable decrease of income for a
major part of the population, in the inereasing differentiaUon of income, in abundant
cases of mora! erisis, etc. Of particular importance is the differentiation of the real
income level and the estimation of its sufficiency among the population (according to the
surveys, people with equal income estimate it differently from the point of view of
sufficiency. The majority of people with relatively low income (or estimating it as such)
look for ways of inereasing it. Thus the inerease of income at the expense of free tune
becomes more and more popular. In this group of population time use is dominated by
the safeguarding of physiologicai survival - minimum of sleep, a lot of time devoted to
paid and domestic work, little free time which in this situation is considered as
insignifieant value.
On the ^ther hand, in the eurrent situation another group of population
(entrepreneurs, etc.) with a higher income is gaining more weight. This income is
acquired by putting in a large amount of paid work and also at the expense of free time.
Many people from this group at present do not properly value free time and saerifice it in
order to get higher income.
In general the eurrent period is marked by a lack of appreciation for free time. One
part of the population (living in poverty) is forcefully mode to ignorc it, the other's do not
value it of their own will and saerifice it for eaming more money.
The pieture of time use changes in the nearest future can be drawn by taking into
consideration the new trends of time use and the expected factors which could make a
impact on these trends in future. Working out of a eonerete and one-side seript for the
future is hardly possible - in fact there should be at least several of these with two at the
opposite ends - pessimistic and optimistic - dominating the scenery.
However, on the other hand the latter two are highly unlikely, for usually some
intermediary seripts are implemented. Thus, while contemplating the time use changes
in the nearest 5-7 years or until the year 2000 we will proceed with these.
First, at least in the second hatf of that period a certain inerease in time use
possibilities should be expected. Such a situation could be conditioned by a few
cireumstances, from which in our opinion the most important one is an inerease in the
number of relatively (as compared to the present) weil paid working places and at the
šame time an inerease of the real income of the population. Such working places are
most Ūkely to be found in the sector of private economy (this development is observed
even today) and the process of privatization in a few years will undoubtedly advance
considerably. This will create more favorable conditions for a normai funetioning of
economy, which at the present miserable level of consumption is practically impossible.
Thus wUlingly or not (a Strengthening market economy will objectively guarantee it) the
real income of the poputation will have to inerease, which in its turn will stimulate
consumption and accumulation. An inereasingly large portion of the employed
population wi!l struggle out of the extremely unfavorable material living conditions
which, as it has been mentioned, is a major factor influencing time use. An inerease of
the family income wouid decrease the amount of time devoted for extra work (paid and
partly domestic). This would permit more free time and to better satisfy physiologicai
needs (first time devoted to sleep could inerease, in tbe lašt decade it has been
decreasing). However, it should be understood that the formation of this trend is not
likely to oceur in the nearest future. At present only 28% of the population in the country
give a positive evaluation to the economic situation in their family and nearly 21%
expect its improvement in a year. (Data of the survey encompassing the totai population
of Lithuania eondueted in February 1994 by Public Opinion Research Center at the
Institute of Philosophy, Sociology and Law and the firm "Vilmorus"*.
Eventually entrepreneurs should also have a better choice for time use. As it has
been mentioned today most of them saerifice their free time to work. However, it cannot
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lašt for ever. Even today morc successful entrepreneurs find some time for leisure
activitics. It is expcctcd that their number will gradually grow.
This possiblc trend of time use and activity choice might be štili hindered for some
ycars by several circumstances. Expected increase of unemploymcnt is considered one of
the official data the present rate of unemployment is rather low. However this is a
superficial image. It is commonly known that hidden unemployment is widely spread in
Lithuania. In fact Lithuania has not as yet been touched by unemployment brought about
by structural shifts of economy. Thus the current prognostications about the anticipated
15 and more per cent unemployment among years sound quite realistic.
A more serious discussion on the time use choice among the unemployed population
is hardly to the point. However, even in this situation people seldom remain idle, for
thcy have to find means of subsistence somehow (an official unemployment rehef is
clearly inadeąuate). This at present (and, naturally, in future as weU) the majority of
officially unemployed look for all possible ways of earning some money. Today pedlar
trading of cheaply acquired goods is one of the most popular forms of making money. A
part of employed population also engage in this business for their salaries and wages are
insufficient to make a living on. However, this way of making money is a temporary
measure for even now the difficulties of the undertaking, conditioned by the saturation of
the market with goods and competitiveness of stronger commercial firms crop up. In any
case "entrepreneurs" of this type will be compelled in the nearest future to look for
another vocation which could guarantee a more steady income. The majority of the
people in search for a way out will have to take retraining courses and extension
programs (efforts at earning some extra money alongside should not be dismissed). Thus
in the nearest future the group of people in ąuestion will hardly be in a position of
tackling the problem of time use choice.
Increasing of unemployment will mostly Strike women. Thus (and not only due to
unemployment) in the coming decade we should probably anticipate from many women
at preference of staying at home. And only later when a considerabry bigher level of
economic development (and the level of welfare) is achieved and with the growing
possibilities to do work at home (which is quite possible with the further progress of
science and technology, the advanced level of computerization) women are likely go
back to paid work (not so much for the sake of extra money for the family as for an
opportunity to establish their equality with men in the new realities). In normai
economic conditions women engaged in domestic work could have a greater choice of
time use, which is also observed in developed countries. However, in our life a quick
formation of norma! economic conditions is hardly possible. On the other hand, in
normai economic conditions the time devoted by women to domestic work decreases but
only slightry (the experience of developed countries testifies that on reaching a certain
level which today is lower than that of the Lithuanian women, it remains practically
stable). In the coming years the number of women doing full time domestic work will
evidently grow and the amount of time for fulfilling the job will be considerably large
and will probably remain so for some time. True, the pattem of behavior among
described by several types for which a different choice of time use and leisure planning
is typical. However, meanwhile the differences between the types of time use choice are
going to remain insignificant.
One more circumstance hindering the improvement of time use choice should be
touched upon here. An idea persists that in the nearest future even with the improving
economic welfare the increase of needs for culture, which would promote the growth of
leisure and its meaningful use, is hardly possible. In the current situation when a
considerable part of the population are compelled to struggle against poverty, and
another part of people use their time for getting a higher income, a need for culture to
many from these categories is negligible. It should be bome in mind tbat later when the
level of living starts rising, a considerable part of these people will mechanically still
retain indifference to culture or will try to take their "revenge" on a dull life by inereased
consumption and some interest for mass culture. This could mostly be the case of older
and middle-aged people who having spent most of their lives in strained circumstances
will not be able to change easily. The younger people are also going to face the problem
of reorientation, for at present their cultural orientations are mostly affected, first, by
poor life, second, by business spirit.
Thus we think it reasonable to assert that in the nearest future a considerable part of
the population will hardly be in a position of making a better use of their time and
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increasing their leisurc. A slightly increased amount of frce time will still long be used
for regaining one's phystcal strength.
Chart 1. RelaUon of actlvity prioriUes
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Part m. Ethnic Situation
MULTI-ETHNIC LITHUANIAN COMPOSITION
Natalija KASATKINA
Dr.Researher in the Institute of Philosophy, Sociology and

^* ^^2 gradualed from the faculty of automatics and
computers m Kaunas Technology University. An importam
aspect of employment was a system-analytic of automatized
systems (1972-1982) and the chief of the research group in
[^^ Institute of Information Systems Lithuanian Department
ofStatisūc (1983-1991 ).Since 1991 post graduate studies ai
the Institute of Philosophy, Sociology and Law (Lithuanian
/ :., ^ #^ Academy of Sciences).Science degree: Dr.of Sočiai Sciences
^ ^^^K'i" Jįf.
(Sociology).The theme of d't ssertalion: "Problems of
^m^~integration of Russian intelligence into a culiure of
independent Lithuanian". Since 1991 until now in the Institute of Philosophy, Sociology
and Law, Department of Sočiai Groups. Besides the main theme "Russians in Lithuania"
interested in such fields of scientific research as nailonai minorities, stereotypes of
ethnic cotnmunities, ident't ty, national problems of borderland cultures, human rights.
She has publications in culturology and ethnosociology according the Russians
minority in Lithuania theme.
The events of past years in the Baltic States tumed the national minorities of these
countries into onc of the most important player of ethnopolitical process. The new and
unexpected view of Russians, Poles and others (especially Russians!) as a minority
attracts a comprchcnsive attention of scientists, publicist, polities who tiy to fili the
vacuum of information, ^^iich existed in society for long time.
However, exactly the novelty and unexpectedness of these problems have to doubt
and objection of the researches, interested in the ethnosocial situation in the Baltic
States. There are certainly important differences between Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania
witb regard to history, culture, demography and contemporary situation. Lithuania has a
different history from the other Baltic countries, Russian and Polish influence has been
especially formative. After gaining the independence in 1919, Lithuania was fighting not
just against the Soviet Russia, but also agaimt Poland.
The result of disintegration of Russian Empire in 1917 and in 1990 was the fact, that
the Russians, who before were the dominant, prevalent national mąjority and had no
experience of national restriet, now got into the position of national minorily in one time
in territories of fonner provincial borderlands of the Empire1 .
Devclopment of ethnic relations
Ethnic composition of Lithuania ,existing in our days suffered big changes according
to the historical devclopment. One can easily cbcck it looking through the statistic data
of the census of population, so an etbnosociological research has to be very historical.
The scientists in our days are very interested not ooly in class stratification, but in račiai
and ethnic stratification as well. But it is rather difficult not only to detennine a
"synthetic" ethnosocial theory, which would help to esplain the variety of račiai and
ethnic processes in the world, but also to define different senses and tenns. The main
detenninations used by different scientists in the world, are relative enough and depend
on the interpretation of the author. In our interpretation of the terms "national minority"
and "ethnic group" we use them according to the modem European convention and
agreements. The term "national minority" demonstrates just peculiarities in language.

According to the information d the Indepeodent Institute of International Law (Moscow,Riissia),the
totai ammount of Russian speakers outside rf Russia in counUies cf fortner USSR -25,000,000
according to anotber infonnatioo - 26,500,00 Riusians and abeut 4,000,000 Riusians speakers of other
naiionalities).
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religion, traditions and it isn't too strict. Different interpretations of tbis term was found
by rcspondents during the rcpresentative research of the inhabitants of Vilnius in 1993.
Non-litbuanian inhabitants treat the term as some kind of a humiliation, and almost all
Lithuanian inhabitants treat it as a normai term used in an intemational law.
In cvery country the dynamism of number and settling of each nationality is decided
by the natūrai movement of population, migration and ethnotransformational processes.
In tbe article there are discussed some schemes of migration and variants of contacts of
national groups.
The main role in the process of formation of national communities of Lithuania, in
changcs of their number and settling is given to the migration. So national communities
of Lithuania are many-layer fonnations of different migrations. They are different
according in their migration orientations and motives.
The complicated and difficult legacy of the country throughout the ages was not
conductive to the rise of the Lithuanian's population. After abolishing serfdom
in 1861, mass emigration began (mostly to the USA). Owing to the World
Wars and their aftermath, there was increase in Lithuania's population in the first
half of the 20th ccntury. Between the wars, the average annual rise in
population was 27,000. Although over 100,000 emigrated from Lithuania during
that period, almost the šame number of people scttled in tbe Polish-occupied Vilnius
territory.
Great changes in the number of residents began in 1940 when the Sovict
Union occupied and annexed Lithuania. About 56,000 Gennans and people registered
as Germans emigrated to Germany in the first half of 1941. In that šame year
Bolsheviks deported nearly 30,000 people to Siberia, mostly intellcctuals (many of them
died from famine). About 240,000 citizens of Lithuania (mostly Jews) were
massacred during tbe Nazi oceupation. Over 50,000 people were transported to
Germany for various forms of labor {some of them returned). In 1944
180,000 Lithuanians and Gennans fled to the West in order to escape Bolshevist
terror. About 218,000 Poles repatriated to Poland in 1945-58. Concurrently
many of Russians and people of other Russian-speaking nationalities were sent or began
to settle in Litbuania themsclves (about 150,000 people). About 300,000 people
(including prisoners) were deported from Lithuania in 1945-1952 (about 100,000 had
retumed by 1991). About 30,000 inhabitants perished in tbe resistance movement
in 1944-52.
In all, in 1940-1958 Lithuania lošt about 1 million people (killed, deported or left
country for various reasons). The pre-war number of the population was reached only
in 1969. The migration increase in 1958-89 was positive, it especially went up
in the 1980s.

/According "Lithuania Population". Vilnius.19937
Table 1. Litbuanian population by nationality (%)

Lithuanians
Russians
Polcs
Byelorussians
Ukrainians
Jews
Latvians
Tartars
Gypsies
Gennans
Otber nationalities

1857

1897

75.6
1.4
5.6
0.3
0.1
10.7
1.0
0.1

61.6
4.8
9.7
4.7
0.1
13.1
1.3
0.1

5.1
0.1

4.4
0.2

1923*
69.2**
2.5
15.3
0.4
_
8.3
0.6
0.1
3.4
0.2

1959

1969

79.3
8.5
8.5
1.1
0.7
0.9
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.4
0.2

80.1
8.6
7.7
1.5
0.8
0.8
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

? In the Klaipėda tenitoiy in 1925, in the Vilnius tenitoiy in 1931
** 1.3^ of the so-called Memellanders
Lithuania Population. -Vilnius, 1993,p.46.
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1979
80.0
8.9
7.3
1.7
0.9
0.4
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.4

1989
79.6
9.4
7.0
1.7
1.2
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.4

Lithuanian society in sočiai transition

Table 2. The distribution of the Population of Lithuania according to the Nativc
Language (%)

Nationality
Totai
Lithuanians
Russians
Poles
Byelorossians
Jews
Ukrainians

Year

1970
1989
1970
1989
1970
1989
1970
1989
1970
1989
1970
1989
1970
1989

Language of
their nation
97.3
96.1
99.5
99.6
97.8
95.6
92.4
85.0
52.3
40.5
61.9
35.7
52.4
51.1

Lithuanian
language
0.5
0.9
2.0
4.1
3.1
5.0
1.3
2.5
2.8
6.7
1.9
3.0

Considered
as native
Russian
1.8
2.7
0.2
0.2

3.8
9.2
40.7
53.3
35.0
56.8
45.3
45.3

Some other

0.4
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.7
0.8
5.7
3.5
0.3
0.8
0.4
0.6

"The status and The Treatment of National Minorities in The Republic of
Lithuania." A Report Presented To The CSCE Meeting of Experts On Minorities,
Geneva,July 1-19,1991.
In 1989-1994 tendencies of migration changed in Lithuania. Before 1989 more
people arrived to Lithuania, after 1989 on the contrary: departed 106.8 thousand
people, and arrived - 55 thousands. 53% of departed - Russians, 13% - Ukrainians,
7% - Lithuanians, 5% - poles. Greatest part of those who arrived was
fonned from Russians - 42%, Lithuanians - 25%, Ukrainians -11%.

Sočiai DimensioD2
Today, representatives of 109 nationalities live in Lithuania. Among them there are
some ethnic groups which have lived in Lithuania since ancient times and are considered
original inhabitants. Among such ethnic groups are the Poles (7%), Byelorussians
(1.7%), Jews (0.3%), Tartare (0.1%), Latvians (0.1%), Germans (0.1%), Karaites (about
280 persons).
The Ukrainians eonstitute 1.4% of the population, most of them came to Lithuania
recently. In 1959, there were 17,700, and in 1988 - 44,800 Ukrainians living
in Lithuania. Ukrainians are mainly city dwellers ( in Vilnius they account for
2.3% of the city's population). A small number of the Ukrainians live in
the south-eastem rural distriets where they account for the 0.4% of the population.
Most of them speak Ukrainian or Russian. The believes are Russian
Orthodox and Unitarians. The Ukrainians came to Lithuania approximatery in
the 14-16th centuries from the Ukrainian lands of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania.
In the nineties, as well as re-establishment of Lithuanian Republic gavę an
impulse to public activity of the Ukrainians in Lithuania. In 1988, the Cultural
Society of Ukrainians Hull became active. In the 1990-91 academic year,
there were 4 Ukrainian Sunday schools with an enroUment of 80 and with a
section in Vilnius.
The Russians are the second to the Lithuanians in number. They can be divided into
several groups, namely those living in Lithuania since 14th century. In the late 17th
century, Old Faith believers who sought sanetuary from religious persecution settled in

Tbe foUowing sektor used the informatioo from;
1)"Hie status and Ibe Treatment d National Minorities in tbe Republic d Lithuania "A Report
presented to the CSCE Meeting of Ejtperts on Minorities .Geneva ,July 1-19,1991.
2)Lithuaniathnic groups. V., 1993.
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Lithuanian villages. Other group rcprcscntcd those who settlcd bctween thc two World
Wars as immigrants from the USSR and those who moved in after World War H.
Many Russians and people of other nationalitics came to Lithuania during thc
lašt 20 years as workers and engineers to build the huge nuclear power
plaut in Visaginas, the oil refinery in Mažeikiai, and other large industrial
enterprises. The policy toward the national minorities during the Soviet period
can be characterized largely as one of russification and assimilation. The construction
of gi ant industrial enterprises was a component of a program of russification
of Lithuania.
Regarding the national rebirth in Lithuania (1988), Russians responded extremely
differently: some of them supported the movement, some remained neutral,
and others resisted and have stiU maintaining their opposition. Russians in
Lithuania mainly living in Vilnius (20.2% city dwellers) and in the eastern part
of the republic. They mainly speak Russian, some 2.5% consider Lithuanian their
native language. Many are adherents to the Russian Ortodo^ Church and the
Old Faith believers of Pomor Church, some are Roman Catholics and the
Baptists.
One of th^ important ethnic group in Lithuania since thc 14tb century were the Jcws.
Jews settled in Lithuania presumably as far back as the 12th century. They lived
in separate communities (kahals) and certain way of self-governing was maintained
until 1940. Before World War II there was a vibrant Jewish life in Lithuania.
High schools, libraries, museums, synagogues, elaborate press, theaters,
literature - all this contributed to the idea that Lithuania was a second Jerusalem.
During the Nazi oceupation a great number of Lithuanian Jews were massacred
by the Nazis and their collaborationists. In the post-war years the Jewish
intelligentsia made feeble attempts to revive Jewish cultural activities, but their
attempts ran aeross the disapproval of the Government of the Soviet Lithuania.
About 15,000-17,000 Jews emigrated from Lithuania to Israel in the period from
1959 to 1990. While the Soviets elosed down the Jewish cultural
institutions in Lithuania, destroyed their synagogues and desecrated the Jewish
cemeteries.
The treatment of the Polish minority in Lithuania by the Soviet period was somewhat
more positive than in others Republics. After World War H, the number of
Poles in Lithuania diminished. In 1945-48 and 1955-58, 218,000 Poles repatriated
to Poland. The national and ethnic activities of Poles were restrained.
Nevertheless, some specific areas of national culture bave further developed;
there were 98 Polish schools (some of them mixed) teachers for those schools
were trained mainly at Vilnius Pedagogical Institute or at Naujoji Vilnia Teachers'
Institute (1951-63). Books, textbooks and periodicals were published, some TV and
radio programs were prepared in Polish. In etght churches in Vilnius and in many
churches around Vilnius Catholic services were celebrated in Polish. Nevertheless,
despite these opportunities for promoting Polish cultural identity, russification of the
Polish minority was very obvious, for example, 66% of the Polish children attended the
Russian schools.
The educational situation of tbe Russians in comparison to other minorities was
notably better. Politically, the Russian minority was also privileged and did
not consider itself as a minority. Only now tbey are beginning to conceive
themselves as one of the minorities of Lithuania. There were and are about
188 schools in which Russian is the teaching language. Forty two professional
degrees can be attained in Russian language courses at the Universities of Lithuania.
A statė Russian Drama theater is a part of the cultural scene, there
are several newspapers in Russian language, a literary magazine, radio
and TV programs. Out of eleven Russian Orthodox churches are in Vilnius, only two
were elosed.
Assimilationist policies of the Soviet period were rejected by the
demoeratie intellectuals as the discussion of legal rights of minorities in Lithuania in
1987-88. The national revival of Lithuania was also accompanied by the revival of ethnic
identity of the their nationalities. On December 2,1987, a Jewish cultural association in
the Lithuanian Cultural Fund was established, which not only motivated the formation of
Jewish cultural association, but also the emergence of similar organizations of other
nationalities. The Jewish example was emulated by the Poles, Karaites, Tartars,
Russians, Byelorussians, Germans, Ukrainians, Latvians, Estonians, Moldavian-
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Romanians, Armenians, Azcrfoadjans, Georgians, the Hungarians. Presently, there
are in Lithuania associations of sixteen nationalities with numerous local
chapters. The Russian minority has about twenty cultural, pedagogical,
religion and others organizations. The Poles has eleven professional organizatioūs of
physicians, scientists, teachers, ctc.
The new statė authorities continue to promote the initiatives of rebirth of ethnic
identity and secks to correct some of the earlier hastily decisions. On March 24, 1990,
the law on "The Schedule for the Implentation of the Language Statute" was adopted by
the Supreme Council. It extended the implementation of Lithuanian linguistic fluency to
Januaiy 1, 1995, and establishcd language knowledge requirements for various
categories of the population. On January 29,1991, the Supreme Council adopted an
amendment to the Law on national Minorities. The amendment provides for the use of
minority languages in public administration in the areas of the country where the
minorities constitute a majority, and mandates the Government to prepare a law on
higher education opportunities for the minorities. This mandate is already being
implemented, opening new opportunities for ethnic minorities to seek higher education.

Ethnicity and citizenship
Lithuania, likę most countries, has a significaot component of national
minorities, a fifth of the population. The following sector reflects the results
of the survey in respects of the ethnic aspects3 and also is intended to acquaint
with the contemporary status of minorities and minority rights in
Lithuania.
The variable of nationality was recorded the distribution of respondents within their
nationality.

Table 3. Nationality (%)

%

Nationalitv
Lithuanian
Russian
Belorussian
Polish
Ukrainian
Other

79.6
10.5
1.5
6.5
0.9
0.9

The variable of citizenship was recorded the distribution of respondents witbin their
citizenship.

Table 4. Citizenship by nationality (%)

Lithuanian
Russians
Poles
Byelorussians
Ukrainians
Others
PearsonsR .11

Lithuania's
citizenship
100.0
98.1
99.0
100.0
92.3
100.0

Russia's
citizenship

Ukraine's
cihzensbip

1.9
1.0
-7.7

"Sočiai Change in the Batttc and Nordic couotries" a comparative study d Estonia .Lalvia ,
Lithuaoia andSweden during 1993-95.(ThcInstiUfleof Philosophy,SociologyandLaw.VUiuus.
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The share of Lithuanians, Russians, Polcs, Byelorussians, Ukrainians in different
scctors of economy in 1988 and 1993 is reflccted iū the such way:
Table 5. Dlstribution of natjonality by branches of cconomy in 1988 and 1993(%)

1988
Industry
I .ithnanians
Russians
Poles
fiyelorussians
Ukrainians
Olhers
Agriculture (forcstry)
lithuanians
Russians
Poles
Byelorvssians
Ukrainians
Others
Traffic
Lithuanians
Russians
Poles
Byelorussians
Ukrainians
Others
Service
Lithuanians
Russians
Poles
Byelorussians
Ukrainians
Others
Trade
Lithuanians
Russians
Poles
Byelomssians
Ukrainians
Others
Administration
Lithuanians
Russians
Poles
Byclorussians
Ukrainians
Others
Pearson's R

1993

25.6
35.1
34.0
35.7
66.7
50.0

24.5
31.2
34.0
21.4
60.0
60.0

24.6
8.2
18.0
21.4

20.7
6.4
13.2
14.3

20.0

10.0

7.3
9.3
18.0
14.3
11.1
10.0

6.0
11.9
22.6
21.4
10.0
10.0

23.5
29.9
12.0
21.4
11.1
10.0

24.8
26.6
17.0
35.7
10.0
10.0

7.3
6.2
12.0
7.1
11.1

10.3
11.9
7.5
7.1
20.0

11.7
11.3
6.0

13.7
11.9
5.7

10.0

10.0
.08

.08

In the industiy and the agriculturc branch the share of all etfanic groups has
decreased. In the trade the share of the most of ethnic groups has inereased (escape
Poles), in the service the share has inereased also (escape Russians and Ukrakians). In
the traffic the share of Lithuanians and Ukrainians has decreased and the share of others
ethnic groups (Russians, Poles, Byelorussians) has inereased. These tandencies can be
regarded as quite expected for a country moving from a socialist cconomy to a market
economy.
The changes in the administration in all ethnic groups are not signifieant ( escape the
share of Lithuanians which has inereased more substantial, the statė language became
Lithuanian's). In the industry there is a tendency to fall, in the trade, service are the
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tcndcncies to frow. It can be seemed that thc cthnic disparity in the six main groups
ąuite more depends on the countries economic situation than on the ethnic distinctions.
Wonied about loosing job (Table 6).
The totai situation can be detennined by next way: 35.2% havc a secure workplace,
52.2^ are not quite secure and 12.6% answered that soon they will be unemployed.
These tendencies can be traccd according to the main ethnic groups.
Table 6 VYorried about loosing job bv nationality (%)
Not quite
Nationality:
Secure work
53.1
35.3
Lithuanians
36.8
43.9
Russians
36.5
53.8
Poles
61.5
Byelorussians
23.1
Ukrainians
18.2
63.6
33.3
41.7
Others
52.2
Totai
35.2

Soon
11.6
19.3
9.6
15.4
18.2
25.0
12.6

Because the greatest part of respondente are Lithuanians, their situation almost
doesn't differ from the general situation. The position of Poles among other ethnic
groups seems to be better, tbis means that the smallest number of them think that they
will loose job in future and evaluate their workplace as secure. Russians, from the one
side, feel to be the safest ( greatest part of respondents with secure work places), but
among them is the greatest number of those who think that they can loose job in the
nearest future. The most unstable seem to be Ukrainians, the most worried about the
future of their work. Belorussians feel unstable. The fatal reason of workplace
instability, probably, is in the economical situation and decline of industry, where 60%
of all Ukrainians, 21.4 of Belorussians, 31.2% of Russians and 34% of Poles are
working. But as one of the instability reasons we can mention difficulties of adaptation
(especially knowledge of statė - Lithuanian language). We'll trace back this tendency by
the ethnic groups members' length of living in Lithuania.
Table 7. Years lived in Lithuania by nationality (%)
Years
Totai
NationaUty:
>5
5-10
11-20
<40
21^0
Litbuanians
1.5
14.7
44.1
39.7
100
Russians
1.5
3.0
19.7
48.5
27.3
100
62.5
25.0
Poles
12.5
100
Byelonjssians
44.4
44.4
11.1
100
Ukrainians
20.0
10.0
30.0
40.0
100
Others
80.0
20.0
100
Pearson's R = .24
Evaluations of the changes in the flnancial situation.
All ethnic groups have difficulties but Poles and Lithuanians fell themselves better
than Russians, Byelonjssians and Ukrainians (Table 8). It seems that the perteptiems of
Russians, Byelorussians and Ukrainians are influenced by a lot of factors
(psychological, economical, political, cultural). If we look at the eamings we don't find
big differences between different ethnic groups.
Table 8. Eyaluations of financial situation by nationality (%)
Nationality:
Litfauanians
Russians
Poles
Byelorussians
Ukrainians
Others

Improved
10.5
5.9
15.6
14.3

Financial situation since 1988
Remained
Gone
uncbaneed
worse
10.6
64.9
4.6
80.9
6.3
66.7
10.0
70.0
7.7
76.9
71.4
-
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Don't
know
13.9
8.6
11.5
20.0
15.4
14.3

Totai

100
100
100
100
100
100
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Family status.

Table 9. Family statas hv pationalirv (%)

Nationalitr:
Lithuanians
Russians
Poles
Byelorussians
Ukrainians
Others

Single

Married

24.0
24.5
26.8
27.3
15.4
14.3

60.1
51.0
52.6
50.0
69.2
71.4

Married,
but not
living
toeether
1.0
2.6
3.1

Living
togethcr
but not
married
1.0
1.9
4.5

Divor- Widowed
ced

4.0
10.3
6.2
7.7
7.1

9.9
9.7
11.3
18.2
7.7
7.1

The part of married Lithuanians is bigger than married Russians, Ploes and
Byelorussians . The part of married Ukrainians is tbc biggesl. The number of widowed
Byelorussians is aboul twice bigger than the šame groups of Lithuanians, Russians,
Ukrainians. The number of divorced Catholics (Lithuanians and Poles) is more less than
of Russians and Ukrainians.
The spouse's nationality is tbe šame as the respondent's 94.2% of Lithuanians,
62.9% - Russians, 75.0^ - Poles, only 23.1% Ukrainians: yes 40.0 %. Here we have a
very big difference between Lithuanians and "Russian spe^kers" (Russians, Ukrainians,
Bclorussians). Sucb difference can be explained by the fact that the arrival of majority of
Russians and Russian speaking population was the result of marriages with Lithuania's
inhabitants (including Lithuanians). Second reason - part of Russian speaking
respondente form families with Russian speaking, but partners of different nationality.
The statistical data and special families researches give a ground to suggest that
Lithuanians, Poles, Russians, Ukrainians families are not culturally very different.
The following table reflects to whicb organizations, associations or groups
respondente belonged at the present and five ycars ago.
Tabk 10. Organizations, aissociations or groups to which respondente belong now
or belonged five ^ears ago.

Sports
Youth .
Charity
Religious
Study or art
circle
Regionai historv
Cul turai
Cooperalion
Environmeotal
Friendship
Farmer
Political parties
Trade union
Ethnic societies
Women
CTKanizatioos
Professional
organizations
Hobby societies
Other
OTKanizatioas

Lithu. nians
1993 1988
6.3
13.7
1.8
5.5
0.6
0.2
8.3
7.8
1.5
1.7

Russia^
1993 1988
8.3
16.7
1.9
9.0

Poles
1993 1988
7.2
18.6
3.1
5.2

3.8
3.2

2.6
5.1

8.2
2.1

8.2
4.1

0.5
1.5
2.0
0.6
0.6
3.5
1.5
6.4
0.1
0.3

1.4
2.5
2.5
0.8
0.3
0.3
4.2
33.4
0.7
1.4

1.3
4.5
2.6

1.3
6.4
1.3

3.1

5.2

1.8

3.1

6.0
1.0

9.9
1.1

Bielomssian! Ukrai įians
Other
1993 1988 1993 1988 1993 1988
4.5
18.2
7.7 15.4 7.1 28.6
4.5
9.1
7.1 21.4
9.1
4.5
9.1
9.1
7.7

1.0
0.6
0.6
0.6
9.0
1.3

7.1
38.5
0.6
1.3

4.1
3.1
4.1

2.1
1.0
4.1
28.9
2.1
2.1

3.2

1.3

1.0

5.1
0.6

10.3
0.6

2.1

1.0
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9.1

31.8

23.1

3.1

4.5

4.5

7.7

7.2

9.1

9.1

7.7
76.9 21.4

7.1
64.3

7.7 14.3

14.3

It's an important variable which reflccts fundamentai sočiai and political changes
taking place in Lithuania now. Transition to a new type of society means closing down
and changing of old type organizations, especially tbosc wbicb uscd to have ideological
connections (likę Trade Union). Onthe otherhand, it means creating new type political
and non-govcmment organizations which werc not supportcd or were even prohibited in
the Soviet time. The farmer, charity and religious organizations are in increase.
Special case in respects of the ethnic aspects is participation in the ethnic societies.
As we have mentioned there are associations of sixteen nationalities in Lithuania now
with numerous local chapters (the Poles have eleven various organizations with local
chapters, the Russians have about nineteen with numerous local chapters). In spite of
that Russians and Poles national organizations are increasing, the representative
ethnosoctological research lets us to make the next supposition.
Public national organizations, which activity was based on the statė laws of
Lithuania, inspite of weak organizational culture, absence of authorized leaders and
exactly fonnulated activity priority ąuestions, most often had positive influence upon the
process of ethnical groups integration into the structures of independent Lithuania.
Rapid growth of the similar organizations number (1990-1993 years), small numbcr
of their members, lack of the public political activity experience doesn't prevent them
from doing some kind of compensation work in the strangers statė, have positive
influence upon the psychological condition of the ethnical groups. Not of less importance
in the activity of organizations are "individual" factors: possibility to communicate with
compatriots, sense of common ethnic cnvironment
But actualities of recent unstable Life, plenty of various organizations (political,
cultural, religious etc.) don't inspire ethnical activity and gives a base to make
conclusions, that in the future the number of members in such organizations won't grow,
even it's likely that it will decrease.
Table 11 (group identity) reflects the personai identification according to the
following groups (to a very high degree, to some degree, don't know, not at all).
For Litbuanians and Ukrainians language and ethnicity are very important. Fbr
Lithuanians, Bclorussians and Poles are important the people who live in the sane
area. The people of the šame generation are important for all ethnic groups. Russians
are negative towards prestigious people, political groups, political activists and religious
people. Poles are negative towards prestigious people, political groups also. For
Ukrainians occupation is very important. It is understandable taking into account the
dcw sočiai and political situation they are facing.
Table 12 reflects the respondent's opinion about the development of ethnic relation
in Lithuania according to the following groups ( strongly agrce, agree, can't say,
disagree, strongly disagree).
The results are interesting to examine the psychological elimate of the ethnic
groups. The Russians have more optimistic view about the future than Lithuanians. The
Poles are more pessimistic about the following statements than other ethnic groups. On
the other hand, the psychological situation depends upon the govemment policy and statė
law. Now individuals, belonging to national minorities are guaranteed legal equality and
possibilities to enjoy all human rights and fundamentai freedoms according to the
Principle Sevcn of the Helsinki Finai Act
Table 13 (mother tongue, language mainly used at home, nationality and citizenship)
reflects crosstabulations of mother tongue, language mainly used at home, nationality
and citizenship.
We can see that the distribution of respondents within the categories which deseribe
respondents identity and national rclations - mother tongue, main home language,
ethnicity and citizenship are very elose.
A modern Western sociology examines an ethnic identity as a variable category.
Dynamics of changes, trends and contents of changes depend upon different factors. The
factors influencing on changes of the identity are not only culturological. According to
P.Kolsto (Oslo) of a national group is easy to compare with two different
dimensions:national-cultural self-creation and political loyality.
The research of development of ethnoprocesses of Lithuania of our days is based on
religious and historical peculiarities and takes into account the universality of
ethnoprocesses, expressed in examined models of the ethnotipology.
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Table 11. Grouo-identitv
Lithuato a vcry high degrec
to somc dcgree
don't know
not at all
to a very high degree
VVork
to some degree
Matės
don't know
not at all
to a very high degree
Occupation to some degree
don't know
not at all
Šame
to a very high degree
Kthnic
to some degree
Origin
don't know
not at all
to a very high degree
Šame
to some degree
Area
don't know
not at all
to a very high degree
Politic
to some degree
Active
don't know
not at all
to a very high degree
Prestigious to some degree
don't know
not at all
to a very high degrec
Religion
to some degree
don't know
not at all
to a very bigh degree
Political
to some degree
don't know
not at all
to a very bigh degree
Šame
to some degree
Generation don't know
not at all
Samc
Languajge

Russians

mans
48.8
36.8
10.4
4.0
30.9
43.6
11.4
14.1
22.0
45.4
14.7
17.9
35.0
48.7
11.9
4.4
30.5
48.2
14.6
6.7
2.2
15.4
24.7
57.7
4.1
22.8
28.9
44.3
6.5
21.6
16.3
55.6
1.7
8.4
17.1
72.8
43.6
42.6
9.6
4.3

26.3
53.2
7.1
13.5
18.8
52.6
7.1
21.4
13.9
46.4
13.2
26.5
23.2
56.8
5.8
14.2
13.5
57.7
11.5
17.3
0.6
7.1
23.2
69.0
3.2
21.3
20.6
54.8
2.6
9.7
11.6
76.1
1.3
3.9
12.9
81.9
32.9
58.1
3.2
5.8

Poles
20.8
60.4
8.3
10.4
10.5
49.6
13.7
26.3
9.5
4.7
27.4
28.4
28.1
54.2
8.3
9.4
27.1
56.3
8.3
8.3
2.1
8.3
21.9
67.7
5.3
13.7
18.9
62.1
6.3
25.3
16.8
51.6
1.0
4.2
12.5
82.3
21.1
64.2
4.2
10.5

Byelorussians
22.7
45.5
13.6
18.2
36.4
54.5
4.5
4.5
13.6
50.0
31.8
4.5
18.2
59.1
13.6
9.1
31.8
50.0
18.2
4.5
18.2
18.2
59.1
4.5
27.3
9.1
59.1
4.5
27.3
13.6
54.5
4.5
13.6
13.6
68.2
38.1
24.9
14.3
4.8

Ukrainians
30.8
46.2
_
23.1
23.1
61.5
7.7
7.7
33.3
41.7
25.0
46.2
38.5
15.4
15.4
69.2
15.4
15.4
15.4
69.2
15.4
23.1
15.4
46.2
7.7
7.7
23.1
61.5
15.4
15.4
69.2
46.2
46.2
.
7.7

Table 12. The possibility of ethnic conflkts to be more serious in the future thao
they are today.

Lithuanians
Russians
Poles
Byelorussians
Ukrainians
Other

Strongly
aeree
3.9
2.6

Agree

Can't say

Disagree

11.4
9.1
20.6
18.2

46.4
42.4
41.2
50.0
38.5
42.9

28.6
35.7
36.1
13.6
61.5
50.0

7.1
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Strongly
disaeree
9.7
10.4
2.1
18.2

Citizen
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Table 13. Mother tongue, language mainly used at hornc, natkraality and
citizenship.
LithuaRussians
Poles
BieloruUkraininians
ssians
ans
Language Lithuanian
5.2
99.7
8.3
18.2
15.4
Mainly
Russian
0.3
90.4
5.2
50.0
76.9
Used At
Polish
0.1
1.3
88.7
18.2
_
Home
Othcr
1.0
13.6
7.7
Lithuanian
99.7
2.6
5.2
15.4
Mother
Russian
0.1
97.4
18.2
15.4
Tongue
Polish
0.1
94.8
4.5
Other
0.1
77.3
69.2
Lithuanian
100.0
98.1
99.0
100.0
92.0
Russian
1.9
1.0
Polish
7.7
ship
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Introduction
Population policy being an important factor of demographic changes takes part in
crcating a demographic future. Its effcct dcpcnds not only upoo the expedient
govemment politics but also on demographic processes regulated by it. The cffect of
the family policy in the demographic rates is felt usually far less and in case of postdemographic transition in rather a naiTow range. However, due to it, more favorable
conditions could be created for the families to realize altitudes conceming family
formation, choicc of children's care ways, which effcct their reproductive and
matrimonial behavior and at the šame time changes of families type, structure, size
as well as fertility.
During all the Soviet period the assistancc for the families was inconsiderably
developed in Lithuania as all over the former USSR. Rapid changes in all the
spheres, national revival and the rccovery of Iithuania's independence not only
allowed but also stimulated and even compellcd the creation of the family policy.
Since 1988,_ Lithuania began actively preparing new family policy. The conception
was defined in the Population Program. Its main objectives were the creation of the
condition for the families autonomy, their choice in the ways for rearing small
children and combination of domestic duties with the outside activities, creation of
sočiai guarantees, as well as the assistance for the persons with the specific needs
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(aged, bandicapped, oiphan, ctc.). However, it was not begun to be realized
consecutively. In 1989-1992 adopted measures basically expanded only financial
assistance for the families. Sucb mcans as the improvement of child's day care service,
development of flexible employment have been forgotten, cven ignored. The assistance
for families has become rather expensive and did not corrcspond with the needs of
the families. The experience in the formation of family policy, the reality of a veiy
difficult economic situation, as well as assessment of the created assistance for
families system by the experts from tnteraational organizations predetennined that at
present the family policy is at the stage of reorganization once again. First of all, the
benefits system aod the pre-scbool institutions is being changed essentially.
l.Short HLstoryof Family Assistance
The assistance for the families bringing up children, as a matter of fact, was
on the declarative level in Lithuania (as all over the former USSR) during all the
Soviet period up to the beginning of the 1980s. Until that time only some specific
measures as a part of sočiai policy were designed: paid maternity leave (16 weeks),
benefit for tht children until five years old from the large familiesf very seanty - 4
roubles per month for the fourth child, 6 roubles for the fifth and inereasing it up to 15
roubles for the eleventh and next child), benefit for the children until eight years old
for the poorly-provided families (12 roubles per month) and the development of
institutionalized child care system. The socialist system's ideal of full employment
and the strietly limited wages formed such a family model when the family budget
balance was possible only under two wages (husband's and wife's). Employment policy
stimulated maximum participation of women in work outside home without foreseeing
flexible employment forms and desire of women to stay at home with children limiting
them also by legal nonns of sočiai security in old age and in case of ilhiess (necessity of
service continuity). As a matter of fact, the development of pre-school children
institutions was the main assistance for the family in the of socialist system.
However, this also did not satisfy families needs eithcr ąuantitatively or by quality of
the pre-school institutions service. The desire of the majority of the families who
wished children to attend creates-kindergartens was not satisfied, besides children
groups, especially in cities, were overcrowded, despite the fact that the nonns of
their size were e^aggerated (up to 25 children in a group). In the Soviet period
tbere also existed certain propagandistic measures Ūke the orders of "Matcmity's
Honor" and "Mother-Heroine" conferred to the mothers raising 7-10 children.
Only since the beginning of the 1980s some more signifieant measures of family
assistance were adopted in the former USSR. They were started to be realized in
Lithuania in 1982. These measures allowed motfier to raiše a child at home until 15
year diseontinuity of the totai work record. Families began getting a little larger family
assistance: child care leave has been foreseen for the mother until a_ child is one year
old (its size amounted 35 roubles - approximately 50% of minimum monthly salary);
birth grant (50 roubles for the first, 100 - for the second and ncxt child); the right to
get paid leave for siek child care was extended until 14 days,
single-mother allowance was inereased up to 20 rubles until the child is 16 years (18, if
studying). There were also some measures conceming provision of young couples with
flats, improvement of sočiai service for the large families and giving credit for young
families. Besides, it was foreseento
extend further system of
pre-school children institutions and to provide with some privileges for children from
large families and poorones. In 1987 thedecreeon the right for women with children
up to 8 years to work part-time adopted. However, only a very small part of women
used this possibility to decrease the outside activity due to various bureaueratie and
financial causes.
These measures of family assistance realized during that period were more
important only while taking care of very small children. They extended the
possibilides for the families to rear children up to 1.5 year at home. The families began
to take the youngest children to the creates-kindergartens less frequently. It caa be seen
from the figure 1. According to the data of the survey eurried out by the Department of
Demography Lithuanian Acadcmy of Sciences in 1988, 23.8% of the respondents 31-40
years old indicated that their children until 3-4 years have been cared for by the nonworking mother (it was the period before the adoption of mentioned measures) and
already 31.5% of the respondente younger than 30 years specified this way of the child
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careįthis generation reared thc children of the youngcst age in the 1980s. after the
beginning of the realization of thesc measures)._
However, the main circumstances deciding thc majority of children's care only in
creches-kindergartens remained. There remained a strictly regulated employmcnt and
wages system, legal norms of sočiai security in case of illness and old age were valid.
Still further the familics had, as a matter of fact, no other altcrnative but to let children
go to the nurseries from 1.5 year and poor families that could not live on one wage (
that of husband's) evcn from the earlier age. The pre-school institutions remained a
prevalent way of prc-schoo! children's care (figure 1 and 2). Such a situation
continued until 1988, then considerable changes in all the spheres began ^^ appear in
Lithuania.
2. Prtconditions and Stimulifor New Family Policy Formation
Theideaof ncw family policy formation arose simultaneously with Lithuanian's
national movement for independcnce. Turbulcnt changes in all the spheres of sočiai
development, national revival stressing also the importance of the demographic factor of
nation's survival as well as praising the family and children as values decided the
creation of family policy conception from the very outset. Altbough Lithuania was part
of the USSR at that time, however, new conditions of democratizing society allowed
the adoption of new decrees for family assistance on the republican level ah-eady in
1989. Later, after the recovery of Lithuania's independence in 1990, the conditions for
the family policy formation in consecutive order became favorable. Reorganization of
economy , transition to the market relationships abrogated norms seeking for fui]
employment, limiting the wages and changed norms of sočiai security in case of
illness and in old age. Deepening of the crisis and the increase of unemployment
deteriorated families statė and insisted on the sočiai guarantees. Besides, the
active part of society striving for quick changes in all the spheres of life persistently
urged for the reform and broadening of family assistance. All that created conditions
and at the šame time stimulated and even compelled changes in the assistance for
the families. __
3. Public Opinion on Family Policy
In the beginning , the public opinion concerning the needs in the assistance for
the families was rather an important criterion in new family policy conception's
deflning and specific measures' passing. Therefore, the surveys investigating needs
of family policy development were carried out by the Department of Demography
Uthuanian Academyof Sciences in 1988 (N=2880) and 1990 (N=1680)._
To evaluate altitudes concerning public needs in family policy development more
general ąuesu'o ns were asked in the 1988 survey. More detailed questions on public
needs were asked in 1990 to reveal the preferable forms of improving family life, the
preferred ways of raising pre-school children and the problems of mothers with smali
children.
Main conclusions of these surveys were the following:
-the family assistance which has started at the beginning of the 1980s was
cvaluated as rather weak;
-the people preferred the development of different forms of women*s employment
as a main way which could mostly help the families with children. It was emphasized
by 35% of the respondents(1988 survey). Next - the improvement of financial support
for families (25%), then - bctter housing(19%),_ further - improvement of pre-school
institutions (13%);
- the benefits of various type are not very popular (1990 survey). The ideal means
of improving families financial situation tumed out to be the possibility of enabling men
to earn enough to support the entire family. It was noted by 65% of respondents. The
increase of grants for families with children was indicated only by 8% of the
respondents;- the families are not inclined to take their children to creches until 3
years. The most preferable way of looking after children of this age is a non-working
parent. It was noticed by 76^ of the respondents. Only 9% of the respondents were in
favor of enrolling children under age 3 in a pre-school institution (figure 3, 1990
survey)^
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-the familics choose to take children ovcr age 3 to the kindergartens more
frequently (36%) but mostly only for tbe part of day (figurc 3). Mothers of older children
are inclined to consider their own piofessional interests and tbe families are in favor of
the children over 3 years attending pre-school institutioos (women more than men - 39
and 33%, respectively);
-women having very small children (under 3 years) prefer to give up their job
(more 30%) or to work uoder flexible employmcot conditions ( 47% of women with the
children of 2 years prefer part-time employment and only 4% full-time employment).
However, mothers with pre-school children over 3 years more often prefer to work fulltime. Their preferences concerning this form of the employment correspond to the agc
of the child (figure 4). The older is child the more frequenthy women specified the
preferences to work full-time: with the children 4 years - 31%, _ 5 years - 36% and
6years -41% (1988 survey)._
It is necessary to notice that the development of the family policy in Lithuania in
1990-1992 does not often correspond to those family needs indicated in these
ąuestionnaire surveys. However, under necessary conditions families attempt to follow
their intenu'ons. For instance, it shows the trend of the attendance of creches of
children ui^ier 3 years in the towns where these processes has been
developing in a more natūrai way during the lašt years (figure 2). After having got the
possibilities to care for children under 3 years at home (the adoption child care leave
under 3 years) taking children to creches decreased significantly (figure 2 and table
1) and approximately reacbed the level specified in the surveys mentioned
above.
Table 1. Pre-school Children Care at the Creches and kindergartens^ 1960-1993
Ageof children
1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1987 1990 1993
1-6 years
1-2 Years
3-6 vears

7
5
8

15
10
17

24
18
27

37
28
42

50
40
53

62
45
68

64
46
71

41
25
59

21
10
39

4. Conception and Main Principles of Ncw Family Policy. Population
Program
Dynamic changes of the lašt years in Lithuania created prerequisites and at
the šame time an impulse for the development of family policy of its own. Since the
very beginning, new family policy proceeded from the following main
principles: development of conditions for families' autonomy, opportunities for cfaoice
when realizing attitudes of children care and parents" behavior in combining
professional activities and domestic duties, creation the minimum sočiai guarantees,
avoidance of stimulating influence on dependent moods and growth of marginai and
weak families. Family policy also was defined as a way to realize one of most
important humanistic objectives - to create the most favorable conditions for education
of the growing generation, developing its spiritual, intellectual and physical virrues.
Besides, it was related to creation of guarantees for survival of small nations: stopping
of appearing decrease of birth and family instability inerease trends, providing
demographic equilibrium in future as well as avoidance of depopulation.
The main goals of the family policy have been formulated in the Population
Program prepared in 1989-1990. The family policy was defined in a much
broader aspect. There was no limitation only to the extension of assistance for families
raising children. There was also a landmark of assistance for aged and handicapped
that could not only improve their sočiai maintenance but create the conditions for
their sočiai activity (labor, recreation, etc). The Program has foreseen a broad system
of measures for spiritual and intellectual education of abandoned children and children
without parents, their integration into the society and the way of decreasing the
number of such children.
Besides, one of the main principles of the assistance for the family bringing up
children was to further extend the possibilities for parents to choose how to combine
their parental funetions with professional activity, to raiše their children only at home
or let them go to the pre-school institutions of the entirely new type where the
process of children's education and care would be changed essentially, i.e. transition
made from the exaggeration of the collcctive interests to the revelation and training
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of individual features of a child. Prefcrcnce has bccn foreseen to small pre-school
institution of different types where flcxiblc labor forms would prevail, groups of
diffcrent age would be made up, transition to tbe scbedule of children's staying
thcre would be applied (there wereonly full-day creches-kindergaitens before), etc.
TTie Program provided extension of financial family assistance according to the
possibilities. Besides, the system of credits had to play a considerable role broadening
financial assistance for the family. The Program also included the measures to
improve family planning (extension of contraceptive means availability, etc), to
decrease abnormality of children and family sterility. A considerable attention was
also paid for the extension of psychological family assistance. Hov/ever, the
Population Program has not been started to be realized in a consecutive order and it
remained on the conception level. National revival and liberaliem movement inereased
activity of the society. Acute discussions on different ąuestions of sočiai life caused the
inelination to absolute negation of the past, raising variants of future development even
in the opposite direction. Problems of education of children in creches-kindergartens and
women's employment also became the object of these discussions. Public opinion during
this period being a very strong motive powcr for decisions made by the government
considerabty influenced the family policy to basically inerease financial assistance to
tbe family at the šame time stimulating small children care only at home, under
mother's care. It even predetennined elosing pre-school institutions.
5. Family Policy Formation in 1989-1992
In 1989-1992, the family policy in Lithuania was being developed rather onesidedly attaching the principai attention to broadening the financial support for the
families with young children. Quite a number of measures for the assistance of
families have been adopted in 1989-1991:_
-paid matemity leave was extended until 10 weeks before delivery and weeks
afterdelivery (10 weeks, if delivery complicated ). Matemity allowances amount 100%
of mother former salary;_
-matemity allowance of 0.8 minimum subsistence level (MSL) for studying
mothers and those not proteeted by sočiai insurance was introduced;
-partly paid leave for child's care was extended up to 3 years at a_ rate of
one MSL in the first 18 months and 0.5 in the next 18 months. Later, this leave was
changed to child care allowance whicb was granted for any of parents (or any
other person who currently took care of the children) independenth/ of their labor
activities at that period;_
-child care allowance for mothers not proteeted by sočiai insurance and studying
ones was initiated at a rate of 0.7 MSL in the first 18 months and 0.35 in the next 18
months;
-birth grant was extended up to 3 MSL;
-single mother benefit in respect of each child up to age (18, if studying) was
inereased up to 0.4 MSL;
-benefit in respect of adopted children and those placed under guardianship, up to
their age of 16 (18, if studying), equal to one MSL, provided the benefits acquired
under other programs do not in totai exceed one MSL was adopted;
-sočiai benefit under the Income Guarantee legislation, if the mother is not
working (or farther or adoptive mother or foster mother under preseribed
-compensation to family for not placing their children in pre-school institutions at
a rate equal to the average expenditure on one place in these establishments
was foreseen; _
-benefit for orphans and other children without parents at the time they want to
ettle for life at a rate 12 MSL was adopted;
- a number of other sočiai benefits were provided in 1990-1991:
. for
children
from poorly-provided
families up to 16 years
(18, if studying);
. for students who do not get the stipends;
. for mothers growing three and more children up to 16 (18, if studying) from
poorly-provided families;
. for one of unemployed parents from the family which cares for a
handicapped child;
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. for the uncmploycd haodicapped parcot having cbildren uptol6years
(18, if studying);
. provisional allowance for under-aged cbildren whose pareots do not pay
alimony;
. for each membcr of the student family;
. minimum grant for evcry child up to 16 (18, if studying); _
. additional bcnefit for the orphan together witb the pension of
bread-winner loss.
In 1992, tbe family assistance system bccame more stable, excluding some
additionaJ benefits, for instance, introdueing compensation for the inereasing of price of
special milk for babies up to one ycar age.
6. Assessment of Family Policy and Outline of Its Reorganization.
The main features of the new created family policy in Lithuania are poor
targeting and picce-meal approacb. During the tast four ycars the family policy has
been dcvelopcd basically only by spreading of the benefits system. Although there
has been adopted a Jot of different benefits, they are, hovvever, mostly low and
do not render more eamest support for the families. There have been adopted
too many benefits paid to many peoplc at very small amount. Altbough the support
for a certain family is insufficient, however, abuadance of the benefits makes the
system too expensive. The expenditures are high not only for the benefits but for
administrative rcgulation of such a too complicated
system as
well.
Nevertbeless, this system together with new legal provisions regulating
employment have expanded possibilities of taking care for pre-school
children at home. However, measures wbich could create conditions for alternative
modes of taking care of children, combining patemity with work outside home (flexiblc
employment forms, public day care system devclopment, etc.) have not been fully
realized. At that time, there appeared antifeminist, nostalgic ideas of the traditional
family with many children and an unemployed mother, prohibition of abortions and
even elosing of pre-school institutions. Not a few pre-school institutions were elosed
especially in the rural areas in 1990-1991. It predetermined that only a little part
of children attend the pre-school institutions in the country now and the care of
the children has become very complicated. The development of the family policy in
such a way does not create other conditions for alternative behavior of the families
corresponding to their interests, limit frcedom of choice of young children care's ways,
combining the parents professional activities with parental funetions. Besides, it forms
a very cxpensive, complicated and even ineoherent family policy which does not
follow the goals formulated in the very beginning. Such one-sided development of the
family assistance mainly oriented onty to the financial support of the families does not
entirely signify the definition of the family policy.
Already in 1992 this point of view to the family policy began to change.
First of all, the role of the pre-school institutions in the children education has been
revaluated. The elosing of creches-kindergartens has been ceased and their
reorganization has been started. Some insignifieant benefits werc abolished already
in 1992. In 1993, the integration of such minor benefits was undertaken. This
new reorganization of benefits for the families is aimed at too distributed
expenditures integration and creation of more signifieant target benefits. The
ncw benefits for the families system could be started to be realized in 1994._
Conclusions
During the lašt 4-5 years there was an active formatioo of family policy in
Lithuania: from the general conception preparation up to the realization of certain
specific measures, a lot ofdecrees was adopted.
In the very beginning, the prepared Poputation Program defined the main goals
of new family policy which evaluated the experience of other countries and the
families' necds and, expressed, first of all, the principles for the creation of
conditions for families' autonomy and integration the people's with the specific
needs into society. However, new family policy formation has chosen the way of the
old assistance system reorganization which was created on the principles of the
socialist system. At first, already existing measures of assistance for the families
bave been expandcd. Besides, a lot of different benefits for the families has been
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adopted. Tbcy extended possibilities of taking care for small children at home.
However, thc family policy has been created one-sidedly. Tlic measurcs which
could create conditions for altcraative modes of taking care for children, combining
paternity with woric outside home(development of flexible employment forms,
promotion of public day care system, etc.), as a matter of fact, have not been
realized at tbis period. Such situation limit bebavior of thc families and
individuals eonesponding to their interests.
Adopted benefits for thc families are complicated and ineoherent. Besides, the
benefits' system is rather expensive but insignificantly effective because veiy
distributed expenditures. Ali that predetennined that the family policy in Lithuania
is bcing reorganized at this moment once again.
Figure 1. Ways of care for children until 3-4 years (1988 survey)
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Lithuanian society in sočiai transition
Flgure 2. Pre-school children care at the creches and Idndergartens
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Figure 3. Attitudes towards ways of care for pre-school children, 1990
survey
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An attempt to analyze the sočiai life in today's Litfauania cnablcs the researcher to
get sight of the fact that Lithuania's "retum to Europe' is going on under
immediate influence of the New Right's sočiai philosophy, which consists in
eonservative ideology of family under liberal economic policy conditions.
Denationalization of economy and restoration of private property is the basis of
economic policy in the independent Lithuania, but the 'new' ideology of family does not
take shape of scientific eonception till now. This ideology negates demagogically the
principles of socialist family and is directed at the restoration of traditional Christian
Lithuanian Family.
At the šame time, it should be noted that the return to traditional family valucs in the
official ideology of the fonner USSR began long before the restoration of independence
in Lithuania, and the culmination of tbis propaganda coincidcd in time with the
inauguration of Margaret Tbatcher and RonaJd Reagan.
The difference betwcen both family ideologies consists only in following: in the
Soviet family ideology the economic key factor for consolidation of family
was broadening of State's support to family, while the family ideology of the New Right,
on the contrary, envisages the reduetion of sočiai programs destincd for support to
family.
The ideology of family is, first of all, concentrated on the woman, because in
traditional family, woman, in spite of her role subordinated to man and even to thcir
children, is ncvertheless, the chief person responsible for maintain of family bases.
Correspondingly, maintain and even revival of traditional family, undoubtedly, demand
women's deliberalization, which is quite conlrary to ideas of feminism.
Anldeaof Feminism
Feminism is a special, women's, point of view about World, about World of women's
oppression. Theory and practice of feminism was created by women and for women.
Feminism has a long history of development. Modem feminism includes a numerous
deal of tendencies, for instance: academic, cultural, lesbian, liberal, Mantist,
psychoanalytic, political lesbianism, radical, revolutionary, socialist, ccological ctc. At
the šame time in the modem feminism theory clearly emerges two major positions: a
position of separation from men (radical) and at the other end of speetrum a position of
solidarity with men (materialist).
Observing the literature devoted to feminism emerges that feminism still have not a
precise definition. An idea of feminism involves at least the four meanings:
" a holistic theory concemed with the nature of woman's globai oppression and
subordination to men;
a sociopolitical theory and practice with aims to free all womcn from malė
supremacy and exploitation;
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a sočiai movcmcnt encompassing strategic confrontations with the sex-class system;
an ideology whicb stands in dialectical oppositioD to all misogynous ideologies and
practices." (Jary and Jary, 1991; 223)
So, wc may say tbat, in gencral, all (acadcmic thought, sočiai movcmcnt etc.)
that recognizes a malė dominance and women's oppression in society
and, correspondingly, is against a such statė of things belongs for 'feminist party'. In
otfaer words, feminism represents and defends women's interests in all spheres of sočiai
life.
In this way an ideology and practice of Vomen's question' in the former USSR also
belonged for feminism. At the šame time bolshevist ideology had extreme negative
attitude towards feminism. Although K.Marx noted in his "Criticism against Gotha
Program" that application of equal right witbout exception to all individu als different in
force, capacities, needs etc. is essentiaUy inequality, V.Lenin and his
followers considered that struggle for specific rights of women instead of fight
for transformation of whole society is "a pūrely bourgeois undertaking".
Since diserimination of women was determined as particular case of diserimination
and oppression of people in antagonistic society, the problem of feminine
diserimination would be solved by itself after the vietory of socialist revolution. The
principai way in realizing the virtual equality of man and woman had been seen in
higher feminine sočiai activity not only in sočiai labor, in sočiai and political life, but
also in daily round.
Despite the diffcrence of opinion and a mutual critique, practically, all feminists
have a negative attitude towards a such sočiai structure traditionally called as the family.
It mean a traditional patriarchai nuclear family, which consists of the male-husband
bread-winner, an economically dependent female-wife home-maker and socially and
economically dependent children.
According to radical feminists " the family is seen as a lcey instrument of the
oppression of women, through sexual slavery and forced motherhood - through malė
control of women's bodies". According to Mantist and socialist feminists " the family is
seen as a kcy site of women's oppression, but is viewed not in isolation but in a broader
setofwork, leisure, andIpublic life." (Abbott and Wallace, 1992a; 12)
In anyway, the family is the main way in which women are oppressed according to
feminists. So, one of the main condition of women's liberation is women's liberation
from the family in its patriarchai form.
FamUy Ideology of the New Right
First of all, ideas of the New Right were directed toward explanation the causes of
and suggested solutions for the economic erisis of the 1970s. The New Right " are
dramatically opposed to changes in the role and status of women, especially married
women - that have been oceurring over the lašt three decades." (Abbott and Wallace,
1992b; 21) They " believe that ineauality is a prereauisite for societal development and
'progress'." (King, 1987; 3)
The common theme of the New Right " is that individuals should be able to direct
their own lives to a far greater extent that now is possible, and that one of the chief
obstacles to greater self-direction is the over-mighty statė." (Green, 1987; 21O)
The New Right pays a special attention to the family. Their beliefs likę most of the
specialist and non-specialist in sociology are influenced by the mythological nou'o n of
the "ideal", 'traditional family model', or simply speaking 'normai' family, that mean "
married heterosexual couple with children - based on a sexual division of labor" (Segal,
1983; 11). This concept is centrai to all family ideology.
While, " ideology is used to deseribe a system of values, or more usually betiefs,
which makes on the one hand no appeal to ideas of the sacred or transcendent, and on
the other hand deals with some particular aspect of the political and sočiai organization,
of societies, or, more, generally, of their destiny' (Boundon and Bourrcard, 1989; 208).
In this way, possible deseribes a family as a system of morally charged beliefs,
which represent and misrepresent economic and political interests in eonerete sočiai
relations. The family' is a mental construct that is the produet of a family ideology
(Banett, 1980; Beechey, 1985; Bernardes 1985a, 1985b).
Widely accepted recognition the family as an universal and adaptive unit between
individual and society introdueing by standard sociological theory determines the main
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thesis of thc Ncw Right idcology: the strong family is the basis of strong society.
Disintegration of the traditional family is dircct way for disintegration of society.
According to the New Right the breakdovvn of the traditional family is the rcsult
of statė intervention in thc privatc sphere. At present, " women are able to
live independently from men by claiming statė support" (Abbott and Wallace,

1992b; 14)
Such cbanges of womcn's position that make a profound impact on tbc family life
(cvident changes of the family pattems: premarital sex, rising divorce and illegitimacy
rates, higher number of single-parent families, open homosexuality etc), according to
the New Right, promotes the moral and economic decay of society. " However, the
historical process of family change appears to be more complcx than that. The possibility
mušt be considered that the decline of traditional sočiai orders has been rcplačed not by
random individual choice, but by new and more subtle fonns of control."
(Cheal, 1991; 51)
" The New Right ideology about family is intimately intcrtwined with economic and
sočiai policies and cannot easily be disentangled from them...Thc New Right is trying
to revive this model of the private family through both economic policies which
assume sucL a set of relationships in the marketplace and sočiai policies
wbich inereasingly celebrate motherhood as a crucial sočiai activity for all women."
(David, 1986; 137; 139)
It is known that " the main funetion of ideology: to offer in the case of societies
wherc the sočiai order is of a non-traditional type - a justification for the values which
are assumed to forai the basis of consensus and sočiai order" (Boundon and Bourricaud,
1989; 211). So, the New Right " have created a new ideology of sočiai and
famitial responsibility that supports the free marke t liberal argument for dismantling thc
welfare statė, and particularly certain elements of it. In doing this, they have replaced
the idea of collecu've responsibility with individualism and individual responsibility and
freedom." (David, 1986; 133) Such ideology meets many supporters, because " marriage
and the family are sometimes perceived as part of the traditional sočiai order that is
gradually being disintegrated by such powerful developments as secularization,
individualism, permissiveness and female employment." (Katz and Briger,1988.
inChcal, 1991; 39)
'VVomen's question' in Lithuania
The sočiai and economic development of the former USSR, which took place and is
going on under conditions of extensive development of produetion and economy, calls
for ihe participation of women in socially useful work. The need of woman for
professional activity has fonned not only in the conditions of declaring sočiai cquality
of men's and women's rights, secured by the legislation of the USSR, but a^o by
creating economic conditions, basically througb a system of inferior work-payment and
abseoce of a right to private property, compelling a woman to participate in 'socially
useful' work. Labor in Ihe sphere of domestic service was not considered as 'socially
useful' it was compulsory. These economical conditions forced women to participate in
paid labor.
Lithuanian women did not know the cxperiments in nullifying of managing the
household, liberalization in mutual relations between men and women. They became a
part of liberated' soviet women during the Stalinist regime which in reality deprived all
citizens of the USSR of their civil and economical rights despite the whole ideological
propaganda. It mean that an important peculiarity of socialism as ideology is that here
for the first time conditions for an active ascendancy on the part of society over the
formation of human beings needs come into existence. There needs in socialist society as
there is known should meet the sočiai requirements for the wealth of a man himself,
therefore the statė considered and considers its duty to form and regulate the
requirements of Soviet people.
The principle of equality in rights in the Soviet society deprived of rights was used
from a point of view supposing the duties of woman in respect to society.
Woman received her right as duty to work. this right can also be considered as
reward for right to life, to labor for subsistence minimum, which could be earned only in
State enterprises, this right concerned only loyal citizens which wcrc not 'enemies of
people', their relatives or friends.
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Woman had also the right as duty of motherhood. The prohibition of abortion in
1936, the virtual interdiction of divorce, bringing io civil actions for ascertaining the
pateraity and recovery of allowance due to children from father on separation, tax for
childlessness introduced in 1944, - all these measures in the USSR were sanctions
dirccted to increase in birth-rate.
At the šame time, new tegistation was more liberal in respect to woman than in the
pcriod of independence, although it continued the traditions of Catholic canon law in
family questions.
After Stalin's death solution of feminine problems also had been considered as
depending on successes in economic and sočiai development of whole counlry. The only
feminine problem was, according to public opinion, that women combined tbeir
professional role with family role and it was often shown as if owing to 'care of party and
government' this problem would soon be solved.
From the sixties, when sociological researches were pennitted again, the only erisis
in USSR which could be freely mentioned was the family erisis. Just lowering of birthrate was one of main reasons for re-orientation in propaganda from slogans appealing the
woman participate in sočiai labor to slogans appealing the woman to pay more attention
to her family.
The most astonishing is that in spite of appealing the woman to pay more attention to
her house and family, nobody was disposcd to help her. The patriarchai stereotype of
woman's predestination had been continually reproduecd without giving to family and
real chance to subsist with only one working person in the family and, therefore, Umiting
woman's possibilities to devote herself completely for ber family and children, although
it is self-expression of some feminine person.
Finally, such situation caused deformed attitude towards woman at her work place,
where secondary part is being assigned her, and at home, where in most cases it is the
woman (even a working one), who bears all affairs. To achieve suecess in her
professional career woman mušt show pūrely masculine qualities, but on advertisement
pietures she mušt demonstTate ąualities of a housewife. Under such conditions prestige
of non-working woman was low as well as attitude towards mothers of many children
was nearly negative.
The ideology of the USSR was always characterized by a certain eontradietions
between declared rights and real conditions of their realization. One of the many
paradoxes resulting from the Communist' system is that women ostensibly have equal
rights combined wim their actual exploitation. Woman's ability for child-bearing often is
not a base of sočiai proteetion, but a base of diserimination at the manpower market and
in family activities. The so-called interests of society reąuired from women their activity
in the sphere of sočiai produetion (mainly as cheap labor), a wide participation in which
to a considerable extent was limited by their activity in the family life.
It is possible to speak about e^istence of a dissembled diserimination in the fonner
USSR, and such diserimination is continued also in independent Lithuania. For instance,
the sex-differentiation in monthly pay (from 20% to 30%), the level of unemployed:
more than two thirds of unemployed is made up by women having higher than secondary
professional education and generally having children under age.
We may present also the rypical interpretation of sociological data on sexdiserimination problem by male-rescarchen 'Litbuanian men believe that sex
diserimination oceurs seldom, while women say it happcns often. This finding provides a
good illustration of the sociological assumption where one stands detennines one's
reactions. Women tend to be less rewarded for their efforts than men. This also how
many of them feel. Thus, they say they are diseriminated against quite often, while men
appeartobc less sensitive to this question (Hernes, Knudsen, 1991; 151-152).
Family Ideology in Lithuania
Lithuanian people differ in the conservative attitudes towards family relations as
shown a various sociological investigations, and it is still impossible to say what it is:
self-censorship or natūrai eonvietions. These altitudes are maintained by tbe previous
Soviet ideology and strengthening by new Lithuanian family ideology. which can be fond
in the state's family policy, the Constitution of the republic of Lithuania, mass media
etc..
The lašt time, the family in Lithuania was and is the object of various political
speculations. The main purpose of this is the restohng of the traditional Lithuanian
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family, wfaich lošt its sbapc during the Soviet period of Litbuanian history. At first look
thc concept of thc Lithuanian family is in opposition to the concept of the 'Soviet family',
at second the Litbuanian family is exposed to rcinforced influence of the Catholic idca
about family and family ideology of the New Right.
It is possible to say that Litbuanian society is living under the prcssure of 'family
ideology' now called thc Lithuanian family.
Today, the Lithuanian Constitution is probably the only new document which
reflects the official ideology. The new Constitution confinns the equal rights beforc thc
law for all people that by meaning deny a special womcn's rights in labor, criminal etc.
law (art.29) excepting the motherhood (art.39).
So, the Constitution of Lithuania recognizes thc family only on the basis of
marriage and renders support to woman only under the condition that shc
perfonns the duties of matemity as well as the statė take prcference to take
care of families bringing up childrcn at home (art38; 39). The real threat to
prohibition of abortion is following from the protection by law the right to life
(art. 19).
Meanwhile, widc spreading of traditional family seems to us to be unreal under the
prcsent^day economic situation, although feminine unemployment can, evidently, be
favorable to development of traditiona] family type. Impoverishment of the bulk of
population does not further woman's 'return' to ber family, but, on the contrary, it favors
some activitics, which are not registered on labor exchange.
Problems of family in Lithuania are generally typical for the contemporary
occidental family: there is a high level of marriages, a high level of divorces, and
at the šame tune, there is sbortening of marriage duration, reduction in the
numbcr of family members, increase in quantity of incomplete families, fall in
birth-rate. A characteristic feature of Lithuania is low level of illegal birth-rate,
a sharp tendency to teenager marriages and birth-rate among them.
We can suppose that the Lithuanian family, in whose development two contrary
tendencies are manifested: Iiberalization of family relations and conservatism, is
expected to be confronted in future with policy of States keeping aloof from family
problems.
Perspectives of Feminism
During the development of demoeratie movements in Lithuania the women's
movements are create too. Hence, we put the question whether feminist movement in
Lithuania can really appear in general liberalized society altbough showing features of
totalitarian revival.
Wc suppose, that the otperience of Vomen's question' problem solution in Lithuania
has put off for a long time possibility of active feminist movement. Tbis situation had
been caused by influence of following factors.
Fiistly, as result of extreme negative Mantist attitude towards feminism cultivated
by communistic ideology during whole period of Soviet power with absence of
knowledge of basic feminist ideas negative attitude towards feminism, on the one hand,
and towards experience of proletarian emancipation which denied practically all
feminine features of woman, on the other hand.
Secondly, equality in rights had been "granted" to women by Soviet power and it
has not been abolished yet by authorities of independent Lithuania and, accordingly, the
problem of struggle for their rights is not urgent one, at present
Thirdly, recognizing the fact that womcn are as so far away from their
emancipation as the country bad a long way to go to socialism, causes as reaction
the tendency to return into traditional family as dream on "lošt paradise", this
trend is being supported by ideology of today as well as by activities of various sočiai
institutions subsidized, as a rule, by the church. Revived Cbristian moral as well as
moral of former soviet society are the bases for existence of double moral in respect of
womcn manifested in the sceming, but only at first sight, eontradietion between attitude
in family sphere fixed by sociological researches and real facts of behavior stated by
statisties.
Fourthly. Feminists are, as a rule, representatives of middle class which only begins
to shape in Lithuania. Only feminine representatives of intellectuals could be today the
basis for feminism. But stereotypes in the sphere of mutual relations between sexes,
conjugal and family relations do not change within period of one generation life.
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Accordingly, fcminist ideas can find wide disscmination only in thc cnvironment of
young women gcncration bcginning its life originating mainly ftom middlc class and
intellectual strata.
At present, the patriarchai attitudcs towards family problcms is a good background
for a political career, becausc it is considered as opposition to totalitarian 'Soviet' past.
So, if somcbody would likę to be accepted in this society be or she cannot speak as profeminist
Thus, it could be supposed tbat in the immediate future fcminist ideas in Lithuania
will be restrieted in Womeo's Studies, while some types of pro-family institutions will
actively manifested tbcmselves. At the šame time, if wc take into consideration the
experience of feminine situation under 'socialism', where certain sočiai guarantees are
envisaged, on the one hand, and the present-day experience of the post-totalitarian
sočiai order, on the other hand, we can supposc that the basic trend of feminist idea in
Lithuania and, subsequently, also the trend in the active feminist movement will,
probably, be a combination of liberal and socialist feminist ideas.

Inference
Continuous antagonism between the desirable and the reality, counteraction of
emancipation and diserimination engender the problcms of contemporary woman which
are problems of today not only for women in post-totalitarian countries.
Thc experience in solution of the feminine problem in post-totalitarian countnes is a
serious waming for strategy and tacties of feminist struggle for their rights, because cach
gained feminine right was a vietory and a peculiar defeat, because each time it became
clear, that expanding principally the sphcrc of activities, each ncw gained right virtually
added duties to woman without changing her minor role.
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Today Lithuania, likę other post communist countries experiences essential sočiai,
economic and political changes. This historical timc is marked by deniai of many
material and spiritual values of the recent times and the idealization of the situation in
pre-war independent statė. It is especially obvious concerning the status of womcn and
family in socie^^.
Emphasizing the negative consequences of previous socio-economic policies, quite
often only a housewife's role is accepted for women. The large families are considered
as the "best" and mostly preferable in the context of future development of the nation.
Not denying the importance of common attitudes, it is important to avoid hasty
decisions, falling from one extreme to another. The substantiation of future family and
employment policies mušt be based on the thorough and detailed analysis of the present
conditions, evaluating the existing situation in the context of demographic and economic
development of the country and taking into account the irreversible processes.
The main female employment principles and trends in Lithuania during soviet period
and at present are briefly deseribed in the article, underlining the influence of high
women's professional activity upon the public attitudes. A special attention is being paid
to the matrimonial behavior and family structure of the population, which is, in a sense,
a refleetion of the emancipation of women.
The official statistical data and the materials of the Lithuanian population
questionnaire surveys, carried out by the department of Demography, Lithuanian
Academy of Sciences in 1988 and 1990 (the author has participated) are used in the
investigation.
The 1988 survey was based on the national sample of economically active urban and
rural population. A special questionnaire including 81 question was worked out. The
questionnaircs had been distributed via personnel departtnents and by post. 2800 back
received constituted study material. The 1990 survey was based on the answers for 10
additional questions. The survey was based on random, multistage territorial sample for
Lithuania's adults (above 18), using clectoral lists for seleetion. 1583 people have
undergone the survey.
1. Female employment trends in Lithuania
The key and long term trend which still has a fundamentai effect on tbe situation of
women and family in the Lithuanian society is a high level of female labor force
participation in the national economy. Women comprise 48,3 per cent of tbe totai labor
force, 52,9 per cent of workers and white collar workers, representing a signifieant
proportion of those employed in Health care (84,8 per cent), Public catering (83,8 per
cent), Retail trade (81,7 per cent), etc. One of the most important features of women's
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employment in the country is diminution of female and malė activity ratcs, the
diffcrencc now bcing ncgligible practically in all agc groups (fig. 1).
The formai equal status for womcn was quaranteed by sovict Constitution whilc
their high economic activity was considered as one of the main arguments of achieved
equality between the se^es. It mušt be noted, that spccial measures were taken by the
statė to guarantee the rights of womcn-workcrs and thereby to cnsurc the rapid rise of
their professional activity: the protcction of womcn in Labor law, paid matemity leave,
family allowances and benefits, the expansion of prc-school children establishments, etc.
However, in everyday life these laws and regulations were not seriously implcmented
and folloivcd through, which was especially pronounced in the situation of womenworkers. In this respect, the following should be pointcd out
^the absence of opportunities to choose differcnt life pattcms evcn remaining in the
labor forcc, e.g., a special rcsolution allowing women with children under eight to
work part-time was adopted only in 1987. However, no more than 1-2 per cent
of woriring mothers were cmployed part-time in the late 19S0s - beginniiig of the
1990s in Uthuania. According to the results of the 1990 population survey, nearly a
half (48,8 per cent) of female respondente did not evcn know about this law and
12 per cent were not pcrmitted to use it by the administrative bodies of their
enterprise or office;
-the hazardous working conditions, e.g., about 40 per cent of women were employed
under such conditions in industry, including expecting mothers, who were provided a
possibility to work on favorable terms only since the fourth month of pregnancy. The
special medical investigations, carried out in industhal enterprises of Vilnius in 1989
showcd that about 25 per cent of those employed in the harmful departments were
undergoing treatment for miscarriage. A number of studies have estimated direct
dependence of female morbidity, especially of gynecological diseases on the injurious
manufacturing environment in chemistry, eleetronies, machinery, etc;
-the hard manual labor, involving load carrying, etc, the duties connected
with great physical efforts were performed by 90 per cent of womcn in catering,
70 per cent in statė farms, 60 per cent in industry. Tbey worked as loaders, packers,
odd-job workers, the gender differentiation of performance standards not existing.
This resulted in the poor statė of women's health. The 1988 population survey
showed, that more than a half (55,5 per cent) of female respondente considered
their health as "bad" or "very bad", while the corresponding number among malęs
made 38 per cent;
-night work, e.g., more than a half of women in industry workcd in hvo-thrte or
even four shifts.
Considering unfavorable worlting conditions, the mass participation of women in the
labor force may seem at least strilting. Therefore it is suffice to specify the main
"pushing" factors, which have made gainful employment for women ahnost mandatory:
-low totai wage level, making the existence of families impossible without a doublc
inoome;
-sočiai insurance system, requiring a certain length of service in public sector in
order to get retirement pension and other sočiai benefits;
-broad official propaganda, aimed to form a negative image of homemakers as
spongers and burden to society.
Thus, economic constraints and Mantist ideology were the important "tools" of statė
cmployment policies during the soviet years. These policies could not lack the influence
on people's attitudes and behavior, however, their impact was especially evident in
Iithuanu in tbe 1950s-1960s, wfaen thousands of unskilled housewives entered the labor
markeL
While speaking about tbe post-war generations, the growth of female cducational
level and their professional ąualifications mušt be taken into account. This resulted in
the feminization of such spheres as Health care, Culture, Science and education and
prevalcnce of women among white collar workers on the whole.
Tbough secondary status of female employces in the labor markei is vesy
often problematized ( the comparative anarysis of statistical data and
special investigations show that women are concentrated in the lowcr segmente
of the labor market, female labor being less paid even in the šame
occupational groups ), it would be wise to stress the irreversible effect of
gainful emplovment bom oo women's personality and behavior, including family life
aswcll.
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2. Society and family
Aftcr the dcclaration of independence in 1990, tbe emotioaal elation and visions cf
national unity impelled the emergency of ncw vision of political, economie and sočiai
processcs. Tbc political recognition of the Lithuanian statė was treated as the first step
towards rcconstruction of post communist society, rcorganizatioD of educational system.
dcvclopment of sočiai policy as well as family - womcn issues.
Socio-philosophical studies reveal signifieant transformation of family in the
countiy, that is, the emergency of nostalgic evaluation and idealization of pre-war family
life. At the šame time, female employment is quite often being treated as the main cause
of various problcms connected with family life, e.g. conflicts between generations as
well as dccline of birth rates.
( Sincc the second world war fertility went down steadily, becoming morc or less
stable at a low level - totai fertility rate vaiying from 1,98 to 2,16 in the Iate 1970s and
mid-1980s. But in the lašt four - five ycars the further decrease in fertility was observed,
the 1992 distinguishing for the lovvest than ever indicatois: 14,3 births per 1000
population ).
It is evident that family life is veiy much influenced by cardinal changes in all
spheres of sočiai life. Recently great emphasis is being given to the problem of
preservation of "originality" of small nation and its sočiai structures (such as family) as
wcll as necessity of resistance to the universal process of integration to the world.
However, these philosophical discussions are fairly insufficient, if demographic factors
are not taken into account
During the lašt decades Lithuanian family has changed greatly, the traditional
patriarchai large families being changed by small nuclean the average size of the family,
according to the 19889 population census data is 3,2, compared with 3,6 thirty years ago;
morc than a half (50,5 per cent) of all families with children under 18 bave onry one
child, only 8 per cent - thrce.
One of the pcculiarities of transformation of Lithuanian family is rather strong
influence of the Catholic Church on the family life. This influencc manifests itself in the
striet rules of wife - husband - children relations and greatly proteeted emergency of new
fonns of family, such as cohabitation, inerease of number of illegitimate children. For
example, since the third decade of the 20-th century the share of births out of wedlock
remains stable - 7-8 per cent, compared with 16 per cent in Latvia and 25 per cent in
Estonia. We can state various tendencies in the Lithuanian family formation, some of
them being quite common to the development of family in the neighboring countries, the
others, likę the above mentioned - quite differenL
Thus, Lithuania can be classified with countries of the Eastern European marriage
pattem, with early marriages and higher proportions ever marrying.
In spite of notiecable growth of the number of persons, continuing education until
their mid-twenties, both men and women have been marrying at inereasingly younger
ages: in 1970 the mean age at first marriage was 25,5 years among men and 24,2 years
among women, by 1980 it has diminished correspondingry to 24,2 and 22,8; by 1992 - to
23,1 and 21,8. Teenage marriages have inereased to a considerable extent latery: if the
first marriage rate in the age group 16-19 was 12,6 for men and 55,6 for women (per
1000) in 1970, in 1992 these indexcs were rcspectivery 24,5 and 79,1. According to the
1989 population census data, more than a half (55,5 per cent) of the Lithuanian women
get married by the age of 24, the share inereasing to 78,5 per cent by the age of 29. It is
evident, that rising cducational level and growth in female labor force participation - the
forces, which are making great impact on retreat from marriage in most of Westem
European countries (Maire Ni Bhrolchain ... 1993), up till now do not have more marked
influence on the young people's altitudes and matrimonial behavior.
At the šame time, wc may conjecture, that women's personai autonomy and economic
independence play an important role in the dissolution of families, since the greater part
of divorces are initiated by them.
It should be noted, that divorces were very rare in the country till the 1960s - period
of the mass involvement of female labor force to the national economy, their rate not
exceeding 1,5 %. among urban and 0,2 %. - among rural population. In the following
decades it has inereased rapidly, leveling at 3,7 per 1000 population in 1992. The
present divorce pattern indicates that nearly a half of the marriages will break off,
around four times as many as 30 years ago: the divorce index (per 1000 marriages)
inereased from 83 in 1960 to 231 in 1970, reaching 464 by 1990.
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Because female population markedly outnumbeis malė in all age groups abovc
30, womcn's chances to rc-many are rather poor and diminish witb agc. According
to our calculations, based on the 1989 population ccnsus data, thc number
of divorced and widowed women bctween 20-59 exceeds that of divorccd
and widowed men 2,3 timcs. Approximately onc of nine womcn in
worlring age is divorccd, one of twcnty - a widow. Including spinsters, the
share of presently not married persons makes up one third of all womea in thcse
ages.
One-parent families, usually motber as a bead of a household, amount to 15
per cent of all families with children. Thcir number grows very rapidly
( after divorce 12-14 thousand children remain in incomplete families cacb year ).
Therefore it is obvious, that more and more women have to live on their own
income, carrying the burden of bread - winner. However, this is most
often ignored, either conccming the official viewpoint or common
attitudcs.
3. Preferable wonwn's rok*: attitudes and values
In spite of active women's participation in the labor force and long lasting ohentation
towards two income family, traditional gcnder role ideas remain strong in the country,
housekecping and children being still assumed as female primary conccm, while
economic responsibilities - as malė.
Thus, acccrding to the "Baltic surveys"(1991) data, 69 per cent of Lithuanian men
strongly support the notion that "husband mušt be a bread winncr while wife bas to take
care of children and homc", correspondmg number among women malting 57 per cent
(G.Purvaneckiene...l992).
Resembling results were received in thc 1990 Lithuanian population questionnaire
survey, when 69 per cent of malė and 62 per cent of female respondente indicated, that
"men should have a possibility to eam sufficient salaries, enough to keep their wives and
children", answering to the ąuestion on preferable ways of statė financial support for
families with children.
As is seen, men are more conservative in their attitudcs, very often
accepting women's professional activities as long as they do not eontradiet wives
and mother's duties. The opinions concerning most preferable behavior for
married women prove it: the most reasonable model is "part-time employment,
devoting more time to the household duties" (42,5 per cent of female and
37,8 of malė answers, 1988 population survey). At the šame time a considerable
number (35,3 per cent) of male respondents favor the idea, that "women
should rather take care of the family than work professionally". (The percentage
of" womcn's answers is 19,3). Very rare responses indicating the necessity of
full-time work and professional career for women (3,1 and 2,1 per cent respectively)
sbow very cleariy, that former "socialist" model of full female employment is very
unpopular among both sexcs.
In the context of our discussion, the second model, which very clcarly defines the
sphere of supposed female activities seems to be mostly important. The main factors,
determining its "weight" are educational level, age and sex of respondents.
A conservative point of view is mostly typical for men between 40^9 , those with
primary or uncompleted secondary education. On the contrary, the bousewife's role is
especially rarely accepted by young women, with higher education.
It sbould be pointed out, that in the hierarchy of values the importance of family
and children considerably outstrips the other values both for women and men,
e.g., professional career, sočiai activities (fig. 2 and 3). Unexpectedly high
share of "family" values in the men's answers may show the firmness of traditions
as well as devaluation of work during the soviet years. At the s.ime time, the
comparison of female and male responses testifies very cleariy that domestic
duties lessen women"s opportunities to concentrate their interests on professional
activities during the period of family formation and upbringing of the young children.
This is evident when dependence of women's answers on their marital status is
investigated: respectively 23,4 per cent of single women in age 20-24, 21,8 per cent in
age 25-29 and 20,0 per cent in age 30-39 indicate the particular importance of
professional career, while the share of the answers of married women in the šame age
groups is 14,8 , 14,5 , and 15,2 per cent.
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However, in oldcr ages this disparity decreases, tbe opiniais of tfaose beftveen 50-59
aot diffcring at all (18,4 and 18,5 per cent).
The important factor, influencing the value orientations of womcD independentry oo
thcir agc and marital status is tbcir cducational lcvcl; thc higbcr it is, thc grcatcr is tbe
importance of professional work (fig. 4 and S). Almost the šame orientation towards
professional career and family of single females and malęs draws attention: the share of
those emphasizing the value of work in thcir lifc is correspondingry 21,9 and 24,8 peer
cent, the value of family - 29,0 and 25,6 per cent
Tbcse altitudes, at a first sight, may secm contradietory to the mentioned
above orientations of the great part of the Lithuanian population, including
womcn, towards traditional (patriarchai) model of family. The findings of the
Lithuanian women qucstionnairc survey, canied out by the author in 1979-1980
enable to throw the light upon the matter. they showed the importance of gainful
work for women not only because of economic reasons, but through the opportunities
of self-esteem, contacts, personai development (V.Kanopiene. Female ...1983). This was
also proved by the results of the 1988 and 1990 Lithuanian population surveys, whcn
preferable forais of childeare and behavior of mothcrs with pre-school children
werc investigated (V.Stankūniene, V.Kanopiene. Development.. 1990; V.Kanopiene.
Preferablc.1991).
Unfortunately, the motivational aspects of gainful work ( its role in building up
personai self-esteem, job satisfaction, etc. ) are usualry not taken into account,
eonceraing women's roles in society.
Official state policies as well as opinions of political and governmental leaders,
statements of various political parties and noo-formal organizations show that cithcr the
existence of specific female problems is ignored or the strong will to bring women back
to the family is expressed. Though implementation of fonner family policies is
continued, providing working mothcrs with some privileges, they are still regarded to be
The only responsible for children and family. With the worsening economic situation in
the country, women's situation gets much worse:
-female employees are opcnly diseriminated at the labor market ( up till now
Lithuanian Parliament has not cven ratified the 1979 UN Convention on the Elimination
of all forms of Discrimination against VVomen);
-the labor laws concerning proteetion of women's work are not followed through,
especially in private scetor, which comprises at present more than a half of totai labor
force;
-women makc majority of unemployed persons, thcir share exceeding 60 per cent;
-witb the catastrophic fall of the living standard of the population, most of femaleheaded families find thcmselvcs bclow the official lcvcl of poverty;
-the drop of thc rcal incomes of thc households ( about 80 per cent of the families
in the country today have a real income (per capita) under subsistence wage, while in
19989 there wcre 15 per cent of such families) makes much hcavicr the domestic
burden.
Thus, the dilemma - work or family - may scem artificialry revcalcd to many
Lithuanian womcn today, considering present demographic and economic situation.

l.Brochlain M.: East-Wcst marriage contrasts old and new, in: European population.
Demographic dynamies, ed. Blum A., Raliu J., Paris, 1993
2.Kanopiene V.: Female labor in Lithuania, Vilnius, 1983 (in Russian)
3.Kanopicne V.: Preferable forms of childeare and employment decisions of women in
Lithuania. Paper prepared for European Population Confcrence, Paris, 21-25
October, 1991
4 Purvaneckene G - What do women necd, "Family", Vilnius, 1993 (in Lithuanian)
5.Stankuniene V., Kanopiene V.: Public opinion on family policy in Lithuania ,
"Lithuanian economy" Nr. 10,15,1991 (in Lithuanian)
6.The 1970 population census data, Vilnius, 1975 (in Russian)
7.The 1989 population census data, vol 1, Vilnius, 1991 (in Lithuanian)
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Table 1. Education of malė and femalc
Educated peoplc per 1000 of the popnlation according
to the sel
Higher
Not finished bigher,
Not Mnished
secondary special educatiot secondary education
and secondarv education
malęs
females
malęs
females
malęs
females
Totai population 15 and over

1959
1970
1979
1989
Urban
R ural

21
43
70
104
136
40

15
36
65
107
139
41

86
155
287
487
531
395

91
178
301
449
511
319

154
256
298
208
206
213

136
190
205
157
158
155

Economicallv active population

1950
1970
1979
1989
Urban
Kural

23
54
91
131
164
55

24
57
100
160
186
80

78
169
332
573
593
528

109
239
404
603
617
560

139
264
289
169
155
200

128
211
204
122
110
161

Source: (The 1970 population... 1975; The 1989 population... 1991)

Table 2 . The housewife as the only role for women in answers of female and malė
respondente, according to age and educational level (in % )
Men

Women

The level of education.*
Primary or uncompleted secondaiy
Secondarv
Higher

56.8
32.2
34.5

37.3
27.7
13.9

Aee group:
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59

32.8
34.0
42.9
32.0

16.7
20.5
27.9
23.8
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Figure 1. Female and malė activity rates by age in 1970 and 1989

20-29
-Malė 1970

-Malė 1989

-Female 1970

-Female 1989

* The rates in tbis group are conditioned by tbe great share of studente
* Working age for fcmales is 16-54, for malęs - 16-59
Source: (The 1970Population ... 1975, The 1989 Population ... 1991)

Figure 2. The most tmportant values for women by age
(1988 Lithuanian population survey) *

-Educalion Į

-Family

* The respondente were able to Chose 5 out of 18 refered answeis on to express personai
opinion.
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Figurc 3. The most important values for men by age
(1988 Lithuanian population survey)^

* The respondente were able to choose S out of 18 icfered answere oo to express
personai opinioD
Figurc 4. Importancc if professional work for women by agc and educational leTel
(1988 Lithuanian population survey)

-Higlr|

-Secondry&lowCT

Figurc 5. Importance of professional work for single and niarried women by
cducational kvtl. (1988 Lithuanian population survey)

I - secoodaiy uid lower U -vocatioiial OI - secondaiy special IV-tiigher
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Part V. Youth and Educational Reform
DELINQUENCY AND JUVENILE
Genovaite BABACHINAITE
D r. The head ofthe Department of Criminologtcal Research
ai Lithuanian Law Institute.
In 1971 graduated from Vilnius University , Department of
Law. She obtained Ph.D. in sočiai sciences 1980 in the
institute of Criminology in Moscow. Her research work
deals mainly with three topics: theory of criminology;
deviational behavior of youth; investigations of juridical
consciousness.

After the year 1988, whilc revival has begun in Lithuania, in 1989 some new
developments in a sočiai society life bas revealed. Though independence was restored
only in 1990, but virtually transition from socialist economy and totalitarian statė slowly
began in 1989 and still takes place until now. Therefore it became actu ai in Lithuania to
evaluate the indicators of juvenile crime during socialist period in order to make furtber
prognosis of its developments in a transitional period from socialism to capitalism and
juvenile status in a society, where authoritarian rule over man model is gradually
replaced by democracy.
By juveniles in Lithuania are considered children, teenagers and youth up to 18 years
of age. Criminal responsibility for some severe offences begins already from 14 years of
age, though in this article the main features of crime in Lithuania, committed by
juveniles of 14-17 years of age, grown up in the conditions of soviet system {from 1964
tdll 1988), are presented; also the characteristics of juvenile personality and conditions in
which personality of juvenile delinąuent developed. Also the developments of juvenile
delinąuency and personality formation conditions of revival period are presented.
During 1964-1988 years indicators of registered juvenile delinąuency, at first
comparable indicators (coefficients) increased twice: the number of offences, belonging
for 1000 juveniles from 14 till 17 years of age increased from 4,3 till 8,2; the number of
persons, who committed offences from 3,1 till 6,9. The largest indicators during this
period were in 1986: crime coefficient - 9,7; persons, who committed offences - 7,2.
A totai number of offences, committed by juveniles during this period grew by
129,4% (from 796 till 1826), and the number of juvenile offenders by 167,5% (from 569
till 1522).
One half of all offences, committed by juveniles were made in group. Juvenile
persons, who committed offences in groups, in 1966 make 57,4% and in 1988 - 67,9%.
We can notice a tendency of relative inereasing in groups, consisting only from
juveniles, though the coefficients of offences, committed in groups and their proportion
is stable.
Group character of juvenile delinquency is connected with active group intercourse
typical for persons of such an age. Therefore they differ in essence from analogous adult
crime. It is possible to speak about not applying grouping as quahfying sign of the
offence to juveniles, who committed offences only in juvenile groups. Objectively this
sign cxpresses natūrai mode of juveniles behavior, that is why it is not so dangerous as
grouping of adults, which mostly show special efforts to form a group. Irom
victimological and possible consequences point of view either juveniles, either adults
erimes, committed in groups mušt be evaluated in the šame way.
Thefts of personai citizens property made the greatest part in a structure of offences,
committed by juveniles (29,7 - 49,6%). In 1964 they made 1/4, and in 1988 - one half of
all registered juvenile offences (237 - 905). Plunders of statė and public property by
thefts made 26,6 - 9,6%. So in the beginning of period they made also 1/4, and in 1988 only one tenth of offences. We can also notice a decreasing of such offences also in
absolute numbers (212 - 175). Especially thefts of tbis property lessened in 1983 - 1988.
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It happened so not because juvenilcs began morc to rcspect statė or sočiai property, but
bccause at that time prcstigc tbings for thcm were in personai property of citizens and
oftcn they didn't need trcmcndous efforts to plunder thcm.
Open theft and robbcry together made 11,5% -10,2^ or 93 - 204 cases in a structure
of juvenile offcnccs. Dynamics of thosc offences is proportional to overall dynamics of
juvenile criminality.
Thus, thrcc quartcrs of juvenile delinquency consist of propcrty crimes (a part to
them made with a use of violence). Mostly (considerably more than average) during 25
years crimes of such a kind (except robberies) cvery ycar are registered from 1983
during 7 years (relative intensity period).
The next group of juvenile offences - severe crimes against man: murders, serious
body injuries, rapes. In totai structure they make a small part, in absolute numbers also. E. g. rapes made 1,1% - 2%, their absolute number inereased 4 times (9 - 36),
murders made 0,9% - 0,4%, their absolute number is stable (on average of 5 crimes a
year). Having in mind an inerease of a number of populatkm, we can speak even about
relatively little decrease of these crimes.
Grave body injuries made 3,3% - 0,1%. In 1964 - 1965 number of these crimes was
rather large - 26 and 29, but after issuing in 1966 of a deerce of former Presidium of the
Supreme Soviet of the USSR "About strengthening responsibility for hooliganism", most
of mentioned dccds were qualified as hooliganism. Therefore from 1967 the number of
grave body injuries was little (9 or 8 even less).
The greater part (3/4) of juvenile made violent crimes consists of rapes; with
aggravating cireumstances from 1/2 to 3/4 purposive murders were made; bccause
through exploring period the absolute number of rapes and their part had a clear
teodency of inereasing, so the generai juvenile violent erime part doubled.
It is purposcful to count comparative indicators of hooliganism dynamics the year
1966, it means after issuing decree about strengthening of responsibility for
hooliganism, mentioned above. In 1966 these offences made 12,2%, in 1988 - 8,6%. We
can notice a consequent decreasing tendency of hooliganism also according to absolute
indicators (from 255 to 157).
One morc sort of crimes, characteristic to juveniles - to drive away the means of auto
and moto. The part of these crimes for many years was the most stable - 1 of 10 crimes.
In absolute numbers (information is available only from the year 1971) it made an
average of 120 crimes cvery year.
The rising of juvenile erime level (indicator) can be connected also with some
demographic fluctuations of juvenile number. E. g., from 1964 during the whole 25 ycar
period a little inerease in juvenile malė from 14 to 17 years of age number is noticeable
(from a generai number of juveniles of such an age). The period of most intensive
inereasing of this number began in 1983, 1984, therefore the dynamics of indicator,
mentioned above, seems to have some influence also for indicators of juvenile erime
(having in mind that boys prcvail in juvenile offendcrs).
In 1971 -1988 every third or fourth erime was committed by juveniles who were not
sober (by cleared up persons - about 40%).
Till 1981 for committed offences juveniles were usually sentenced to imprisonment
From 1982 the main part is made by punishmcnts, not connected with real
imprisonment. During lašt years the courts usually applied imprisonment, postponing
executing of sentence for the juvenile committed crimes. The statistic data shows that
postponement of executing of a sentence is not justified only in one tenth cases.
Officially registered in erime statistic generai relapse of juvenile delinąuency is
comparatively little and makes an average of 6,9%. In 1984 - 1988 these indicators wcre
accordingly 5,1% - 7,5% or 85 - 153 persons. But we mušt to bear in mind that official
statisties of the relapse of juvenile delinąuency don't include the cases when crimes are
repeatedly made and put to trial persons who are adults already.
Evaluating the lcvel of juvenile delinąuency and the rates of its dynamics, we mušt
take into account also the corresponding indicators of generai criminality in Lithuania,
especially the level of clearing up of crimes. The matter is that the large part (during lašt
years more than a half) of crimes is not cleared in time and therefore there is no clear
their characteristic. Bccause an average of one tenth of all crimes during that period was
committed by juveniles, metologically it will be correct to aseribe to this contingent
some part of not clearcd up offences.
After 1988 a transitional, creating demoeratie society period began. Its duration will
depend on many intemal and cxternal factors. Present this process ceurse shows that
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during transitional period contradictions of freeing juvcnilcs pcrsonality from totalitarian
clutchcs are possible (even natūrai),irregularitics of changing of sočiai and economical
conditions and inevitable contradictions. An important indicator of cxamining erime
problems in nowadays sočiai situation - an active manifestation consolidation and
spreading of organized erime, which formed during lašt soviet years, because of specific
transitional period conditions in society in general, and more concretely - beeause of
dysfunetion of sočiai, especįally law institutions.
During lašt 5 (1989 - 1993) years *period indicators of registered juvenile
delinquency inereased about twice - almost the šame as during the lašt 25 years period
(according to coefficients rising is the šame). In 1993 there wcre registered 4297
offenccs, committcd by juveniles. Tendencies of structure of the juvenile delinquency
remained the šame as earlier: a part of violent erimes in the whole structure almost didn't
change, a prolonging tendency of redueing hooliganism is noticeable, a Httle bit of
inerease of the level of property erimes, which now make about 80^ of offences,
committed by juveniles. Now about 70% of erimes are committed by juveniles in groups.
Thesc are the basic indicators of juvenile delinquency and devclopments during the
years of revival 1989 - 1993.
It is actu ai now to examine more widely the causes of juvenile delinquency. In this
artiele the characteristic of the causes of juvenile delinquency is presented. It is based
on autbors and other researchers made eonerete criminological researches material,
collectcd during 25 years (till 1989). This material characterizes the offenccs of
juveniles, who are bom and grown up during soviet period in Iithuania, their sočiai
causes.
Of course, we can't change sočiai genesis of eriminality into psychological analysis of
individual criminal bchavior (act). Therefore among juveniles, wbo committed erimes,
only about 15% of them were casual offenders, it means those, for whom criminal
behavior was accidental in the respect of their personality formation direction. At the
šame time for most (about 85%) juveniles criminal behavior was not casual, but natūrai
result of their pcrsonality formation conditions.
On the basis of theory of juvenile personaliry, we can divide the causes of juvenile
eriminality into 2 groups: 1) causes, beeause of which personali^ of juvenile had no
proper conditions for progressive formation and improvement and 2) causes, which arose
from deformau'o n of features of juveniles personaū'ty. We can affirm, that the result of
causes of first group are causes of second group, however its actual to examine them in a
comple^ way. Improper conditions for formation of juveniles personality cause various
sočiai (acting through personality) phenomena, connected with genesis of eriminality.
1)not vvanting to oceupy themselves with useful society and personality practical
activity (it inerease 24 times a probability to commit a erime);
2)the so - called "hardly educated" juvenile category (85% offenders), a propos, it is
a characteristic not of a juveniles personality, but of those improper conditions, in which
existence he acts;
3)alcholization and other forais of nareotismus (one forth of persons of such a type
among all delinquents);
4)sočiai diseases of personality: neurosis, neurotization and psichopatization of
personality and other patbologic its development (up to 15% of juvenile delinųucnts and
among some categories of law offenders - up to 2/3);
5)inveakening general health minės: worsening of health, decreasing of resistance of
organism to diseases, traumas, crippleness, chronic diseases, inherited bent for some
diseases of sočiai origin, e. g. aleoholism etc. (among juvenile delinquents - about one

half);

6)inerease in eonflietiveness, aggressiveness (aggression and auto aggression) in
sočiai environment (about 5% among offenders, but somewhere, e. g. in jails, this
indicator is considerably larger, a propos, the more are educators, the lower is men
sočiai position and tbe larger number of educators he mušt obey, the more great
aggression and auto aggression arises in him);
7)general decrease in juveniles ability to adapt in sočiai environment, also not
apprehension of purpose of life, especially characteristic for those juveniles, who didn't
have proper conditions for progressive formation of personality (about one third of all
juvenile delinquents).
All those sočiai phenomena, mentioned above, inerease probability for a juvenile to
commit an offence, especially then, when at the šame moment several or many of them
effect personality of juvenile together with other causes of juvenile delinquency.
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To thc first group of causcs, together with mentioned above, we can ascribe to also
thosc:
1)existing of discordancc in family (not lcss than onc half of families of law
offcndcrs; discordancc in family, when juvcnilc was under school age, not lcss tfaen 10
increases probability, that be can became a law offeoder in comparison witb that
situation, when discordancc in family began, whcn he was in an age of earry juvenility
and oldcr (approximately from 11 years of age);
2)ignorance of fcaturcs of phases of children and juvenile ages at a timc of teaching
and educating, a standpoint on children and juveniles as only on education objects
(ignoring subjective factor), rough dictatorship over personality of juvenile, being not
able to from immunity against evil (often juveniles at school suffer evil themselves) etc.
show the law level of professional education of teacbers (at the end of primary school thc
number of "hardly educated" juveniles doubles; up to 12 - 13 years of age forais not
wanting to leam; 15% juvenile delinquents - teenagers -14 -15 years of age, others -16
-17 years).
3)lack of juvenile professional orientation (4/5 malte cases, wfaen proforientation
was needed; among thosc juveniles, wbom statė and sočiai organizations helped to find
work, there are 3 times more disappointed of woik than from those, whom thc parents
helped to find work);
4)existing of unfavorable work suiroundings and kceping company with colleagues
of work conditions (a work of law qualification, improper for juvenile surroundings of
working (1/4 of cases), unfavorable influence of adults because of improper work
collective traditions; lack of favorable perspectives: it should be noted that half of
juveniles are dissatisficd with work, almost the same part, who lcft work didn't receive
any qualification);
5)seeking of full being busy during free - time, not taking into account bents and
interests of juveniles personality (though, of course, formation of proper being busy is
not an aim, but measure, which can help that it will be created proper conditions for
progressive development of personality, but there wcre never such efforts); gcncral
negative influence of adults, especially their direct instigation (it makes 1/5 all cases).
Thc general conclusion is, that in the whole system of juvenile education prevails
influence on juvenile and not on the causes which made him such (juvenile can't be
stronger than those causes, though all preventive and law institutions work is
ineffective). It doesn't stimulates thc personality to perfection, but more deepcn those
causes, which induce juvenile to committee an offence. Rather often there wc can find
also ncw causes, which decide the fact, that criminal bebavior repeats. So, e. g. operates
the regime, which is in the places of correction of juvenile behavior and jails (1/3 of all
cases); in individual prophylactic work it isn't taken into account the features of juvenile
individuality and age, personality dignity is humiliating (most cases).
The second group causes, which, as mentioned, are the results of the first and means
various defonnations of personality features. Most characteristic features of juvenile law
offenders, which mušt be corregated: 1) the lack of will (15% - 25%), 2) lack of
independence in behavior (25% - 42%), 3) the lack of self - education, thc lcvel of
personality pretensions don't correlate with its subjective possibilities and objective
conditions (15% - 25%), 4) don't wanting to be occupied with activities useful and
single - minded to himself and sociery(l/3 of all cases).
Because, as it was mentioned, in the whole system of juvenile education, firstly an
influence on juvenile prevails, and not on the causes themselves, so for thc first and the
second group of causes these sočiai phenomena complexively belong:
1) disability of prevention subjects to clear up and evaluate complexivery
deformations of juvenile personality (most cases); 2) not creating conditions for
correction of deformations of personality features {also most cases); 3) further
intensiveness of juveniles personality deformations (not less than 1/3 of all cases).
Because the period of formation of juveniles personality is rather long (practically 18 years), though and during lašt 5 years of revival (1989 - 1993) the mechanism of
action of causes of chminality changed a little. The most characteristic development is
that the sočiai situation of juveniles worscned, because unemployment has emerged,
special proforientation is absent, and the levers of frec market economy in this sphere
don't operate yet. Thereforc a part of juvenile offenders, who don't learn and don't work
during 5 lašt years grew up sevcral times (13% - 47%). A situation in families worsened
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because of general declinc in living standaids; poor nourishmcnt stimulates further
wcakening of children and juveniles health. In a rapidly changjng sočiai suiroundings it
is hard for juveniles to adapt, so wc can find more defects of socialization among the
youtb. It seems that this complicated period will lašt rathcr long, so the nearest future
tfaere is not basis to prognose tbe stabilizatkm of juvenile criminality.
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The essence of Lfthuania's education reform and tts trends
Reestablisbed Lithuania's independence callcd for cardinal education reform side
by side with other rearrangements in the society. In Sovict times the following features
were characteristic of education system and, naturally, of comprebensive school:
-a student's pcrsonality was comprehended as the subject of upbringing activities,
passively accumulating the results of teaching influence. The greatest attention has been
paid to the process of delivering theorctical knowledge, the acquirement of vocational
slrills and conunanding respect to the rcgulations of ideology promoted by the State.
-matcrialistic concept of society and personality that absolutises the importance of
economic and produetive agents. Following scientific concept of upbringing the teaching
subject having acsthctic content used to be made too sciential.
-school used to be an inert institution poorly responding to the needs of an
individual or of the changes in sočiai or cultural life.
-school used to be unified, cunicula and manuals were common and the šame for
all, teaching and learning methods were basically uniform (1).
Naturally, one could find exceptions in Lithuanian schools. In some schools tbey
attempted to corrcct the prcvailing tendencies even in Sovict times. But it should be
noted, that the heads and staffs of teachers in such schools constantly experienccd the
pressurc from the part of educational authorities.
Alrcady in 1988 the reform of Lithuania's education system was launched. National
school concepb'on has been declared. There was a doeument cbaracterizing the place of
Lithuanian education in the wholc system of Soviet education and suggesting a new
concept of lcarner education in Lithuania. Using this conception progressive scientists
tried to figbt against the russification of Lithuanian school, for the preservation of our
national culture.
When in 1990 Lithuania's independence was proclaimed, the ideologists of education
reform started creating tbe school of our independent State. The project of creating
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Lithuania's national school have been transformcd into the goal of educating citizcns for
indcpendent, democratic and open society (2). The idea of national school has not been
lošt, on its basis thcy created the conception of Lithuania's education. Education refonn
differs from other refonns being carried out in public life of Lithuania as having
theoretic bases of changes.
Education reform practically started with primary education reform. Thus the idea of
developing comprehensive school from one up to twelve years began to be put into
practice. New curricula and teaching plans are ready for use, new manuals are being
published. On September 1, 1992 first-formers and their teachers started working in a
ncw way, next year - those working with the second form and their studente, and so on.
So, while educational institutions of other levels reformed their work only partly or are
still preparing themselves for cardinal changes, more than half of primary teachers work
quite in a ncw way and have already formed their own opinion of education reform in
Lithuania.
Ch*racteri*tic of sociological investigation
In April-May, 1994 sociological investigation among primary teachers of our country
took place. Its goal was to find out their opinion of education reform. Preparing for this
work all the country was devided into 3 parts: large towns, greatly urbanized distriets
and poorly urbanized ones. Considering the number of primary teachers in thcm, a large
town, a health resort (3), two greatly (heavily) and one poorly urbanized distriets from
diffcrent parts of the Rcpublic fell under this investigation.
An anonymous standardized questionnaire had been worked out. It was given to all
primary teachers in chosen spots. 496 primary teachers answered the questions. That
came to 67 percent of all the teachers working in chosen places. The error of
representation reaches 4 percenL
Here is a short characteristic of the respondent body 55 percent of them teach in
primary forms being a part of secondary school (4); 17 percent - in principlc s^hools (5);
7 percent - in primary schools; 10 percent - in small country schools with few students,
where a teacher works with children of several forms at the šame tiine. Due to economic
problems in Lithuania, practically no new schoolbuildings have been recentry built. For
this reason a lot of schools all over the country experience a great shortage of room to
work in. On the other hand, the number of children attending kindergartens decreases
(7). So a way out of this situation has been found: primary forms movė from secondary
and principlc schools into abandoned Irindergarten buildings. Such forms are still
officially under secondary or principlc schools, though it is planncd to make them
independent primary schools in future. 11 percent of the respondents teach in this kind
of schools. 21 percent of the respondents teach first-fonners, 22 percent teach second
and 19 percent -third and 19 percent - fourth year students. 16 percent of them work
with several forms simultaneously. Half of the respondents had higher education, 20
percent were Teachers College graduates, 26 percent first graduated from teachers
college and later - higher school (8). One more problem appeared with the decreasing
number of kindergartens. Former kindergarten teachers have to look for some other
place to work in. Becausc of changes in the eurriculum school refused work to the
teachers of some subjects (9). It often happens that the teachers unable to work in their
qualification start working as primary teachers. This tendency may be traced from the
results of the investigation. 69 present of the respondents are primary teachers by
profession, 10 percent are kindergarten teachers by profession, 10 percent are
kindergarten teachers, 12 percent of them became teachers of some subject taught at
secondary or principle school. 33 percent of primary teachers teach less than 5 years, 19
percent - from 5 to 10 years, 9 percent - from 11 to 15 years, 34 percent of them - more
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than 15 years. The lotai tcaching - woik rccord of 17 percent of the respondente is no
more than 5 years, Ihat of 16 percent - from 5 to 10 years, of 14 percent - from 11 to 15
years, while that of 52 percent totais to more than 15 years. This distribution repcatedly
shows that a quantity of ncw teachers, having diverse education, started working as
primary teachers lately.
14% of the respondente are single, 74% are married, 7% are divorced and
6% - widowcd. Almost all the respondents are womcn as thcrc is a tradition in Lithuania
that teachers profession is mostly chosen by women, espccially that of primary teachers.
Estimation of education reform
The questions of the sociological questionnaire were relatively devided into two
groups: the questions devoted to general education reform and those devoted to the
problcms of primary education reform. The results of the investigation revealed the fact
that the respondents clearly distinguish the 2 aspects of the reform. This article deals
more with estimation of general probtems of education reform.
In the course of interrogatory thcy attempted to determine the respondent's general
altitude to the reform. 36% of the participating teachers are convinced they mušt do all
they can, and even more, to put into practice education reform. They may be callcd
"deliberate advocates" of the reform. 15% of the respondents understand thcy should
work more to accomplish this reform but they are short of time or energy for this. 16%
think they ought to work more on ils realization but, in their opinion, nobody needs this
reform - both students and their parents or their own fellow-teachers. These two groups
of respondents may be relatively called "potential advocates" of education reform. 32%
of the teachers who were interrogated stated they work much enough to eam their living
without problems. So, in their own words, they bate additional problems. They may be
called "skepties". Among the "deliberate advocates" of education reform we may find the
respondents being kindergarten teachers by profession or those educated to teach some
subject at secondary or principle schools, as well as primary teachers worlting in their
profession less than 5 years. As "potential advocates" of the reform may be considered
the respondents having primary teacber's qualification whose overall teacher's work
record often reacbes 5 to 10 years. Among those skepticalry estimating the reform there
are mostly primary teachers educated for this profession and working in it for more than
15 years. This tendency might be explained by the fact that primary teachers who had
acquired their education earlier have their personai concept of primary education. This
concept is often based on the traditions of old school and now they are often compelled
to change this concept
The main thing in general education reform of 1993/94 school year was teacher's
competency assessmeni. In Soviet times teacber's salary mostly dependent upon the
length of service in the profession. Not all honor titles (10) uscd to be eonferred for
superior performance in class. Therefore it has been settled to reform teacher pay system
as to make it more dependent on the quality of teacber's work in class. The following
grading of teacher titles bas been established: junior teacher, senior teacher, teacher
methodologist and expert teacher. Whenever a teacber wants to get a higher category
than that of a junior teacher he has to take some additional competence tests. The
objective of the assessment was also to encourage teachers to take more interest in the
questions of education reform. The tests are to be taken in the following subjects:
educational psychology, profcssional competency, Lithuanian (11), the history of
educational thought and the knowlcdge of principle education reform doeuments.
Thorougb the assessment started in Spring of 1994 just before the bcginning of
sociological investigation. By that time some teachers have already been assessed and
others were still preparing for this. As it is in the case of any new and unfamiliar
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proccss, tunely and sufficienl information on tbe assessment is of great importance to
evcry teacher. Thercfore, wuilc investigating, teachers havc becn asked about their being
infonncd of thc subject. 21% of thc respondente think tbcy have a good knowledge of
assessment re^uiremeats, 1/4-th answered: we prefer saying "yes" to "no"; 28% chosc
thc amwer "rather no tban ves", 23% admitted being quitc ignorant of teachers'
assessment. Among those who wcrc perfectly infonned of tins assessment were mostiy
teachers woiking in towns as well as Teacher Training College graduates or those
teacheis who, having collcgc education later acquired bigher education. The šame
answer was given by primaiy teacbers working in thc profcssion for more Ihan 15 years.
Those who gavę preference to answering "rather yes than no" were mostly met in small
settlements, teachers having kindcrgaiten teacher qualification and primary tcachers
worldng less than S years. In the group of the respondehts wbo were quite ignorant of the
assessment we find teachers of somc secondary or principle school subjects and those
working in the profession for less than 5 years.
During the investigalion teacbers were asked about the reasons of their having
insufficient knowledge of the assessment requircments. 32% of the respondente primary teachers blame themselves for their ignorance, 11% blame town or local
education authorities and the šame number of teachers put blame on their school
authorities. Some other reasons were pointed out Ministry of Science and Education
works insufficientry in this direction; one should write more of the subject in teachers'
press. Thc respondente wcre also asked to make their suggestions of bow to alter the
procedure of assessment. 13% of them would likę it to be more objective; 11% are
coDvinced that a greater attention should be paid to teacher's practical skills but not to
his theoretic knowledgc; 8% are of thc opinioo that thc members of assessment board
should be appointed more carefulh/. Some other possible corrections have becn pointed
out, such as: spreading information of teacbcr assessment questions more widely,
arranging extensive advanced teachers courses, making teachers not to be afraid of the
assessment. The results of this investigation revealed the fact that teachers working in
their profession for a longer time often disapprove of the new order when teacher's
qualification and consequently his or her salary little depends on the length of ones work
in the profession. One should consider this knowing that mostly elder tcachers work at
our schools as ever decreasing number of young teachers come to work in this
profession.
The respondente also estimated the work of different institutions and persons
influencing education refonn. The following grades of estimation have becn suggestcd: S
- excellent, 4 - good, 3 - satisfactory, 2 - bad, 1 - very bad.
The work of Ministry of Education and Science aimed at the changes in country's
education system has becn estimated on the average by 3.0 points; the work of Institute
of Pedagogics (12) - 3.4; that of Teachers' in Service Training Institute by 3.6 points;
The workof Higher Teacher -Training Schools (13) - by 3.4. The respondente estimated
tbe work of their school authorities by 3.6, that of their fellow-teachers - 3,6 and their
own work by 3.5 points on the average. Analyzing these estimations we may trace
sevcral tendencies: as usual, the respondents statė the lack of information about
Institutions of Republican level working on education refonn, such as Ministry or
Teachers' in Service Training Institute. Thercfore, a great number of respondents didn't
darė estimate tbe activity of
Institute of Pedagogics, Higher Teacher-training Schools and Teacher's in Service
Training Institute. On tbe other hand, among institutions of this Idnd, Teachers' in
Service Training
Institute has tbe highest rating though, strange as it is, it is with its work that tbe
ideologists of education refonn are the least satisfied. This fact is easy cnough to
cxplain. Tbe work of Teachers' in Service Training Institute is quite visible to the
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respondente, though it isn't ahvays successful enough while the work of other institutions
is lcss evident. Deliberate and potcntial supportcrs of the refonn estimate thc woik of
Republican Institutions bigber than by avcragc.
Factorial analysis of cstimation of different Institutions and persons distinctly
revealcd the fact tbat thc respondcnts divide them into 2 groups, relativcly caUed "close"
(school authoritics, their colleagucs and the respondcnts themselves), and "remote"
(institutions of Republican level). Analyzing separate respondent groups one can see that
the contcnt of "close" and "remote" institutions and persons changes. Tcachers working
as primary teachers for more than 10 ycars and those skeptically estimating education
reform reckon Teachers' in Service Training Institute among "close" too. "Deliberate"
advocates of education reform divide all the institutions into 3 groups: a) the Ministry,
Institute of Pedagogics, Higher Teacher Training Schools, Teachers' in Service Training
Institute, b) school authoritics and fellow-teachers, c) the respondent himself.
The teachers participating in the investigation pointed out the most important
shorteomings of education refonn. In their opinion, the worst thing is that publishing of
manuals (text- books) is overdue (14) - 30%; the šame trouble is with new instructions
on teaching methods - (20^); education reform is not properry tbought over and
prepared - (16%). Some more shorteomings of education refonn were indicated, namely,
too searce is the information of the process itself, teacher salary is too miserable,
economic basis of school is very poor because of insufficient financial support. The
respondents were asked to deseribe Lithuania's comprehensive school in future. The
ąuestion sounded as follows: "Wbat changes should be taken for you to say: education
refonn is successfully accomplished?" 19% of the respondents thought it to depend upon
qualitative changes in teacher's work. The šame number of teachers associated it with
much better financial support for schools. The following features of a new reformed
school have been indicated: more respect for child, great changes in the manner of
running school, teacher has more professional frcedom, students change qualitativery,
quite different parent - teacher relations. Though the question of teacher pay in a
refonned school was not included into the questionnaire, it is quite natūrai that teacher
should earn much more in comparison with the present miserable salaries.
General conclusions
Lithuanian education inberited heaps of problems from Soviet times, Morcovcr,
changing to market society a lot of new problems appeared. As inheritance from former
times wc have still got numerous funetionaries in Ministry, among town and school
authorities of education. They often hinder resourceful work. It often happens that
officials of lower ranks in leading education institutions hate working independently,
they are often unable to take decisions on their own whcncver it is nceded. Education
system of Lithuania is still centralized. Officials of different ranks at all levels of
educational institutions look skeptically at the importance of sufficient information.
Therefore, most teachers, likę in old Soviet times, are obliged to work without thought,
just to be mere executers of somebody's instructions. But as society changes, changes the
teacher who isn't satisfied with this old situation.
In Soviet times teacher's work was not generously rewarded but at present the
situation even changed to worse.
But at the šame time the investigation results obviously sbow the fact that teachers
approve of the changes in education system. They highly appreciate new manuals and
new eurriculum. Their estimation of different educational institutions, inspite of some
problems, is fairly high. Most of the teachers participating in this investigation correctry
understand the objectives of education reform.
After Lithuania's independence was restored the quality of teaching staff changed.
This process started already in Soviet times when "perestroika" (reorientation of society)
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had becn proclaimed. People were allowed to start thcir own business and a great
number of young teacbers, mostly men, left school for a bettcr payment. Then some of
thcm who didn't succced in business, tbc failures, came bade to school. Having regaincd
independence this process prolonged. But now we may notice tbc fact that at least
primary teacbers are finally resolute about their future. 4% of the respondente constantly
envy their colleagues wbo bad left school and earn their living by private business; 36%
- sometimes think theseformer teachers having abetter life; 40% - don't envy at all their
former friends and 17% - never think about it. Among thosc who constantly envy their
former colleagues we may often find higher school graduates woiking at school less than
10 years.
In the investigation it has been asked about teachers' future plans. 70% answered
tbcy would likę to continue working as teachers; 13% sometimes consider this idea but
they don't want to give in; 5% would likę to cbange teacber's woik into some other but,
in their own words, they haven't got necessaiy knowledge and are unable to do anything
else; 6% would likę to undertake some other job but cannot find any in the
neighborhood; 2% are quite resolute about refusing teacber's work. Among the latter we
may often find those having kindergarten teacber ąualification and teacbers working in
the profession less than 5 years.
The investigation revealed the fact that education reform was carried out properly. It
is obvious that the process itself is slow and sometimes fairly painful but it is inevitable
for any reorientation of society.

REMARKS
Į.Jackūnas Ž.: Lietuvos Švietimo plėtotė Europos edukacinių nuostatų kontekste
(Expansion of Lithuania's Education in the Contcxt of Educau'onal Regulations). In:
Lietuvos švietimo gairės (Landmarks of Lithuanian Education Reform).- Vilnius
1993, p. 9-10.
2.1ietuvos Švietimo koncepcija (Lithuania's Education Conception).- Vilnius,
1992, p.5.
3.The main health resorts are self dependent and bclong to no distriet
4.This is the standard model of town and large settlement secondary schools. In this
kind of school there are steps from 1 to 12 studying in the šame building and the
number of studente is on the average from 800 to 2000.
5.This is also a standard model of school for smaller settlements in the first place.
They have steps from 1 to 9.
6.For instance, steps 1 and 3.
7.Our country's economy experiencing great difficulties parents are often unable to
find money for sending their cbildren to kindergartens, and the State cannot finance
thistoo.
8.Usually by correspondence.
9.For instance, the teachers of Russian.
10.For instance, the Honoured Teacher of LSSR.
11.Still before the reestablishment of independence the campaign for purifying the
Lithuanian language started in our country just likę it used to be in France.
12.This is the strategic Centre of Education reform.
13.There are two Teacher Training Higher schools in Lithuania. They are: Vilnius
Pedagogical University and Shiauliai Pedagogical Institute.
14.Because of numerous reasons the publishing of manuals as well as some other
matehal so indispensible for school is being delated. It often happens that some
edition badly needed for the beginning of a new school-year reaches school after the
New Year.
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klausimais nuo Atgimimo pirmųjų dienų ligi Šiolei
R.Grigas. Tautos savigyna. - V., 1993. -156 p. Kaina 2 Lt.
Filosofinis sociologinis esė skiriamas visiems besidomintiems lietuvių tautos
likimu, jos prestižu, vienybės ir valstybingumo įtvirtinimu.
Žmogaus interesai ir dabartis /Redkol.: AMilrikas (ats.red.) ir kt. - V.,
1993.-60 p. Kaina 1Lt.

Straipsnių rinkinyje nagrinėjama labai svarbios šiandieninei Lietuvai žmonių
interesų pokyčių problemos, visuomenės socialinė diferenciacija.

Kelias. Sociologiniai tyrimai /Redkol.: G.Maniukaitė (ats.red) ir kt.
-V., 1992.
D.l - 98 p. Kaina 0,80 Lt.
D.2 -1994. -115 p. Kaina 0,80 Lt.
Straipsnių rinkiniuose gvildenama jaunimo vertybių pasirinkimo, socialinės
profesinės orientacijos problema, atskleidžiama jaunimo prieštaringa situacija

sudėtingoje Lietuvos ekonominėje politinėje raidoje.
Tautinės mažumos. Etnosocialinių problemų seminaro 1991-1992 m.
medžiaga. /Sudaryt. N.Kasafkina. - V., 1992. - 66 p. Kaina 1 Lt.
Leidinys skirtas Šiandieninės Lietuvos etnosocialinei problematikai.
G.Pranckietytė. Jono Šliūpo filosofinė kūryba. - V., 1993. - 156 p.
Kaina 3 Lt.

Monografija skirta žymaus visuomenės ir kultūros veikėjo Jono Šliūpo
(1861-1944) asmenybei. Tyrinėjama jo įvairialypė veikla, filosofinės pažiūros.
Iš tolerancijos istorijos. Straipsnių rinkinys / Sudaryt J.Balčius. - V.,
1992. -170 p. Kaina 1,50 Lt.
Leidinyje analizuojami tolerancijos istoriniai, politiniai, doroviniai,
pedagoginiai ir kt. aspektai.

Lietuvos filosofinės minties istorijos šaltiniai. Trys tomai.
T.2.: XIX a. vidurys - 1940 m. Redkol. J.Macevičius ir kt. - V., 1991.
-420 p. Kaina 2 Lt.

Chronologine tvarka pateikiamos 103 fymių filosofijos atstovų biografijos, jų
darbų - knygų, filosofijos traktatų, kursų, svarbiausių straipsnių, disertacijų,
rankraščių aprašai. Pridedama pavardžių rodyklė.

